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of any arms limitation step must be explicitly defensible. The pro
ponent of arms limitations is expected to demonstrate that such a 
course is indeed better than the all-out arms race alternative. This 
is very hard to do; in fact. almost impossible to do, because as I have 
already said, there isn't really any adequate means of assessing the 
effectiveness of what is already being done. · 

_ While nearly everyone believes that the arms race is very 
dangerous, some of us believe that it's more dangerous than others 
do. But practically no one believes that we can continue the vio
lent ar_ms race with the intense research and development effort, and 
the immense build-up of nuclear weapons all over the world, without 
running a great risk of a nuclear catastrophe occurrin"' within the 

. 0 

·next decade or two. 
Leo Szilard once placed a ten percent per year chance on the 

prooability ol a nuclear war occurring. (I don't know where he got 

that number.) Some people would put it lower and some higher. 
Even as little as a two or three percent chance per year of having 
a war in the next decade is too high to accept. Obviously no one 
c~n really evaluate the a priori probability of a war; though the 
nsks. appear great, they are not quantitatively assessable. 

This inability to actually evaluate or agree upon the risks of 
. the arms race makes agreement on the value of arms limitation 
difficult, for you have to convince people-and usually the people 
who are antagonistic to any limitations-that such steps are safer 
than something else which can't be measured. 

To overcome this difficulty we must try to create a vested 
interest in arms control; to develop ·a cadre of people whose full

time occupation is research and development on means of arms 
control and on the analysis of the political and military problems 
of arms control. There have been a number of recommendations to 
ereate a full-time substantial arms control staff and one of these 
should be put into effect. Until this is done, progress is condemned 
to be very slow. 

When I recommend a large arms control staff I may give the 
impression that the problem is tougher than it really is. We could 
go a long way with just a little common sense, but we could go 
further, do it quicker and with much greater confidence i£ there 
were a thorough understanding of the myriad of individual prob-

v I 
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lems involved. We won't be able to ljudge the total value of su.ch 

studies until we have had a major effort for some time. A major 
effort, compared to past efforts, would be twenty people working 
full-time, though a much bigger operation can easily be justified. 

An obvious example of the difference between the kind of 
I 

effort required to develo:p a weapon and that required to provide 
an adequate means of controlling its further development or pro
duction is given in the nuclear te:i?t ban case. In recent months our 
lack of understanding of underground seismic phenomena and the 
lack of a well-understood seismic det~ction system for underground 
nuclear tests has been a principal stumbling block in the way of an 

international agreement to stop nuclear testing. The United States 
has belatedly begun an intensive development and test program 
to create the necessary monitoring devices and to get the experi
mental data to make intelligent discussion possible. It is appropriate 
to ask why this work was not begun a long time ago. After all, the 
nuclear test ban has been a possibility for a number of years and 
was formally explored at the London Disarmament Conference 

in 1957. Yet, only in 1960 was a study initiated to understand the 
technical details of the monitoring problem. Why 1 Probably be
cause sensitive seismic detectors are not needed in the develop
ment of nuclear weapons so there was no need to develop them in 
conjunction with the weapons and there is no government agency 

responsible for the creation of a disarmament capability. 
The experience with the test ban also points up the important 

fact that it is difficult to evaluate any single disarmament step by 
itself. There are two principal reasons for attempting to negotiate a 
nuclear weapon test ban: (1) to prevent radioactive fallout caused 
by atmospheric explosions, and (2) to c;trry out a first step arms 

limitation measure in the hope of building up confidence which 
would permit further steps to be taken. To eliminate the fallout 
hazard, only tests in the atmosphere would have to be prohibited, 
a ban which would be easier to monitor. The total prohibition of nu
clear testing would require monitoring for clandestine underground 

and outerspace tests, a very much harder task i£ an essentially 

violation-proof system is desired. 
A great deal of judgment is required to balance properly 

the possibility of clandestine testing, and any dangers therefrom, 
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against the importance of making a serious start on arms control. 
. Eyen more important is the fact that with certain arms limitations 
and control-for example, an adequately monitored agreement pro
hibiting national ownership of nuclear materials-a test ban moni
toring system might be unnecessary. This suggests that some partial 
disarmament measures may require an extensive inspection system 
which might be less important in the case of more comprehensive 
disarmament. This difficulty can only be avoided by having an ade
quate understanding of the details of arms limitation systems that 
might be acceptable to the country; an understanding that can only 
be obtained by intensive study of the problem. In spite of the gaps 

_ in orir knowledge, we have spent enough time on the various aspects 
-to be reasonably certain that effective systems can be devised. In 
fact, they can be outlined now. Without considerable further study, 
however, it will-be difficult to convince skeptics of their feasibility. 
Furthermore, at this stage of our comprehension of the problem, 
we will probably insist on far more control than would be required 
if we had a better grasp of it. 

I would like to contrast our arms control effort to the ballistic 
missile design effort, for the nation is in the same uncertain state 
of mind with regard to the feasibility of arms control as it was 
regarding the feasibility of missiles in the early 1950s. The Von 
Neumann Committee, after a detailed study, became convinced that 
such missiles could be built, in spite of the doubters, who were 
mighty numerous and died hard, and didn't believe that intercon
tinental ballistic missiles were practical at all. In the spring of 1953, 
because of intelligence information, we were certain that the Soviets 
already had an effective, hard-driving ballistic missile effort and 
that the United States had to match it. In spite of this, and as late 
as 1957, a high ranking military officer, still on active duty, told me 
that I was doing the country a serious disservice by overselling bal
listic missiles, and he went on to say that we would not see opera
tional missiles during his "active lifetime." Within a few months 
after the Von Neumann Committee report we were able to put three 
or four hundred scientists and engineers to work on the then iden
tifiable problems of the ballistic missile. Not much later there were 
thirty thousand people working on the program and during the past 
five years we succeeded in overcoming all of the serious technical 
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problems that stood in the way of a practical long-range ballistic 
missile. Our confidence was vindicated. I have the same confidence 
today regarding the technical and military feasibility of arms limita
tions. The thing most lacking is the determination and courage to 
make a serious attempt. I am convinced of this, for we can now 
demonstrate a probable solution for each of the difficult problems 
that can be raised, though some of the solutions would not be readily 
acceptable. Arms control is much more complicated than develop
ing a ballistic missile, yet for some inexplicable reason many people 
seem to believe that we can understand the intricacies of limitation 
and disarmament without working on them. 

Another thing that has troubled me is that technical reasons 
are often given, possibly unconsciously, for not entering into arms 
limitation agreements that we wish to avoid for other reasons. This 
has been a most serious stumbling block in the past. If the leaders 
of the United States really understood where they wanted to go in 
the disarmament field, if the whole government felt as strongly 
about wanting to do something about arms control a; does the 
President, • and if the Congress were behind the objective, the tech
nical problems would not seem nearly so formidable. . 

Another really difficult question to answer is the one that 
Dr. Szilard raised when he talked about the Soviet proposal for 
complete and general disarmament. The question is this-what kind 
of a world do we want to live in and do we think we can best survive 
in? Do we want a totally disarmed world? And if so, are we pre
pared to cope with the new political situations which would then 
exist T Much thought and study must be given to these questions 
as well as to the technical-military problems if we are to move ahead 
with confidence. 

My own view has always been that it would not be sensible to 
agree to any general disarmament arrangement until there is a 
satisfactory international security force and an acceptable inter
national legal mechanism to manage it. I believe that the develop
ment of an arms control system has to proceed in steps. We should 
first try to stop the accelerating arms race and to achieve a situation 
in which there was less tension and fear, one in which we were will
ing to begin reducing arms and in which the Soviet Union would be 

• President Eisenhower. 
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t.ail by a number of military writers, is basically quite simple. It is 

an attempt to curb -the arms race by setting up a system in which 

a surprise attack by one side cannot prevent retaliation by the other 

and is thus deterred. This is an attempt to follow the course defined 

by Dr. Leo Szilard as ''learning to live with the bomb.'' • While 

a system of mutual deterrence is less attractive in many ways than 

properly safeguarded total disarmament, it may be somewhat easier 

to achieve and could be regarded as a transient phase on the way 

toward the goal of to~al disarmamenl 
Fundamentally, mutual deterrence stands upon the premise 

that it is now possible, or soon will be possible, to create offensive 

weapons systems sufficiently invulnerable to enemy attack to pre

vent their destruction by any practicably achievable force. In this 

circumstance there will be no need to fear an enemy surprise at

tack undertaken specifically to wipe out the force. If each side has 

a similarly protected and invulnerable force, there will be no op

portunity and therefore no incentive for either to build up a 

so-called counter-force capability. In this situation, an attack is 

deterred by the certain knowledge that it will be followed by a 

devastating reply. 
Obviously any of the existing delivery systems can be used 

as part -of a stable deterrent system. Because bomber aircraft 

normally require large airfields for their operation and appear to 

be harder to protect than ballistic missiles, missiles are the favorite 

weapon for planning deterrent systems. Though it may be regarded 

as a gross oversimplification by the experts, this discussion will 
ignore the very great complications of the multiple weapon problem 

and consider the pure ballistic missile case. 
In order to destroy missiles installed in protected underground 

bases and missile syste~ protected by mobility (Polaris missiles in 

submarines, or mobile Minuteman missiles, for example), an at

tacker would be forced to launch many missiles for each one being 

attacked. It is easy to conceive of situations in which the exchange 

rate could be ten or greater. If both sides in a military contest 

develop secure weapons, much of the incentive for an unlimited 

arms race disappears, even without controls. The abiliti to achieve 

• Leo Szilard, "How to Live with the Bomb and Survive," Bulletin of the 
Atomic Scientists (1960), 16:58. 
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relatively secure retaliatory systems makes it appear feasible to 

control the size of such forces by agreement. To do so requires only 

strategic inspection techniques, i.e., inspection methods which keep 

account of force levels rather than of the momentary readiness of 

forces. 
There is a minimum size to a given deterrent force below which 

it may not provide security. This is determined by vulnerability 

of the missiles and the number it may be possible for the opponent 

to hide without serious danger of detection. This, in turn, obviously 

will be a function of the effectiveness of the missile inspection sys- · 

tern. Herein lies the useful feature of the deterrence concept for 

the design of an arms-control system; there can be a mutual deter

rence system to fit any desired level of inspection and the better the 

inspection the smaller the deterrent force required. This provides 

a possible means of beginning arms limitations with only a modest 

inspection effort and a corresponding modest reduction in force, and 

allowing the system to evolve in the direction of fewer weapons and 

more inspection as confidence in it is built up. 
It is important to note that a missile deterrent system would 

be unbalanced by the development of a highly effective anti-missile 

missile and if it appears possible to develop one, the agreements 

should explicitly prohibit the development and deployment of such 

systems. Dealing successfully with the ballistic missile-control prob

lem will be a key part of a comprehensive arms-limitation and control 

system using stable deterrents. 
It is possible to design a stable deterrent system using only a 

relatively small number of ballistic missiles together with an in

spection and control system which can provide a high degree of -

assurance that there remains no clandestine force sufficiently strong 

to be a serious threat to the legal deterrent forces. This can be 

shown by a simple example. Let us assume that the deterrent force 

consists of a number of Minuteman missiles installed in under- · 

ground concrete emplacements. Depending upon the thickness of 

the concrete protection and other features in the design, the missile 

can be made secure against shock waves corresponding to overpres

sures up to about 1,000 pounds per square inch, though designs in 
the region between 100 and 300 psi are considered more practical 

A 300 psi overpressure corresponds to the effect of a five-megaton 

.. 
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e then added A TP to the water and found that the 
reads contracted to about 10 percent of their origina 

le .gth. !n 1942 actin was isolated and characterized 
Sz nt-Gyorgyi's pupil F. B. Straub, and in 1943 Sze t
Gy· gyi prepared crystalline myosin and worked o t a 

d for its purification. 
In 49 Szent-Gyorgyi introduced the glycerina d fi-

ber bu, d!e; a strip of muscle treated with glycerol can be 
kept fo study of the effects of ATP. In 1952- 953 he 
studied e "staircase effect" in heart muse! and the 

During W rid War II Hungarian leaders asked Szent
Gorgyi to try to rescue Hungary from t e Nazi stran
glehold. He m de an adventurous journ to Istanbul to 
consult with Bri ish and American dip! mats. Or his re
turn he found t t Hitler had person ly demanded his 
delivery. Smuggle by friends out o Budapest, he hid 
near the Soviet lin . Rescued on M lotov's personal or
der, he was taken Moscow an · treated as a distin
guished scientist. A r the war S ent-Gyorgyi accepted 
the chair of medical emistry a Budapest, and he also 
tried to help Hungary politic I activity. But it was im-
possible to counteract C mmu ist influence, and in 1947 
he emigrated to the Unit S tes, where he founded the 
Institute for Muscle Res r at Woods Hole Marine 

Further Readi g 
Albert von S ent-Gyot gyi is listed in t e Science study 

guide (VII, D 2 and 4). Others who wor ed in his fields 
were Sir F. owland HOPKINS, Otto M YERHOF, and 
H~go THE- RE LL. 

There i a biography of Szent-Gyorgyi in 
tures, P ysiology or Medicine, 1922-1 1 (1965), 
which so includes his Nobel Lecture. For the history of 
ascorb· acid see F. Bicknell and F. Prescott, he Vita
mins 1n Medicine (1953). For biological oxida ion see 
C. . Carter, R. V. Coxon, D. S. Parsons, and . 1-1. S. 
Th mpson, Biochemistry in Relation to Me icine 
(1 59) . For muscle biochemistry see G. H. Bourne ed., 
T. e Structure and Function of Muscle, vol. 2 (1 0), 
nd Dorothy M. Needham, Machina Carnis (1971) . 
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SZJ lARD/ By Bernard Jaffe 

The Hungarian-born theoretical physicist leo 
Szilard (1898-1954) made a si3nificant 

contribution in the United Stiltes to the -~';_, 
initi:ltion and completion of the world's first -~;,-. 
atomic bomb. . : ~'"-~_. 

·~~ .. 
~ eo Szilard (pronounced se'lard) was born,__~· . ;L, Budapest_ on Feb. 11, 1898, the son of Louis ai)d · 
"" Thekla Vidor Szilard. He studied at the University 

of Berlin, where, after receiving a doctoral degree:U! ·· 
1922, remained as Albert Einstein's assistant in physic\ 
until 1925 and then for 5 years as privatdozent. He was ,· 
an outspoken opponent of Nazism, and a few days af:er :· 
the Reichstag fire, in April 1933, he took a train for Vi~ , 
na. From there he made his way to Oxford, England,.;: 
where he did research in nuclear physics at the Clar~: 
don Laboratory. Five years later he went to Columc~~: 
University as a member of the staff of the National · 
fense Research Division. 

Early in 1939 both Szilard and Er.~i::c Fermi ccnfim:ed _ 
the reality of nuclear fission, which had been announced ::. 
by Otto Hahn and Fritz Strassmann in Germany in )anu-. 
ary. Szilard wrote, "I knew that the world was headed f~- · 
sorrow." He went to see Einstein and then · 
Alexander Sachs to deliver a letter from Einstein to 
dent Franklin Roosevelt warning him that "extremely' 
powerful bombs of a new type" might be built by the ~ 
Germans, based on atomic fission. Roosevelt immediate-< 
ly appointed the Advisory Committee on Uranium/ 
which included Szilard, and in August 1942 the Manhat- · 
!2n Engineer District Project was ordered to build an 
atom bomb. Fermi and Szilard, who had had early engi-_ 
neering training, worked out the lattice structure cf the·-. 
first atomic pile, which on Dec. 2, 1942, produced the ~ 
first successful self-sustaining nuclear chain reaction in 
history: Meanwhile, Szilard was named chief physicist.of: 
the Metallurgical Laboratory at the University of Chicago. ~ 

In 1943 Szilard became a naturalized American citizen...
As the completion of the bomb approached, S!ilarcf 
became one of the chief contributors to the )ames Frana · 
report, which counseled Washington against the i_ntrO:>: 

Leo Szilard in 1945 , (U(Iited Press International 
Photo) 
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4::if0ction of the atomic bomb as a legitimate war weapon 
'i.jlinst japan. Nevertheless, on Aug. 6, 1945, the bomb 
. ..;;as dropped on Hiroshima. Szilard became the crusad
ing scientist, the leader of atomic scientists bent on 
ilfinging to Congress and the American people the fear

·. ful implications of nuclear war. In 1947 he formed the 
J:fn,ergency Committee of Atomic Scientists with Einstein 
~-iS chairman, and he also sparked the movement for the 
:~'civilian control of atomic energy. During the following 
L}-ear he tried unsuccessfully to see Truman, &a+m, and 
.:;;:xhrushchev in an effort to get united action against a 
J riuclear arms race. He addressed students and faculties 
S round the country and organized the Council for a Liv
.{able World in Washington. 
~{~- When cancer struck him, Szilard refused surgery and 
~~took radiation treatment instead. During his long illness, 
t or. Gertrude Weiss, professor in the medical school of 
~': the University of Colorado, whom he had married in 
~.:1951, helped nurse him to recovery. In 1960 he received 
}the Atoms for Peace Award. Earfy in 1964 he became a 
~-member of the Salk institute for Biolcg:ca! Studies in La 

-~-Jolla, Calif.; he died on May 30, 1964. 
%~ In 1961 Szilard's imaginative and stimulating book, The 
.:voice of the Dolphins, was published. This was a col
~ lection of five short stories set in the future-parables, in 
:;~ a way, for the nuclear age. 

~~~urther Reading 

J;~ Leo Szilard is listed in the Science study guide (VII, C, 
~;:4). Others who contributed to the development of the 
X atomic bomb were James CHADWICK, Enrico FERMI, 
i Otto HAHN, and j. Robert OPPENHEIMER. 
~'>-'?q· Many biographical anecdotes are in Szilard's interview 
~reproduced in the book by the Editors of International 
~~Science and Technology, The Way of the Scientist: ln
-:::terviews from the World of Science and Technology 
1'J.!1967). A biography of Szilard by E. P. Wigner is in Na
~aional Academy of Sciences, Biographical Memoirs, vol. 
;;;:.4o (1969) . Memoirs of Szilard are included in Bernard 
.§Bailyn and Donald H. Fleming, eds., The Intellectual Mi
:ojgration: Europe and America, 1930-1960 (1969). 
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I. ORIGI!'AL \Vo RKS. The fir st co 
wti tings of Syne~iu s was by Dionysit.. 
161 2) . Most readily ava il able is the ' 
Migne . Putrvlopia Graeca , LXVI (P 
1756. The Epistolae were edited b• 
l:./Jistolographi G raeci (Paris , J 87 · 
the works of Synesius was ,... 
(Pari s, J 878) . Au gustine F; 
translations in Th e Lette 
~London. 1926) and Th e E~ 
ofCyrene (London, 1930) 

, of the 
:us (Paris, 

.on in J. P. 
:64).1021-
rcher in his 

-: nch trans. of 
JY H. Druon 
lished English 

i.ts of Cyren e 
;m F' S of Synesius 

II. SECONDARY LITERt tiled bibliographies 
of specia l studies on Sy in W. S. Crawford, 
Syn esius rhe Hellene,. ): in Jose C. Pando, 
The Life and Ti111 es o. ·wene as Re1·ealed 
in H is Works (Washin ,l ')):and in Richard 
Volkmann. Syn esius Fe 1, 1869). 

The scientific achiev, ~ ius are dis.::ussed 
in B. Kolbe , Der Bishof Synesius ,·on Cyrene als Physi
ker urd A slronom (Berlin , 1850): and in Paul Tanne ry, 
R er-l;erches S!!r l' his:oire de /'a stronomie u11cienne 
(Pari s, 1893), 50-53 . 

On the supposed authorship of the alchemic tract, see 
Biblioth eca chemica. John Ferguson, ed ., ll (Glasgow, 
1954). 42 I -422: and esrecia lly Edmund 0. Lippmann, 
Entstehang und A usbreitung der A lch em ie (Berlin, 
1919). 96-98. 
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SZEBELLEDY, LASZLO (b. Retsag, Hungary, 20 
April 1901; d. Budapest , Hungary, 23 January 
1944 ). anafyt icaf ch emistry. 

Szebe!ledy was the son of Ferenc Szebelledy, a 
pharmacist, and Maria Pohl. He earned a degree 
in pharmacy at the University of Budapest in 
1923, but instead of becoming a pharmacist he 
turned to scient ific research. In 1925 he was 
named assistant to Lajos Winkler at the Inorganic 
Chemistry Institute of the University of Budapest. 
An outstanding analytical chemist, Winkler had be
come famous for his methods of determining the 
amount of oxygen dissol ved in water ( 1888) and the 
iodine-bromine number of fats for his work in pre
cision gravimetry, and for his books. Szebelledy 
collaborated in Winkler's ana lytical research. His 
first independent publications (1929) dealt with the 
classical methods of ana lysis . He later spent con
siderab le time a\vay from Budapest working with 
foreign sc ien tists. no ta bl y Wilh elm Botlger at Leip
zig and William T readwell at Zurich. In 1934 Sze
belledy quali fi ed as a lecturer in an alytical chemis
try at the lJniversi ty of Buda pest, and in 1939 he 
was appointeci prok ssor of inorganic and analytica l 

chemistry. The extensive program of rese; rch that 
he subsequently undertook was prematurel y halted 
by his death from cancer. 

Among the topics that Szebelledy investigated 
was catalytic ul tramicroreactions. introduced i~to 
analytica l chemistry by I. M. Kolthoff and E. B. 
Sandell for ca5.es in which it is possibl':! to obtain 
an accurately measurable endpoint ( 193 7). Mo~1 
catalytic color reactions. however , proceed coniin
uously. Working with Miklos Ajtai, Szebelled;. 
devised the analytical application for this type of 
reaction (1939). With the assistance of his young 
co-worker Zoltan Somogyi (whose death during an 
air raid preceded his own) , Szebelledy invented the 
coulometric titration method (I 938). \.vhich i 
widely used in analytical chemistry. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

SzebeUedy's paper on coulometric titration is "Die 
coulometrische Analyse als Prazisionsmethode : · i
Zeitschnft fiir a11alytische Chemie, 112 ( 1938); ·n 3-
336, written with Z. Somogyi ; and that on catalytic an:d
ysi s is " Die quantitative Bestimmung von Vanad iD mit
teis aktivierter Katalyse.'' in Mikrochemie, 26 (1 9391. 
87 -94, written with M. Ajtai. 

A secondary source is F. Szabadvary , His1ory of A na
lytical Ch emistry (Oxford, I 966), 190, 316, 3 17. 

SZILARD, LEO (b. Budapest, Hungary. 11 Feb! u
ary 1898 ; d. La Jolla, California, 30 1\·!ay 196Ll ). 
physics, biology. 

Szilard, one of the most profoundly original 
minds of this century, contributed significant~y to 
statistical mechanics, nuclear physics, nuclear e:-1-
gineering, genetics, molecular biology, and politi~a! 
science. 

The oldest of three children of a successful Jew
ish architect-engineer. he was a sickly child and 
received much of his early education at home. 
from his mother. His electrical enr;ineering studit;S 
were interrupted by World War l; drafted in~o t ~e 
Austro-Hungarian army, he was still in officers· 
school at the end of the war. In 19 20 he went to 
Berlin to continue his studies at the T echnischt 
Hochschule. The attraction of physic s proved too 
great, hoVvever, and he soon transferred to t h~ 
University of Berlin. where he received the doctor
ate in i 922. His dissertation. written under the 
direction of Max von Laue, showed thai. t e sec
ond Jaw of thermodynamics not only covers the 
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· •. • 1, \ :dues of thermodynamic quan tities but also 

~~-,~rmines the form of the law governing the flue

.. .. ·1un · a round the mean values. The continua

;:~;; l 1t this work led to h~s famous paper of i 929, 

:~ ~; ..:h c~tabl ished the connection bet ,veen entropy 

.v · 1nfo rmatio n. and foreshadowed rriodern cyber

··:~! i ~ ~h e u ry. 
During th is period in Berlin, as a research work

er ;lt the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute and then as Pri-

1 ,;rclo::.eni at the university , Szilard undertook ex

.· F.;ri;nental work in X-ray crystallography with 

. · Herman \fark. He also began to patent his long 

' \.:ries of pioneering discoveries , including devices 

, , nti..:ipating most modem-nuclear particle accelera

:: ws . With Albert ·Einstein he patented an electro

~ :i1 ; 1 ~: netic pump f~r iiquid ref~gera~ts that . no.w 

.. ~ cf'.e~ as the basis for the circulation of hqutd 

.{ r.': ~!";.tl coolants in nuclear reactors . 

. - Hitle r's assumption of power caused Szilard to 

~ !~:1\e Germany for England in 1933. There he 

' ..: un..:e i· ed the idea that it might be possible to 

~ .1 -:h ie\ e a nuclear chain reaction. Szilard's search 

_ i·' r :m approp riate nuclear reaction (he early real-

:Led that the neutmn was the key), while a guest at 

·, r. Bc~rtholomew's Hospital in 1934 and at the 

li.Jrendon Laboratory, Oxford, after 1935, led to 

:~ · est:1blish ment of the Szilard-Chalmers reaction 

•nJ the discovery of they-ray-induced emission of 

::cut rons fro11;1 beryllium. It was only after he came 

:,, the L.:nited States, in 1938, that he learned of 

·h: discovery of fission in Germany by Hahn and 

Str:I- smann. 
'l1.ilard instantly recognized-as did nuclear 

:hyc,ici';ts in other countries-that fission would be 

nc ke y to the release of nuclear energy, and he 

:m:ned iately undertook experiments at Columbia 

lniversity to demonstrate the release of neutrons 

1n the fiss ion process and to measure their number. 

\'ith Fermi he organized the research there that 

". entuall y led to the first controlled nuclear chain 

rt::.!(t ion. on 2 December 1942, at Chicago. Proba-

1'>!:; more than any other individual, Szilard was 

;-: ,po nsib le fo r the eJtablishment of the Manhattan 

Prvjecc: it was he who arranged for the letter from 

Ein , tei n to President Roosevelt that brought it 

!bout. Hi s contributions to the success of its plu

toni um production branch, both in physics and in 

c> ngineering. were ma:1ifold, especially in the ear!i

l''t ~ tages. The basic patent for the nuclear fission 

rc~Ic tor was a warded jointly to Fermi and Szilard 

in 1945 , but Sziiard never realized a ny financial 

rron t from it. 
l h~ last month s of the war found Szilard, with 

.J •• me \ rr~nk a nd other Manhattan Project scien-
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tists, engaged in a futile effort to convince Presi

dent Truman to use the first a tomic bomb in a non

lethal demonstration to the J apanese of its destruc

tive power. 
After the war Szilard turned to biology. With 

Aaron Novick he invented a nd constructed a de

vice for studying growing bacteria and viruses in a 

stationary state by means of a continuous-flow 

device, called the chemostat, in which the rate of 

bacteria growth can be changed by altering the 

concentration of one of the controlling growth fac

tors . He used it for a number of years in funda

mental studies of bacterial mutations and various 

biochemical mechanisms. 

In the late I 950's Szilard became increasingly 

interes ted in theoretical problems of biology; his 

1959 paper "On the Nature of the Aging Process., 

still stimulates research and controversy. His last 

paper, "On Memory and Recall," was published 

posthumously. 
Throughout his life Szilard had a profoundly 

developed social consciousness. On fleeing Nazi 

Germany to England, one of his first acts was to 

inspire the organization of the Academic Assis

tance Council, to help find positions in other coun

tries for refugee ::.cientists. He ·,;ias one of the lead

ers of the successful postwar Congressional lobby

ing effort by Manhattan Project alumni for a bill 

establishing civilian control over peaceful d~velop

ment of nuclear energy. Szilard was one of the 

instigal.ors and active early participants in the in-

. ternational Pugwash Conferences on Science a nd 

World Affairs, and he wrote extensively on ques

tions of nuclear arms control and the prevention of 

war. In 1962 he founded the Council for a Livable 

World, a Washington lobby on nuclear arms con

trol and foreign policy issues. 

~zilard was a fellow of the American Pi:ysical 

Society , the American Academy of Arts and Sci

ences, and the National Academy of Sciences. He 

received the Einstein Award in 1958 and the 

Atoms for Peace Award i'n 1959 . 
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amounts of acid and the st ren!!th s of acids, 
most of them dealt only with the forme r. Physio 
gists and biologis ts. however. were more C< 

cemed with the strengths of acids . since srr 
changes in ac idity play a great role in various 
processes. They were therefore the ones to elL 
date the concepts underlying the treatment of th < 
questions and to develop appropriate techniqt 
of measurement. The first to do so was Sz1 
who in 1903 publi shed " Indikatorak alkalmazas 
allati fol yadekok vegyhatasanak meghatarozasaJ 
("Application of Indicators in the D eterminati 
of the Reaction of Animal Fluids''), in Orvosi f 
tilap. 45 (1903). 509-518. After establishing t 
the reaction of animal fluids - the hydrogen 
concentration of blood serum, for example - c. 
not be determined titrimetrically, Szily bit upon 
idea of using the indicators for this purpose, si1 
each indicator changes color at a specific hydro 
ion concentration. · regardless of the nature of 
base. By using •;arious indicators he was able 



SZILY, PAL (b. Budapest. Hungary, 16 May 1878; 
d. Mosonmagyar6var, Hungary , 18 August 1945), 
chemistry. 

Szi1y came from a family of physicians . His fa
ther, Adolf Szily, was- a doctor and director of a 
Budapest hospital, and his older brother be~.:ame a 
professor of ophthalmology at the University of 
Budapest. Szily studied medicine at the University 
of Budapest and after obtaining his medical degree 
became an assistant at the Institute of Physiology 
there, where he carried out his fundamental re
search on the colorimetric determination of hydro
gen ion concentration. 

Since the time of Robert Boyle various plant 
juices had been used to determine whether a liquid 
was acidic or basic. When synthetic substances 
were introduced as indicators, it was observed that 
they did not change coior at the same level of acid
ity as the natural juice indicators. On the basis of 
Arrhenius' theory of ionization ( 1887), Wilhelm 
Ostwald introduced the concept of the dissociation 
constant with a view to ascertaining the strengths 
of acids and bases as a function of, respectively, · 
hydrogen ion and hydroxyl ion concentration. He 
also determined the value of the dissociation con
stant of water. In 1893 Max Le Blanc invented the 
hydrogen electrode, wh ich made it possible to 
measure the hydrogen ion concentration electro
chemically. 

It appears, however, that for a long time chem
ists were unable to recognize the significance of 
the se developments. They did not comprehend the 
di ffe rence between titrimetrically determinable 
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oase. tJ usmg var,ous mmc2.rors ne was ao1e 
establish a scale for estimating acidity. In additi: 
employing seven different indicators, he devise< 
scale for making an approximate determination 
the acidity of the blood serum. In the course oft 
research he also determined the resistance of blc 
serum t0 the effects of acids and bases (its buf 
property). 

In 1903 Szily lectured on his results before 
Physiology Society of Berlin; and Hans Fried' 
thai. a lecturer at the University of Berlin, 
ranged for Szily to continue his research the 
Friedenthal began investigations in the same a. 
and perfected Szily's method by using a Jar, 
number of indicators and by employing stand < 
(buffer) solutions of precisely known hydrogen 
concentration. Iri 1904 he reported that he r 
been unsuccessful in his attempt to produce tht 
solutions by successive dilution of acidic or ba 
solutions . Szily ·suggested that he prepare sta 
solutions of reliable hydrogen ion concentratic 
by mixing primary and secondary phosphates 
different proportions. Sztly was, consequently , 1 

inventor of artificial buffer solutions. Research 
this area was extended by S. P. L. Sprensen, \\. 
introduced the concept of pH in 1909. 

In 1905 Szily transferred to the surgery clinic 
the University of Budapest, and in 1909 he 
came director of the serological and bacteriologi 
laboratory of the Budapest Jewish Hosp i 
Henceforth his research was of a purely medi 
nature. He investigated the therapeutic effects 
Salvarsan and communicated his findings to P: 
Ehrlich. who followed with interest the results 
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\First A-Bomb Builder 
!Here for Peace Talk 

By BUD WEIDENTHAL 
One of the scientists responsible for the creation of the 

first atomic bomb will unveil his plan to avert nuclear 
disaster in a speech here tonight. 

"I believe that · we are · 
headed toward an all-out bomb before Germany. 
war," said Prof. Leo Szilard, He was one of five nuclear 
60-year-old UniverSityorCffi.scientists on hand when the 
cago physicist who holds the first controlled nuclear chain 
patent on the control process reaction toqk place at the 
of the first nuclear chain re- University of Chicago in 1942. 
action. Following the war he was 

i "The chances of getting among the first to ask for a 
through the next 10 years halt to the atomic arms race. 
witliout averting a disaster Prof. Szilard said today he 
are slim," he added in an in- was discouraged after spend
terview today. ing a year in Washington try-

"But I personally find my- ing to convince government 
self in rebellio.n against the officials of the hazards of the 
fate that seems to be in store nuclear arms buildup. 
for us," said the scientist who 
left a hospital bed a year ago Discouraged in Washington 
to begin his personal r.rusade "There is no market for 
against the atomic arms race. wisdom in Washington," he 

said. He said government of
Advice to Clevelanders ficials we·re too concerned 
Szilard indicated he would with day-to-day crises. "There 

tell Clevelanders tonight what are too many pressures" said 
they might do to help. The Szilard. 
address is scheduled for 8:15 He said tonight's sugges
in Severancod Hall. It is one tions would be in the form of 
of the McBride lecture series an "experiment" to test reac
sponsored by Wester.n Re- tion to his ideas. He is giving 
·serve University. a similar speech at Harvard 

Szilard was one of the small Law School, Swarthmore Col
group of s c i e n t i s t s who lege and the University of 
alerted President Roosevelt Chicago. 
in 1939 to developments in Szilard said his ideas are 
atomic reactors both in the based on discussion with 
U. S. and Germany. They American officials, a two
urged FDR to develop the hour conference with Russian 

premi.er Khrushchev and with 

I 
Russian scientists at two Pug
wash conferences. 
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Atomic Pioneer .Asks 
C-ampaign to End War 

A Movement for Abolishin~ allies."" he ·says. 
War was proposed last ni;:;ht "America should proclaim 
by one of the scientists who tha l if in case of war she were 
helped to create the atomic In usc atomic bombs against 
bomb. I !"Oops in combat she would do 

Dr. Leo Szilard drew a ~ap11r- so on ly on her own side nf 
ity crowd of 1.800 to Sever- the prewar boundary," he con
mice Hal l for one of the Me- tin_uerl. 
Bride lecture series sponwrcd Szilard listed these other 
by Westrrn Reserve University. pomts: . 

Cleveland became ·one of four ' • "Amcnca shoul.d un ilaterally 
. . !resolve that atomtc bombs and 

areas where Dr. Sztlard IS con- the means (of delivery) h. h 
ductmg what he calls an exper- . . w tc 
iment. The movement also is a.re supplied by her and sta 
being offered in talks at the twned m Europe .remain in the 
Harvard University Law School ha ~lds of Amencan military 
Forum the University of Chi- unt.ts under Amertcan command 
cago a'nd Swarthmore College rather than be placed under the 
all in 10 days. , ;on:.~oll of NATO." . 

Szilard envisions ·a Council f le President should tssue 
for Abolishing War, consisting an Pxecuttve _o rdet· against 
of perhaps a dozen distinguishc~l ftght mg mean.mgles~ battles in 
scientists. It would be the board the cold war.' He cttcd the re
of directors for a lobby 1 hal cent election. of a Swede to head 
would pursue specific political the lntematwnal Atomtc Ener
objectives he listed. g.v Agency in Vienna 0\·er 

St,viet: protests . 
. Asl<'! 2 'lo of Im·om" 

T h c 60-year-ulcl physici~t. 
who holds the patent uf the 
eontrol pmcess of the fi r~t 
nuclear chain reaction, would 
expect supporters of his move
ment to contribute 2% of their 
annual income. 

Most of it would go to candi
dates for public office pledged 
to Szilard's program. which he 
spelled out m an hour-long talk 
and then explained further in 
a question pet•iod. 

He would resist with polili c<~ l 

action the adoption of " ''first 
~trike if necessary"' polic.v by 
the United Sta tes. He faYnt·s 
"a ct'eci~ion to the effect that 
America is going to maintain 
an invulnerable second strike." 

''America should unila lcral
ly proclaim that she would not 
resort to any . . . bombing 
... except if American cities 
or bases are attacl~ed by Russia 
or if there is an unpmvoked at
tack on ... one of America's 

Srveral times he cited the 
need fur private citit:ens to act. 
acquiring voting power and 
exercising it.. 

Sees Disarmament Possible 
He mentioned a disarmament 

agency, saying that disarma
ment prpgress "could probably 
he made through serious non
govcmmental discussions among 
Americans and Russians. 

··r believe that. such discus
sions ough t. io be arranged 
through printte initiative.'' he 
addPrl. 

"'An i n f I u en t i a I pt ·i\·ate 
group" also \.vas suggested fur 
rle\·ising forms of democracy 
su itable for Southeast Asian 
and African nations. and fur de
velop ing methofls of birth con
trol for areas with population 
problems. 

St:ilard distributed 500 copies 
of his .speech to members of 
1 he audience who requested 
them during an intermission , 

Dr. Leo Szilard 

and asked each listener to try 
during the Christmas \·acation 
to f ind out bo1N many persons 
would be interested in partici
pa I ing in his move men 1. · 

Aftet· Ch ristmas, he said. 
when he recei\·cd the results. 
he could tell \\"hethcr such a 
mo\'cmenl would ])p successful. , 
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Unnoticed by most passer,:;-by, one of the great scientists 
of our time works quietly at a desk in a Washington hotel. 
It was he who sparked the development of the atomic 
bomb. Now, despite a cancer expected to tal<c his li{c 
months ago, .his interests have never been more varied
from universal peace to a gadget that makes instant' tea 

The Legend That Is Dr. Szilard 
BY THEODORE IRWIN 

11:1 EARLY LAST YEAR newspaper col
umnists reported that Dr. Leo Szi
lard had only six weeks to live. Yet 
one morning recently I found him 
seated at a desk in the lobby of a 
hotel in Washington, D.C. With 
people eddying around him, Dr. 
Szilard was calmly working on a 
scientific paper of potentially far
reaching significance. 

Few, if any, of the guests and visi
tors in the hotel lobby recognized 
this gray-haired, round-faced man. 
A lazy-eyed look belies his brilliant 
and fantastically versatile mind. 
Though he's a living legend, Dr. 
Szilard has always seemed to move 
in an aura of mystery. 

Dr. Szilard-now 63 and sup
posedly dying of cancer-has per
formed a unique role in modern 
history. With physicist Enrico 
Fermi, he held the first patent on 
the atomic chain reaction, which 

they assigned to our government. 
It was Dr. Szilard who convinced 

his old friend Albert Einstein that 
an atomic explosive was practical 
and that Einstein should so inform 
President Roosevelt. Einstein's sub
sequent letter set in motion the de
velopment of the first atom bomb. 

Characteristically, however, Dr. 
Szilard vigorously opposed dropping 
the A-bomb on Japan. For years 
now he has crusaded for arms con
trol and disarmament-Dr. Szilard's 
cancer must wait while he dedicates 
himself to saving the world from 
suicide. To him, what happens in 
Berlin, Cuba and Tunisia-the fight 
for peace-is far more important 
than his own fight for life. 

His cancer of the bladder was of 
a highly malignant type. "It did 
look very bad," he admitted to me. 
He spent about a year at a New 
York hospital, keeping himself 
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busy with correspondence. In Jan
uary 1960, he was given radiation 
treatment, and so far he has re
sponded to it. Now he has what he 
calls "some minor residual surgical 
problems"; he carries a drainage 
ba!j attached to a tube in his blad
der, but the only outward sign is 
his holding a hand to his side while 
walking. 

"I don't believe my cancer is 
licked," he said to me mattcr-of
factly. "My time is probably limited. 
But cvci·yonc's time is limited, isn't 
it?" 

We took over a sofa in the hotel 
lobby as Dr. Szilard talked freely 
about what was on his mind. De
spite his illness and evident discom
fort, he sparked encrt,ry and continu
ally displayed his masterly sense of 
irony. It became clear that here 
was an unassuming, deep-thinking, 
sharp-tongued intellectual maverick. 

"Cancer is grossly overrated," he 
went on. "People worry about it be
cause it's such a frightening dis
ease. But if a cure were found, those 
who are cured would merely die 
later of some other ailment. A cure 
.for cancer would add only about 
two and a half years to the life span 
of the average adult. Cancer is pre
dominantly a disease of older peo
ple, and the basic process of aging 
is left untouched by anything medi
cine can do." · 

Why has he come to Washington 
to do his work? 

"The four years of the Kennedy 
administration," he replied, "might 
well set the course of events for a 
generation. I want to know what's 
going on and I can't find out just 
by reading the newspapers. So I've 
come to see it all at close range
to catch the flavor and to appraise 
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the trend of what's happening. I see 
many people, including some of the 
President's advisers. I listen to them, 
and maybe sometimes they listen to 
me." 

Dr. Szilard selected his hotel
the DuPont Plaza, about 15 minutes 
from the White House- because it 
has a large, light-filled lobby where 
he can work. To a desk generally 
used by guests to write notes home 
to the family, he customarily brings 
a slide rule and a folder btJlging 
with memos, reports and corre
spondence. He feels cramped in his 
12-by-15 room, where his papers 
arc piled high on a row of coffee 
tables. And he doesn't mind dis
tractions. 

"Perhaps it's better if an idea docs 
not become conscious too early," 
he said. "If distractions can keep an 
idea from emerging prematurely, it 
can continue to grow in the sub
conscious." 

THERE'S NO EVIDENCE that illness 
is obstructing the avalanche of Dr. 
Szilard's ideas. One of our most ver
satile scientists, he has labored in 
the realms of nuclear physics, chem
istry, biology, radiology and, cur
rently, microbiology. Dr. Szilard has 
been described as an "idea factory," 
and even he thinks of himself as 
ba~ically an inventor rather than a 
scientist. 

In addition to his solid accom
plishments in nuclear physics, Dr. 
Szilard has made big dents in sun
dry other fields. Not long ago he 
published a provocative paper on 
the aging process, and it may h~ve 
a revolutionary significance. His is 
the first scientific theory intended to 
supply the long-elusive answers to 
such questions as "How do. we be-
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DR. SZlL:\ RD . 'AMES TIE ' EY PROBLE?\fS OF 0 R TT:\1 ~ 
The issue of disarmament Dr. Szilard considers one of the five most 

important problems of our time. The others: 
"We must invent new forms of democracy which will be capable of 

functioning in the various underdeveloped regions of the world. If the 
parliamentary form of democracy is imposed on new countries-like 
Ghana, for instance-the first government in office might take steps to 
perpetuate itself." 
o "It is necessary to develop new forms of birth control which will m eet 
the needs of countries like India. The first thing that happens when 
certain overpopulated regions nrc given econom ic aid is that infant 
mortality goes down while the birth rate remains unchanged. As a result, 
the population shoots up so fast that no economic growth can keep pace 
with it." 
o "We shall need to rearrange our leisure time. If there is no war, 
working hours may drop within the predictable future to thirty-two 
hours a week in America. This would mean three-day weekends, whi ch 
make no sense at all. Rather, we ought to have one-day weekends and 
three months' paid vacations. This would build up the vacation industry. 
Many people would take their vacations abroad, and what they would 
spend abroad might take the place of grants-in-aid." 
Qo "Perhaps the time has come to try to get rid of sleep. The mechanism 
which forces us to go to sleep developed during the evolution of man, at 
a time when-during the darkness of night-sleep may well have been 
the most useful kind of activity. If we did not have to sleep, this would 
mean our living time could be extended fifty per cent." 

gin to die?" and "Just where does 
the mysterious stroke of death origi
nate?" Roughly, his complex theory 
holds that the age at death is deter
mined by one's genetic make-up. 

"This is how science progresses," 
he said. "But don't ask me to ex
plain my theory to laymen," he 
added, smiling. "I can't do it." 

Shortly after completing this 
paper, he started ruminating about · 
the mechanism of antibody forma
tion (immunity). For three years 
a link in his theory was missing; 
then, on a plane from Stockholm 
to New York, the big idea struck 
him and "the whole thing started 
to make sense." He spent the next 
few months writing two papers on 
the subject. 

/ 

As a pastime, generally during 
summers, Dr. Szilard has occupied 
himself with all kinds of curious no
tions and schemes. "I can't deal with 
major problems all the time," he 
said. "I'd get stale." 

He has come up with a gadget 
that makes instant tea, explored 
ways to accelerate checking coun
ters at supermarkets, pointed out 
loopholes in our tax laws, dreamed 
about improvements for injector 
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razors, and once proposed that we 
have dual currency-green dollars 
for wages, red for credit in the bank. 
His plan for the financing of univer
sities is as complicated as a Rube 
Goldberg madcap gadget. 

When the problem of population 
control captured his fancy, Dr. Szi
lard learned that beads used by 
women in India for determining 
their infertile periods often slipped 
out of place. So he devised a clasp 
to keep the beads in line. 

Global afl'aits have always in
trigued him. Early in 1947, Dr. 
Szilard proposed that the United 
States supply economic· aid on a 
vast scale to countries in Europe 
and elsewhere to build up their in
dustries. The Marshall Plan came 
three months later. 

Unlike most people, Dr. Szilard 
doesn't find he has to relax periodi
cally from his unending flow of 
ideas. But when he does, it's to listen 
to music, chiefly Beethoven and Mo
zart, or to read-Shaw, H. G. \.Yells, 
Boswell, and "English lady novel
ists." He hates to keep regular hours 
and schedules. Exercise? "When I 
feel the need, I lie down until the 
urge passes." He has never owned a 
home. "I would have liked to have 
roots," he confessed, "but if I can't 
have roots I settle for wings." 

Notwithstanding his many in
terests, Dr. Szilard insists that he is 
never too busy. "Since my time may 
be limited, I plan ahead for three 
months. After that, with luck, I shall 
plan for another three months." 

Currently he is on a ten-year, 
free-swinging research grant from 
the University of Chicago, which 
pays his and a secretary's salary 
and his travel expenses. It provides 
him with all the freedom he needs. 
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At present Dr. Szilard is "looking 
for information" that may give him 
a clue to the mechanism of mem
ory, one of his pet projects now. 

He also wants to complete his 
memoirs. He has written 60,000 
words but feels the book will require 
another quarter-million. "It will get 
across the thesis," he said, "that 
Homo sapiens resembles the apes 
in most respects, but that Homo 
sapiens is completely devoid of any 
imagination." 

As proof he points out that for 
more than two years before World 
War II man was unable to see the 
meaning and importance of the 
atomic chain reaction. 

Leo Szilard's memoirs should 
make fascinating reading. Born in 
Hungary, the son of a civil engineer, 
he studied electrical engineering in 
Budapest. Then he switched to 
physics, in which he received his 
doctorate degree, in Berlin. There 
he developed new concepts in ther
modynamics and conceived the basic 
idea for the cyclotron, an atom 
smasher. With Albert Einstein, he 
also took out a patent on an electric 
contrivance for pumping liquid 
metals. 

WHEN HITLER SEIZED power in 
1933, Dr. Szilard flew to London. 
It was then that he entered what 
was at the time a new sphere of 
science-nuclear physics. 

One day in 1934, as he paused 
at a street intersection in London, 
questions about the atomic chain 
reaction suddenly hit him like a bolt 
of lightning. What would happen if 
there was a chain reaction in which 
some element absorbed one neutron 
and discharged two? What could 
that element be? 

·I · 
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For months he thought about it, 
usually in the most private place he 
could find-the bathtub in his hotel 
room. Already he could visualize the 
horrifying havoc that might be pro
duced by the atomic process. His 
driving ambition was not to become 
a millionaire by exploiting the 
process but somehow to work out 
methods of controlling it. 

In 1938, as war clouds loomed 
over Europe, Dr. Szilard came to the 
United States (he is now an Ameri
can citizen). A year later, word 
filtered in that the uranium nucleus 
had been split by scientists in 
Europe. Dr. Szilard felt that the 
Germans were bound to create an 
atomic bomb. 

On March 3, 1939, he and an 
associate, Dr. Walter Zinn, made 
what was to prove an earth-shaking 
discovery: their experiment showed 
neutrons being emitted in the 
process of fission. Almost simultane
ously, Enrico Fermi and France's 
Frederic Joliet-Curie made similar 
discoveries. 

Dr. Szilard teamed up with · 
Fermi at Columbia University, and 
from their work the design for the 
first self-sustained atomic chain re
action emerged. 

High U.S. government officials 
had been skeptical of the early de
velopments. On August 2, 1939, in
spired by Dr. Szilard, Albert Einstein 
sent his celebrated letter to the 
President. It stated: 

"Some recent work by E. Fermi 
and L. Szilard, which has been com
municated to me in manuscript, 
leads me to expect that the element 
uranium may be turned into a new 
and important source of energy in 
the immediate future. 

"Certain aspects of the situation 

which have arisen seem to call for 
watchfulness and, if necessary, 
quick action on the part of the Ad
ministration." 

That letter produced results: the 
first Army and Navy grant-$6000 
-to aid atomic research at Co
lumbia. 

In 1945, when plans were made 
to drop the A-bomb on Japan, Dr. 
Szilard recalls that he opposed it 
"with all my power." He prepared 
a prophetic memorandum for FDR 
warning that the usc of the 
bomb against cities "would start an 
atomic-arms race with Russia." He 
raised the question whether avoid
ing such a race might not be "more 
important than the short-term goal 
of knocking Japan out of the war." 

To AVOID GOING through the regu
lar channels, Dr. Szilard arranged 
to give his memorandum to Mrs. 
Roosevelt in a sealed envelope, 
which she could hand to the Presi
dent. 

Shortly before his meeting with 
Mrs. Roosevelt, Dr. Szilard heard 
the report over the radio: President 
Roosevelt was dead! 

Later, when the scientist tried to 
sec President Truman, he was 
shunted to James F. Byrnes, slated 
to be Secretary of State. Byrnes 
brushed him ofT. So Dr. Szilard 
drafted a letter to Truman, had it 
signed by some 60 atomic scientists 
and sent it to the President through · 
official channels. To this day, Dr. 
Szilard doesn't know if the petition 
ever reached him. 

Until 1946 Dr. Szilard worked at 
the University of Chicago's branch 
of the A-bomb project. Then, per
haps in revulsion against Hiroshima, 
he turned from physics to biology-
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from death to life. His work in 
genetics unlocked important secrets 
about mutations and, with a young 
chemist, he developed the chemo
stat, a device for growing bacteria 
and observing mutations under con
trolled conditions. 

they couldn't finish it-their col
lege-age sons or daughters got hold 
of the book first and they never saw 
it again. Sociologists have urged 
that the book be classified as re
quired reading in college. 

Last year Dr. Szilard was awarded As WE CHATTED in the hotel lobby, 
the Einstein Medal by the Strauss we were joined by his wife, Dr. 
Memorial Fund for "outstanding Gertrud Szilard. Married ten years, 
achievement in natural sciences" they have no children. Mrs. Szilard, 
and for his scholarship "in the a trim, attractive physician, recent
bmi!d!tst ar@M of human lmowl~ ly ronigntJd her po§t at the U nivergity 
edge." Shortly afterward he re- of Colorado Medical School to be 
ceived a Ford Atoms for Peace with her husband; her specialty is 
Award for his work on uranium fis- preventive medicine and she is now 
sion in 1959, sharing $75,000 with Leo's personal doctor. ("Leo's 
another recipient. chances are getting better every 

Lately Dr. Szilard's memoirs have day," Mrs. Szilard confided to me 
been pushed aside for other literary later, over a Hungarian salami 
efforts. Purely for pleasure he wrote sandwich prepared for me in her 
children's stories, which he didn't kitchenette.) 
care to have published. Then there Despite his unorthodox views, Dr. 
is his fast-selling new book of short Szilard has never been under per-

. stories, The Voice of the Dolphin, a sonal attack. "That's because I con
special Szilard brand of science fuse them-I can't be pigeonholed," 
fiction. (It's available in paperback he said. And Mrs. Szilard added: 
here and has editions in Italy, "Leo has no ax to grind. He has no 
France, England and Germany.) status problem and he doesn't give 

The off-beat stories-barbed with- a hoot what other people think of 
wit, irony and razor-sharp satire- him." 
usually carry a serious message. What may make him unaccept
"When I tried to explain what dis- able in some quarters is his strong 
armament would involve," he told stand on disarmament. These days 
me, "people did not understand me. he is diligently writing memos on the 
In fiction, I find I can get across subject and circulating them around 
what I want to say." Washington, and they manage to 

In the title story, Dr. Szilard de- reach some of President Kennedy's 
scribes how the world achieves gen- advisers. 
eral disarmament-25 years hence. "General disarmament would not 
In other stories, Dr. Szilard pokes automatically guarantee peace," Dr. 
sophisticated fun at Communist Szilard said, "but I believe that 
bureaucracy, research foundations, peace could be secured in a general
and the foibles of scientists. ly disarmed world if the nations were 

He is deriving a keen delight to accept what may be reasonably 
from the response to his book. Sev- demanded from them on this score. 
eral fellow-scientists wrote him that "The difficulties of instituting a 

/-~ 
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system of inspection that would 
eliminate the danger of secret eva
sions of a disannament agreement 
arc grossly overrated. But general 
disarmament will be politically ac
ceptable only if there is a concomi
tant political settlement. 

"A political settlement in Europe 
might not be too far away," the 
scientist went on, "but it docs not 
seem to be within sight in the Far 
East. 

"It may well be that some future 
historian will, in retrospect, diag
nose the trouble with America in 
the mid-century as 'too much pa
triotism and too few patriots.' " 

ExcLUDED FROM Dr. Szilard's pet 
projects is the challenge to reach the 
moon. "I don't object to spending 
twenty billion to get there," he says, 
"but -only because if we must en
gage in a contest of prestige with the 
Russians, I prefer that it be cen
tered around the moon rather than 
Cuba, Laos or Berlin." 

Obviously Dr. Szilard considers 
his greatest contribution to be his 
investigation of the uranium chain 
reaction. He insists he has no sense 

of guilt about it, but he docs feel it 
"may end badly." Could he place a 
dollar value on his work? His reply: 
"What is the value of having won 
the war? On the other hand," he 
added, dead-pan, "we may be all 
blown up and then maybe the gov
ernment should sue me for dam
ages." 

Tms rs Dr. Leo Szilard, one of 
the illustrious minds of the century, 
an intellectual adventurer with an 
uncanny ability to conceive revolu
tionary ideas. 

The cancer that threatens to cu t 
his life sho~t leaves him with an 
amazing stoicism. 

"Death is part of li fe," he said to 
me. "If it didn't exist, one would 
have to invent it. There is nothing 
alarming in thinking that after your 
death you'll be in the same state as 
you were before birth.'' 

He would even like to write his 
own epitaph. 

"You're meant to perform some 
specific function in life, and you 
have no choice but to do it. I would 
like my epitaph to read, 'He did 
his best.' " a 

.. 
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Developer of Atom Bontb Proposes 
Scientist-Scholar Lobby for Peace 
CHICAGO, Dee. 1 (UPI) , scholars and scientists organ· weapons in control of the 

Prof. Leo Szilard, atomic ize a lobby for peaee. United States rather than 
acientist, today proposed that Szilard, professor of bio- NATO. ,· 
----------~-- physics in the Enrico Fermi 4. Get the President t• issue 

an executive order against 
Institute for Nuclear Studies fighting "meaningless" battles 
at the University of Chicago, in the cold war. 
said the lobby would function 5. Improve the East-West 
as the nucleus of a Nation-wide cultural exchange program and 
"movement for abolishing limit the activities of the Cen
war." tral Intelligence Agency in-

Szilard, a member of the volving tourists. 
scientific team that achieved 6. Delegate a private group 
the world's first sustained nu- to help or prod Government 
clear chain reaction in 1942, agencies dealing with disarm
called for the peace lOibby in a ament questions. 
speech prepared for delivery 7. Permit an influential priv· 
at the University. ate group to help estabish dem-

He proposed that the l01bby ocracies in under-developed 
work for a seven-point pro- nations. 
gram designed to: Szilard also urged that the 

1. Reorganize American de· United States liquidate its mil· 
fense policy as "insurance" ra· itary commitments. 
ther than as "deterrent. "The Russians are very 

2. Limit force to strategic much aware of the great bene
bombing of cities or bases fits they would derive from 
if the United States or lts general disarmament," !he said, 
allies are attacked first and "and I believe that the Soviet 
limit atomic bombing to ter· iUnion would be willing to pay 
ritory being defended. I a commensurate price for ob· 

3. Keep American atomic taining it."' / 

------------·--····· - · I 
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~OBBY AGAINST! I 
WAR, A~BOMB 
PIONEER URGES 

"Sec,nd Strike" Plan Urged 
Instead, Szilard proposed an 

invulnerable " second strike " 
force. He defined it as a force 
th.at could return a nuclear at- I 
tack no matter how powerful. 
This policy would open the door ' 

8 'I d A t t R II to an agreement on arms con-, Zl ar c s 0 a y trol, he said. . I 
· I He said he does not believe 

U. S. Intellectuals an agreement on arms control, 
both with R u s s i a and Red 

.Leo Szilard, professor of bio- 1China, could be made imme
~hysics in the University of Chi- diately. Therefore, he called for 

c ago's Enrico two unilateral agreements with 1 

Fermi Institute them-first, that we would not ! 
for N u c 1 e a r bomb enemy cities or bases I 
and one of the i unless we or our allies were 
scientists who attacked; second, that in a war i 
helped to de- , we would use atomic weapons · 
velop the atom for defense only, and only on i 
bomb , d i s- our side of the pre-war bound- 1 

c 1 o sed plans :ary overrun by enemy troops. ; 
yesterday for a Szilard said he befieves we :. 
nation-wide ahould also agree to retain ! 

movement to American control of atomic 'I 
"abolish war." bo b · E . m s m urope. 

1 Szilard, who Szilard who was born in Bu- ' 
~aid. he fears that "chances of dapest, Hungary, Feb. 11, 1898, I 
~~ttmg thru the ne~t ~? years Nreceived his doctor of philoso- 1 

)Without war are shm,, . ~poke I phy degree from the University I 
)'es~erday. before the diVISIOn of [,of Berlin, but left Germany in ' 
tlOCJal sciences . and. the law 1933 when the Nazis came to 
achool of the umversity. . power. He went to England and 

He proposed the creatiOn of in 1934 began work in the field 
an intellectual pressure group :of nuclear physics in London, 
~f ~,000 persons who wou~d later continuing his research at j 
~ontr1bute 2 . per cent of therr Oxford university. He came to 1 

,.nnual salaries to support ~ob- .the United States in 1938 and 1 

byists in Washington, D. C. 'lintil November 1940 worked at ' 
1 Tells Aim of Lobbyists · Columbia unive~sity.' Until 1942, I 
' The lobbyists, all scientists, he worked . on the Manhattan ' 
would help "intelligent men in project [original A-bomb]. ! 
~ongress who have insight into _In the fall of 1946 he joined 
what goes on to have the cour- the faculty of the University of 
age of their convictions," he Chicago as a professor of biG
explained, and see thl)t those physics. He went on leave to 
without such insight are " re- work on a public health grant 
placed with better men." 1in New York City in 1959. 
· Szilard outlined " political ob- Szilard is married to the for-
jectives" he said should be mer Dr. Gertrud Weiss, a phy
aought in the next 12 months. :llician. 

He called, first, for an end --------
to the " first strike " policy. It 
\is based on ability to strike 
Russia and Red China with 
auch force that they would not 
be able to strike back in a nu-
clear war. He said a "first 
atrike " policy would result in 
a" sky-is-the-limit " ·arms ·race. 
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Nineteen Years Later 
Nineteen years ago today the fir~t ~us

tained nuclear chain reaction was accom
plished by a group of ~cientists working 
under the west stands of Stagg Field at th.: 
University of Chicago, and the atom bl)mb 
became possible. 

The change in the world si nce then is 
just as great as the difference bcl\h' cn the 
1942 scene under Stagg Field's stand~ , as 
a few men gathered around a ~cientific 
experiment, and the 1961 scene that A mcr
icans can only imagine when Rw;\ians 
recently exploded a 50-megaton bnmb 
capable of ripping a hole in the e:1rth more 
than five miles in diameter. 

It is true that as Enrico Fcrmi :md uthcr 
scientists worked on the chain reac tion 
in Chicago that London W<l' in flames from 
German bomhs. War was Qringing hum;ln 
misery to Europe and the Pacific . 13ut thi s 
was war of the kind humans had long 
endured, and survived . Even whe n the 
first V-2s dropped on London :1nd the 
supersonic missile age began, the payload 
was only a little more than a ton of ex
plosives. The work under Stngg Fi~ld's 
q~nds made possible ·a payload with the 
equivalent of 20,000,000 or 50,000,000 
or I 00,000,000 tons of dynamiie. The very 
concept of war was changed when the U.S. 
dropped a relatively sm:~ll A-bomb on 
Hiroshim:t on August 6, 1945. and killed be
tween 70,000 and 80.000 persons. 

The bomb also has chang~d the conce pt 
of peace. Nations poss.:s,ing the bomb dare 
not usc it against each other for fear of 
retaliation but can't agree to outbw it. 
''r'hey have developed small model battle
field atomic weapons but wonder whether 
any nuclear war could be confined, to the 
battlefield. The word "escalation'' has come 
into common use in this consideration. 

Nations might begin a conventiona l war 
believing it could be confined to a military 
front. But when on~ began to lose ground 
it might resort to nuclear tactical or b:tttle
field weapons. The other would retaliate 
and both sides would then ride · the esc:~ I a
tor up to total destruction, small tactical 
bombs being followed by behind-the-lines 
bombs and finally the city-sm ashing ones. 

Some views on the adjustments nations 
must make in their relations with each 
other because of the atomic bomb were 
given Friday by Prof. Leo Szilard. who was 
one of the scientists under Stagg Field's 
stands that historic night 19 years ago. 

One proposal he makes is aimed at the 
problem of escalation. America would go 
further than to pledge that it would not 

· use any bombs on Russia's cities or bases 
unless, unprovoked, Ru~si a attacked West
ern cities or bases. America would state a 
policy for war that she wo uld use atomic 
bombs against troops in combat only on 
the Western side of the prewar boundary. 
f11 :~ t is, tactical bombs \\'ould be used only 
to regain ground lost to ~~n aggressor but 
not to carry the war over int o the enemy's 
territory. This wotil9 pl edge that atomic 
bombs would be purely dcl'cn<;ive . 

If Russia would be bound ,by such a 
pledge - as nation' arc boul)d by the 
Geneva . convention ag:~imt the use of 
poison gas-the danger of esc<dation would 
be reduced but nations would not be denied 
the protection of nuclear defense. 

"This pledge," says Szilard. "would im
pose certain restri ct ions on the conduct of 
war, but if neither side would aim at any
thing approaching victory. then the pledge 
would greatly reduce the danger of all-out 
war." 

What Szilard f}ims for is abo lishment of 
war but he realizes that this cannot come 
about until nations chan :;:e their attitude 
toward war. He is propo~ing that n:ttions 
give up the usual purpose of war-victory 
over the enemy. There can be no victory 
for either side in a cata.;twphic nuclear 
war. He is proposing nations accept the 
concept that there can be no victory in a 
nonnuclear war, either as long as both 
sides hold the big we:qx)Jl ns a threat. 
Wars must end in virtual stalemates as did 
tbc Korean war. 

This is a new concent for mankind to 
consider. But in the 19 H.' ar~ since the 
Stagg Field event, it has had to change 
many concepts. Szilard's idea may or may 
not be workable but the world cerwii:Jiy 
cannot mensure the rrohlcms of the atom 
age with a 1941 ya rdq ick. --·· 
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Scientist Would Form Council I 
To Lgf_bl_for A~'o!!.~~.i~:.u~:~.J\ 
. · leave from the University of 

Szrlard Wants Groap to Havt Chicago's Enrico Fermi Insti-
1 tute for Nuclear Studies, was 

a Fall-Timt Staff for one of those who worked with 

Prtssart on Capital 
the late Dr. Fermi when the j 
group he led achieved the first I 
sustained nuclear chain reaction 

I --- --- at the University of Chicago 
B AUSTIN c WEHRWEIN campus on Dec .. 2. 1942 .. 

Y • His lecture, whtch be wtll now I 
spoclal to Th• N•w York T im., . take to Harvard University 

CHICAGO, Dec. 2 pr Le9 swarthmore and Western Re~ 
Szilard has announced the serve University, was sponsored 1 

mrl!mShment of a Council for by the University of Chicago ! 
Abolishing War that could Law School and the Division of 
spend $25 000,000 a year lobby- Soci~l Science. He baRed some I 
. ' of ht!\ conclusions on long per-
mg for peace. sonal talks he has had with 1 

Dr. Szilard, a biophysics pro- Russians In their own country [ 
fessor who drafted the letter in recent years. I 
the late Albert Einstein sent Political Objective" 
to President Frankll.n D. Roose- Dr. Szilard's suggestion was • 
velt on the feaslbtlity of an grounded on the Idea · that It 
atomic bomb, ~aid the council would be possible to formulate , 
would be made up of seven to a set o! political objectives "on j 
twelve distinguished scientists. which reasonable people could 

, · " " ld generally agree" and that It 
'These men, he said, wou was conceivable that a sizable 

speak with the sweet voice of minority of the voting popula· 
reason, and our lobby could see tion could be counted on to 
to 1 t that they shall be heard I give all-out support for such 
by the people within the Admin· views. 

1 1 Dr· Szilard said that the m -
!strati on and also by the key nority he had In mind would . 
people in Congress. ! represent perhaps 10 per cent 

In a lecture at the University I of the vote but that Its voice 
of Chicago yesterday. Dr. would be listened to If it could 
Szilard said that, without dras· · both deliver votes and make 
tic political changes, the world substantial campaign contr~bu· 
was "headed toward an all-out ·~- tlons. He said it would be 'the 
war" that the council was one most powerful lobby that ever 
of a number o! ways to avoid hit Washington." 
this course. ! In outline, these were the po· 

The council, he said; would Jitical objectives he set for his 
be like a board of directors for movement: 
the lobby. The lobby organlza- CJAmerlcan use of for~e 
tlon would have a full-time should be limited to strategtc 
staff, the council would have a bombing of cities or .bases if 
,,et of political advisers. It is the United St;;tes or tts allies 
intended to create a "movement are attacked ftrst. . 
for abolishing war." 1 CJI! the atomic bomb ts used 

Those who joined it would [ for combat, it should be em· 
agr·ee to con trl'bute 2 per cent 
of their total income. 

Expects Sharp Rise 

Starting with a base of 50,000 I 
students " who would go all out 
in support of the movement." • 
Dr. Szilard estimated it could ! 
reach 500,000 members in 
twelve months. I 

He estimated that this would 
raise a fQUJld of $50,000,000. I 

He raises the possibility that 
the movement could grow to 
represent 2,000,000 votes. He 
said it would use every form 
of personal and group lobbying ~ 
to influence politicians and edi
tors, columnists, television com
mentators and all others who 
help to Influence public opinion. 

It would make direct contrib
utions to political campaigns, 
and would pro7J1ise to deliver 
votes. Members would promise 
to vote solely on the "issue of 
war and peace," disregarding 
domestic iuues. 

Associated Press 

Dr. Leo Szilard 

ployed only in territory that is 
being defended. 

IJAmerican atomic weapons 
should remain In the control of 
American military commanders. 

IJThe President should issue 
an Executive Order against 
fighting "meaningless battles' 
In the "cold war." 

The East-West cultural ex
change program should be im· 
proved and Intelligence act!vi

' ties involving tourists should 
'be limited. 
1. IJAn influential private group 
'should take the initiative in . 
"helping or prodding" Govern- , 
ment agencies dealing with dis
armament questions. 

CJAn influential private group . 
could be more effective in help-

1
1 

ing establish democracy tn un
der-developed nations than new 
governmental bodies. 

Seeks Unilateral Steps 
"We bught to look to uni

lateral steps that America 
1 might take, in order to hav~ the 

danger of war recede, rather ' 
than to an agreement on arms l 
contr-ol. " the scientist suggested. 

"With President Kennedy, 
new men moved into the Ad
ministration and many of them 
fully understand the implica
tions of what is going on and

1 
are deeply concerned," he went / 
on. But he said : 

"They are so busy t rying to 
keep the worst things from I 
happening on a day-to-day basis 
that they have no time to de
velop a consensus on wha t the 
right approach would be from 
the long- term point of view." 

He said one step would be 
for the United States to "liqui
date her militaz·y commitments 
- without loss of prestige and 
without .seriously endangering 
the interest of the nations in
volved" in those countries thatl 
circle the Soviet Union. 



Lobby For Peace 
DR. LEO SZILARD was one of the pioneers in de
veloping the system of nuclear reaction which 
enabled this counhy to produce the atomic bomb. 
Now, pioneering in another direction, Dr. Szilard 
is calling for a nationwide Council for Abolishing 
\Var, an organization that could spend twenty-five 
million dollars a year lobbying in the cause of peace. 

In a recent address at the University of Chicago, 
the eminent biophysicist declared that without 
drastic political changes, the world is "headed to
ward an all-out war." One of the ways to avoid this 
disaster, he said, would be to create the organiza
tion he described. 

Most importantly, the "movement to abolish war" 
would ask all those who joined it to contribute two 
per cent of their total income. Starting with a base 
of 50,000 students, Dr. Szilard estimated that the 
movement could reach 500,000 members in a year, 
which would raise a fund of fifty million dollars. 
The Council would use every form of personal and 
group lobbying to influence politicians, editors, 
columnists, television commentators and all those 
who influence public opinion. It would also con
tribute directly to political campaigns and "deliver 
the votes" of its members, who would promise to 
vote solely on the issue of "war and peace." It would 
be, said Dr. Szilard, "the most powerful lobby that 
ever hit Washington." 

Dr. Szilard's idea is exciting and impressive. 
What is perhaps most notable about it is its rare 
combination of idealism and hard practicality, 
which is of course the essential combination. On 
the one hand, the plan envisaged by Dr. Szilard is 
single-minded and uncompromising in its idealistic 
objective of peace; on the other, it calls for hard, 
politically sophisticated action in the achievement 
of that objective. 

On this score we think that Dr. Szilard is entirely 
right. The cause of peace is certainly of desperate 
importance today, and yet it has nothing like the 
immense pressure apparatus maintained at our 
government centers by dozens of special-interest 
groups. If peace has this vital importance, why 
should its cause not be supported as diligently and· 
as effectively as the cause of the medical associa
tions, or war veterans, or trucking interests? 

\Ve hope that Dr. Szilard is right in believing 
that his movement will attract millions of Ameri
cans, especially young people. Certainly it is a 
movement which offers youth today a need, a cause 
and a program. For the sake of all mankind, may it 
be a success, and may Dr. Szilard's greatest claim 
to fame-he has many-be that he fathered this in-

. spiring plan to advance the cause of peace. 
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. ' 
to exact a price few a:;;gt · r'~; . Hussian~ . wh(l l(l~t 20 mil-
sion. · ·, Jion to :\'azi GcrmaJl\' 11 1 

• Ame r ic-a will ~h f' tll• \\'01·lct \\';1r II , re l!ar;., :\:' 
Lomhs to XATO ot· \" :\TO !he .'P'<•c.te.-t thrr<tt· 'to th!.'ir 
count ri~:" . r<:prci<dl .' · Cti ·· >'et ·urily. l-'7.ilanl <~grce!" . 

JAN 1 0 1962 many. It is German pos~E'.~- ~ America $hould prn
aion of the bomb which the da1m that · eren if war 

' Atom AgeiS 'Father' 
Lobbies Against War 
LEO SZILARD, ph,,·sid!;t, inventnr, anrl ;wthor whn 

ha!'l as muC"h claim a!l anyone to the tillr " F"ather 
of the Atom .-\g<:'. " i!'l in th<- R<t .v .\n•<~ drumming 11p in
t f' rc>st In a nationwide lohh,\· of ~ludrnt:; . ~whol a r:-;. and 
sc ientist.' to infh te11<'t> 1'. S .. poliry tclll·a t·d tllf• ;; hnlition 

of 11·ar. Jle spoke yt•ste r
daY noon on l :C's Berkclpv 
ca inpus. Today he meets 
informally with UC litu
dent~ for a two-hour bull 
session. Tonight he speaks 
at Stanford (7:30 o'clock, 
Cubberley .Auditorium). To
morrow he'll take on Stan
ford students ln another 

: que!ltion- anrl- an!lwer sei'l
. sion . 

'1Te hars alre<.~dy ca1·riecl 
on similar activities at the 

· 1:ni\'en:!Jy of Chicago, Har
vard , Swarthmore and 
\\'estern Re::;<>rYe . He plans 
to go from here to Reed 
Coll~ge and the t!niYersity 
o! Oregon. 

His object: To create a 
"l~hby on behl'lf of reason," 
to inCiuence Congress and 
the President to modify 
tJ. S. policy where he thinkli 
it's leading down the road 
to war, to lend support .til 

· a scientific Coundl for a 
~Liveable World. · 

Szilard speaks pe::;s!m!S· 
tically but not despairingly. 
He feels all-out, world-de
stroying n u c 1 e a r war is 
probable but not inevitable. 
He tells the students: · 

"Those of you who have 
watched dosely the course 
of e\·ents in the past six 
month:o; may have been led 
to conclude that we are 
-headed {or an all-out. war. 

"I myself believe that we 
are, and that our chances of 
aretting through the next lO 

. years without war are slim. 
"I find myself in rebel

lion against the fate that 
hilitory ~ccms to hAve in 
store for ur<, I su~pect !lome 
of ) ' OU ml\~· be equally re-

r
elliou!l. 
"\Vhat can you do?'' 
What they can do, he 

say:;, i:,: makt~ a lll:tjor, or
ganized effort to influence 
U.S. ht>hador Yi~-a-Yis thP. 
Russians. 

"You are not in a position 
to Influence the Runian 
rovernment; you nill have 
to brinr about a change irt 
the attitude of the Amer-
iran rovernment, which in 
turn ma~· bring about a 
similar change in the atti
tude of the Russian fO\' • 

ernment." 
JTe says then· at ·e people 

inside Hussia who are f:im
ilarly frightened and ~im i 
larly ·aware of thr need for 
a fresh view and a fresh 
~tart. He sugge!lts a l' . ~. 

movemP.nt to intmducP. "thP. 
sweet ,·oice of reason" into 
international affairs woulci 
be welcomerl hy these Rus
l'ians. would hearten them 
in th<-ir o\\·n efforts to 
a1·oicl all-out nuclear 'var. 

''It is concei\'able that if 
a dedicated minority were 
to take effective political 
action, they :ould brinr 
about the change in atti· 
tude that Ia needed," aaya 
Szilard. 

Such a minority can exist 
-<ind function only if it can 
agree on a set of political 
objecti\·es, he says. H:e pro
poses these: 

• America will not bomb 
Russian cities or bases un
less · U. · S. cities or bases 
are bombed. In short, "we 
abandon first strike if nec
essary as national policy." 

• German anrl l 1
• S. ex· 

tremists will call thi!'i ap
peasement or de featism. 
S1.ilard concede.•. hut he 
argues dctory in a 'nudear 
war is no longer possible
we can at mo$t hope only 

comes and t>1·en if atom 
bomhs arc used, we will not 
11se th~m al!ainst the Hus
:; ian::; in thei r counttT but 
only a~;1inst in v a ii n g 
troops on 0111' l'irle or the 
pre-war boundary. 

X 
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SCIENTIST LEO SZILARD 
A $20 million popular lobby Is his 10al 

A National Lobby 

'A People's Plan' 
To End Arms Race 

Szilcml has been lobbying · 
on his own and through scien-
t i fie organizalionli for years 
--proposing ne\v methods of 
slowing down the arms race, 
and new strategies for de· . 

' fensive action . : 

His concern. apparently, 

F•·ont Page I 

dates at least a" far bacl\ as 
the time in 1939 when he 
first conceived the atomic 
chain reaction and enlisted 
Albel't Einstein's efforts to 
persuade President F1·anklin 
0. Roosevelt that the atomic 
bomb could become a reality. 

He helped build that bomb. 
but opposed its use against 
Japanese cities. He has op· 
posed nuclear war since. 

PESSIMISTIC 
Yesterday in Berkeley 

Szilard conceded he now be· 
lieves "we are headed for an 1 

all-out war," and that "our 
chances ·of getting through '! 

the next ten years without 
war are slim.'' 1 

But he insisted there is still 
a chance that a massive I 
minority lobby, armed wlth 
"the sweet voice of reason 
and ten per cent of the votes, 
and the ability to make sub· 
stanUal . polltical contribu· 
tions," might stave off war. 

CHANGES 

'A· Peopte's : .. _ 1 

Plan · to End i 

Szilard's lobby, financed by 
firmly pledged gifts of 2 per 

He suggested a great 1 cent o£ every adherent's in· 
popular lobby, led by : come. would press the admin· 1 

scientists and financed by J' istration for these two uni· 1 
at least $20 million. to lateral declarations: 

Arms Race' 
H~· /},rid PPr/mrm 
,-;,.;,,,.,. f ."t~rrl'.~pomlf'lll 

t . in no circumstances launch Push for a bl.l1dl'noC'I Am. et·. l, First. that the U.S. would ·~ 

tcan pledge against any 
1

. s~r.ategic bombing of ~oviet 
use of nuclear weapons titles or bases except m re- i 
except in defense or re.l' lallation ~or a bomb attack 1 

taliation against an a~omic I on Amertca or an unpr~- 1 

1 attack 1 voked attack on an Amen- ! 
· can ally. 1 

Leo Szila~·d, the Hun- j He announced that he is . Second. that America ! 
garian-horn physicist who 

1 
pressing his effort to launch : would use tactical atom 1 

h • such a lobby on campuses I bombs against troops in com· 
1 

elped to forge Amer- all over the country. · bat only to counter an attack 1 

ica's first atom bomb, on America's own side of a 11 

II d f 
• A LOBBY 

ca e or a national cam- ore-war boundar:v. 
Hili speech . delivered be· · 

paign to end the nuclear fore a large cro\\'d at the , 
arms race yesterday. . University of California's 

Wheeler Hall in Berkeley. ' 
-............... ,,.. •.• • , I 

drew an enthusiastic re· : 
sponse from students ' and r 

facult~· mcmb<>rs . 

LIMITATION 
Even unilaterally. Szilard ' 

said .. this policy might well 
work to limit war if a tonflict 
broke out : for it. would vir
tually force Russia's tacit 
compliance undet· the threat 
of instant and devastating es· l 
calation of the war into ·•mu· I 
tual murder and suicide. " . 

Right now. Szilard argued, 1 

the tlll'eat of strategic ·• first I 

strikes" amountR to just such 
a murder-and-suicide threat. 

1 

Thus. while .force is still , 
possible, t1·uc vlcto•·y Is no j 
longer possible In the context r 
of nuclear wa1·. he said . De· · 
terrence is obsolete. 

Rt\CE 
''A first-strike-if-necessary I 

policy." S 1111 a 1' d . argued. 
•·would mean an atomic arms 
•·ace with the sky as the limit. 
t do not believe that Amerl· 
ca could 'be made secure by 
trying to keep ahead in such 
an arms race." 

Szilard said America today 
has no choice but to main· 

: tain F.t sm11ll but flffectlve 
I atomic striking force In In· 

I 
vulnerable bases, as "protec· 
Uon" and to mal~e "conquest 

1 difficult. dangerous and ex· 
pensive." 

While this attempt to In· !. 
traduce a temporary and re· ~ 
straining . stability Into the •

1 

.. 
present war-prone situation 
continues, Szilard said, other 
measures are in· order. 1 . I 

I 
I 
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CAYLOR 
Just 10 Years Left 

First, let me tell. you what manner of man is Leo 

Sz_~lard .--::-a genius without an ivory tower whose 

many-sidedness gives him the capacity to accqmplish 

anything. Already he has covered a lot of territory in 

that direction. 
Then I'll try to give you some notion of the mission 

which brings him, a current visitor, to the college cam

puses of the Bay Area. It merely embraces the fate ·of the 

world and the rule of America. And when I say that, 

Junior, believe me I kid you not. 
As a scientist, Szilard (with .Enrico Fermi) proved 

you get more neutrons out of an atomic explosioll thall · 

you put in, This is. the basis of chaill reaction-the thing 

that ·puts the boom in atomic bombs. It doesn't do him 

much good, but on this Szilard actually holds a patent. 

Thus he's the father of the Atomic Age-at least the 

co-father. Similarly, he's the father of atomic warfare. 
He's the associate who got Einstein to urge Roosevelt to 

start Manhattan Project. Actually Sziiard wrote the let

ter to the President. Einstein merely signed it. 

Political Action for Survival 
'The purpose of Szilard's mission here has been well 

publicized. He seeks to keep the world from being sud
denly atomized into Kingdom Come. The mission itself, 
however, has received scant attention. It likewise is 
merely epochal. 

Szilard ts out to learn whether the college communi
ties of this country can be formed into a political-action 
group with sufficient wham to take charge. 

In Japan, in Latin America, in Europe, in most other 
countries, college students have recently been mixed up 
in a big way in many political crises. But, so far, this has 
never happened here: 

Szilard has picked UC, Stanford, Reed College, the 
University of Oregon, Harvard, Swarthmore; Western 
Reserve and his own University of Chicago to make what 
he ·calls "an experiment.'' · 

On each campus he is making · speeches and holding 
bull sessions-very high level bull, naturally-to inter• 
est college · student-s and faculty members in sampling 
opinion (including their own). · · 

He's asking them to let him know within six weeks 
how many people they've contacted seem sufficiently 
interested in his program-after subjecting it to some 
thought-to give all-out support to such a movement. 
Names and addresses, please. And just people who can 
be counted on. 

Awake, Students, Awa-lce 
"If thits .experiment indicates such a movement-could 

get off the ground," run the instructions, "then perhaps 
one would · want to start The Movement with talks in 
front of large student audiences across the country, from 
coast to coast. · 

"If within the next 12 months, one could · find 20,000 
students who would go all out in support of the move
ment,_ and if each student would .bring 10 other people 
into The Movement, then The Movement would rapidly 
attain 200,000 members. ·. 

"This would represent about $20 million per year in 
political contributions, or $80 million for a four-year 
period, and this is probably as much as one would want 
tO have." 

Szilard, I hope you know, thillks there's small ~hance 
of the world survlvin.r the next 10 yeara unless both 
aides cool off. Sillce we call't modify Russiall policy ex· 
eept, maybe, by example, the only alterllatlve is to challge 
Americ81l policy in the direction of a tess warlike stance. 

This change would be impressed on Congress and the 
Pre15ident by a "lobby oil behalf of reasoll1

' financed by 
The Movement. I quote the amounts which theoretically 
the lobby would have to spend to show you there's noth
ing chintzy about Szilard's concept. You wouldn't expect 
the inventor of the atom bomb to think small. . . 

And there's no nonsense about Szilard's attitude to
ward the whole thing. He believes a dedicated minority 
could swing national policy. One certainly does in the 
Communist countries. But tnembers have to be dedicated 
enough to put up their money as well as their moral 
support-say 2 pet. of their incomes. 

Politics Over Science 
There's no nonsense about the way the lobby would 

act, either. It wouldn't hesitate, for instance, to silence 
some irritating blabbermouth of the opposition by hiring 
him at $100,000 a year to keep his big mouth shut. On a 
smaller scale, such strategy has been common to prac-
tical politics for years. . 

If you're inclined to shrug off the whole deal as the 
vaporizings of a professorial crackpot, you couldn't be 
wronger. In the field of science you must accept Szilard 
as real big-perhaps the biggest. 

Yet he's turning his back on science because he now 
aees politics as the dominating force in the world. It's a 
decision reached after a touch of cancer alerted a great 
mind to make the most of its remaining years. 
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A-Scientist Formula to Avoid Hot War 
By JACK ROBERTS 

Leo Szilard is grandfather 
of the atom bomb, and this 
fact bothers his conscience. 

So much so that he has 
spent considerable time and 
effort in exploring methods 
of halting, or slowing the 

arms race between East and 1 
West, which ·he predicts 
holds a 90 per cent chance 
of war in the coming 10 
years. 

Szilard spoke at Reed col
lege Friday night, proposing 
a "movement" to influence I 
our country away from the 
triggers of war. 

"I am convinced that if 
we go to war to achieve vic
tory, then atomic war is in· 
evitable, but if we go to war 
prepared to resist and only 
to resist then war can re
main iimited," he said. 

Szilard proposes a "move
ment" of voters who would 
take one-sided steps that he 
says would lead to relaxing 

I 
tensions between Russia and 
the United States. Those 

preventative . war - would 1 Szilard is a native of Hun· 
lead to some similar Soviet , gary, is 64, and a famous 
reaction, tending to ease the I physicist. He, with Enrico 
Cold War tensions. I Fermi, originated the me · 

He said the Russians thod of arranging graphite 
"knew very well' ' t h a t and . uranium, which made 
America is not ready to con- p~s~tble the first self-sus
template general disarma- tammg nuclear reactor in 
ment now, and he said this 1942 and led to development 
may explain Soviet intrasig- of the A-bomb. 
ence on a number of dis- He and Eugene Wigne t· 
puted issues. He added: visited Albert Einstein in 

1939, and Einstein wrote to 
"The Soviet Union's atti· Pres. Roosevelt and initiated 

tude might change over- f d 
· h• h 'f •t b e eral support of atomic mg ., owever., 1 • • ecame energy. 

apparc:nt that _Amerlc~ was Szilard became a United 
beco~m.g. senously ,mter- · States citizen in 1943. and in 
ested '" diS&rmament. /1945 assumed leadership of 

Szilard proposes forming I a group of scientists O!l· 
a "movement" of voters that I posed to dropping atomic 
would contribute 2 per cent bombs on Japanese cities. 

steps: 
" ... America should pro

claim that she would not re
sort to any strategic bomb
ing of cities or bases except 
if American cities or bases 
are attacked with bombs, or 
if there is an unprovoked 
attack with bombs on cities 
or bases of one of America's 
allies . . . America could and 
should proclaim that if, in 
case of war, she were to use 
atomic bombs against troops 
·in combat, she would do so 
only on her own side of the . 

of its income to what he 1 He is currently working 
calls a "lobby" to support i in molecular biology and is 

I candidates and issues that I professor of biophysics at 
would lead to an end to the the University of Chicago. 
arms race. 1 

_pre-war boundary. PETE L IDDELL PHOTO 

"America c 0 u·l d and .-Dr. Leo Szllard, nuclear-physicist whose discover-
should resolve that atomic ies led to atom bomb. suggests unilateral declaration 
bombs and the means suit- of "resistance-only" use of bomb should war .come. 
able for their delivery . . . 1 · 1 f · 1 t t · t 
shall remain in the hands of placed under the contro o · eqmva en o a promtse no 
American military u n i t s NATO." to use atomic weapons ag-1 
which ere under American . Dr. Szilard said he is con· ~r~ssively .. ~,r. perpetrate a 11 

·command rather than be vmced such steps - almost fi rst stnke m a so-called 
I ~ - -- - - -- -- ---·--· 

Szilard spoke at Botsford 
auditorium Friday night, 
and again Saturday at the 
Reed faculty lounge. From 
here he goes to .Eugene to 
speak to students at the Uni
versity of Oregon. He is ac
companied by his wife, an 
M.D., who, he said '·is my 
doctor." 
- - - --- ---·- -



Atomic Pioneer Bares Peace Plan 
· Atomic pioneer Leo Szilard, which would go toward sup- ishment of war, but he adds 

who believes the world as we port of the objectives. that something must be done. 
know it won't survive until Szilard hopes that the move- "We don't have 25 years to 
the year 2000 unless a ~olution ment would be able to state disarm." _ 
is reached. on the d1sarma- with certainty how many He does not believe all man
ment qu~stion, c~e to Po~- votes it represents . on a po- kind will perish in a nuclear 
land Fr1day to "d1scus~ h1s litical objective, in total and war, but he foresees that 
plan to form a Counc1l for in each state -and congression- America postwar would re
Abolishing War." al district. semble America less than 

The short, pudgy Szilard, He reported that student re- Russia resembles America to
who discovered one method of sponse to the plan at both day. He said the war would 
creating th~ atom b~mb, Harvard and the University mean an end to our set of 
spoke at Reed College Fnday of Chicago was overwhelming values. 
evening, was to spea_k there and that in both places about He is the father of the 
again Satu.rday_ mornmg and 100 students said they would "mined cities" concept to 
at the Umvers1ty of ~regon participate in the experiment. avoid all-out nuclear catastro
Mot:day. Actually, J:le 1s pr?- He added that they also were phe. Countries would settle 
posmg an expenment m agreeable to devoting 2 per war-provoking quarrels by 
speeches at selected colleges cent of their income to politi- threatening to demolish a 
around the country to deter- cal contributions with the specified number of each oth
mine whether the "mov~- money placed where it would er's cities on a one-for-one 
ment" he has formulated 1s be most effective. basis after residents had been 
wanted. SZILARD is frank to admit evacuated. In this way, each 

. that he does not know wheth- country could save face and 
HIS MOVEMENT, m _es- er this plan will result in abol- exact a price. 

sence, includes the following 
ideas: 

Ask 7 to 12 scientists to 
form the "Council for Abolis!:J
ing War" or the "Council for 
a Livable World." It would 
assemble a panel of political 
advisers and work to formu
late two sets of objectives. 

To the first set belong ob
jectives which cannot be at
tained · at the present time 
through political action be
cause research is needed to 
know what mus~ be done. The 
second set includes objectives 
which can be pursued through 
political action. 

Hearings would be held 
each four months to proclaim 
immediate objectives the 
movement w o u 1 d support. 
These objectives would be 
communicated to news media , 
congressmen and others. 

MEMBERS of the move
ment would be expected to 
pledge 2 per cent of their in
come on political contr~butions 

COUNCIL for abolishing war 1s atom 
scientist Leo Szilard who's in Portland to find if such a 
council can win support. World won't survive until 2000, 
be says. un l e~s nations disarm. 



'·Are we on the road to 
war?," Dr. Leo Szilard. co· 
father of nuclear fission. asked 
a Reed College audience Fri
day night. 

His answer t~ a coldlv sci
entific "yes." The road is a 
short one that mav well end in 
oblivion. at least for the United 
States and Russia. if not for 
the world, he savs. 

"We are headed for an all 
out war ... Our chances of get· 
ting through the next 10 vears 
without war an· slim." he de
clared . 

"The f'hances of cltsaster 
are about 90 ner cent." he 
said in a press conference . 
' ·sut l would much rather 
concentrate on the 10 per cent 
chance nf achieving peace." , 

Dr. Szilard, in fact, ha~ laid 
aside his scientific career and 
given over his genius to what 
he modestly calls ·'an experi
ment" to determine whether 
a movement - not a new party 
-can be organized to support 
what might be called "A Lob
by for Sweet Reason." 
No 'Party' Plaaned 

Dr. Szilard emphasized he 
was not attempting to organize 
a new political party, but a 
·'movement" with supporters 
willing to contribute of t h e i r 
time and effort. plus two per 
cent of their income. 

He is not att.empting at this 
time to enlist anyone in this 
movement. but to determine 
whether such a movement can 
be successfully launched. He 
appealed to his Reed College 
audience, mainly college stu
dents, but not limited to stu
dents. "to look into your owrr 
heart and try to discover 

1 

whether you would want to par· 
ticipate. provided the nbjer
tives appealed to vnu ~ncl vou 
thought . .the movement. could J 
be effective ... 

He urged his listeners to 
discuss the proposed move
ment with others in their 
home communities and write • 
him their reactions "in four 
to six weeks". "With luck we · 
~ig~t be in a position to know 
wtthm two months whether a 
movement of this kind can get 
off the ground," he said. 

He envisaged 20.000 students 
spearheading a movement to 
gain 200,000 supporters to con
tribute $20 million a vear for 
oolitical action in directions to 
be determined by the " Coun
cil for A Livable 'world' ' which 
would govern the movemr.nl. 
Scientists On Couucll 

Dr. Szilard proposed to ask 
seven to 12 d!Stiruruished sci
ent:istl!l to form the council, 
which would asaemble ~panel 

!of political advisers .to deter: 
mine an immediate set of ob
jectives designed '' to back off 
from the imminent possibility 
of ·war ." A research program 
would be unrlertaken to deter
mme a long range set of ob-

jectives to achieve a stable ·· 
peace. 

A further question and ans
wer program bv Dr. Szilard 
is scheduled for 10 a.m. Satur
day at Reed College, open to 
the public without charge. 
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i 
DR. LEO SZILARD, co-father of nuclear fission; in Port-
land tn pursue a new elfJ)4!riment ill liD effort to Rvert 
"the nueleRr annihilation for wbiclt we are. beading." 

------------ --1. 

Dr. Szilard has been active 
111 t.he governmental as well 
as the scientific arena. eve,· , 
since he and Enrico Fermi i 
obtained the first atomic ,.-c
actor p I a n t . T h e Jette : · 
wh•ch Albert Einstein wrntJ ; 
to Presirlent Roosevelt Au~: . 2. : 
1939 - which led to the Man- ! 
hattan Project and the devel-\ 
opment of the A bomb - was 
based on the work of Szilard 
and Fenni. 

In 1945 Szilarrl hecamf' the 

leader of the atomic scien
tists who opposed dropping 
atomic bombs on Japanese 
cities. In 1946 he shifted his in
terest to molecular biology. 
Last year he published "The 
Voice · of the Dolphins." a 
group of five politico-scienti
fic satires which subtly pro
posed a PI:'Qgram for arms 
control and a stable world 
oeace. all in the I!Uise of fic
tion. 

nr. Szilard does not nroP!lse 
a platform for his movement,! 
but he ·did float some of the 
following planks on the trou
bled seas : . 

The threat of atomic anm
hilation "can be solved only 
by abolishing war." This can
not be done by disarmament 
in the usual sense. but by 
"arms control." each country 
retaining force to retaliate but 

· not to strike first. China would 
have to be included in such 
an agreement.. 

America should proclatm · 
that she would not resort to 
strategic bombing u n I e s s 
American or allied cities or 
b a s e s were bombed. She 
would not use atomic weapons 
except on her own nr a 11 icd 
soil in a defensive action . 

" American tourists should 
not be given spying assign-\ 
ments ... We are losing more 
than we are gaining bv trvingj 
to use them as spies.' ' 

The hest hope of arms con-I 

trol is the great economic 
"ains that both sides would 
~ake if relieved of the cost of 
armaments. 

Dr Szilard launched his ex
peri~ent Jan. 9 in a speaking 
tour that Included Harvard 
University, Swarthmore Col
lege. Western . Re~rve Urn
versity, the Umversttv of Chi· 
cago, Reed. and will include 
the University of Orel!;on at 3 

p.m. Monday. -- - -- --



Expert Says Use Of Nuclear Weapons 1 

'Inevitable' If Victory U. S .. GoaJC.··.-r -~f . · 
' \ ~· I'~ tl 1 h h· J> 

Dr. Leo Szilard, co-father of survive. " Dr. Szilard said in 
nuclear fission, displayed wit answer to questions. 
as sharp as his wisdom in an Dr. Szilard, who holds the 
interview during his Portland first American patents on an 
appearances at Reed College atomic reactor and inspired 
Friday and Saturday. Dr. Albert Einstein's letter of 

He ·is neither Republican nor Aug. 2, 1939, which led to the 
Democrat "because I deal in development of the A-bomb, 
truths, and t r u t h has no sees no means of limiting a 
plate in politics," the atomic major war to conventional 
genius explained. weapons. 

"The prospect of nuclear an· "Atomic war is inevitable, ; 
nihilation is too serious to be if we want to win," he ex- i 
taken seriously,·• he wise- plained. "We cannot win by j 
cracked. conventional arms. Once wei 

"There arc some foolish introduce nuclear weapons, 
peCJp!e both in Russia and Russia will use nuclear wea-l 
Ameri~a. who aren't afraid." pons." I 

Dr. Szilarrl is not one of Dr. Szilard has no confi- i 
, them. He doesn't expect to dence in those who advocate ' 

survive the next ten years un· building up our nuclear 
l 1 Jess the present head-on col· strength to ward off Russian 
: Jision between the U.S. and attack on the assumption that 
Russia can be reversed. given five years witOOut nuc

The neutron bomb, which lear war we could build up 
would kill people without dam- our conventional strength in 
aging cities, is the least of his Europe. to compare with that 

'kars however. of Russ1a. 
· 1 · "This weapon is technically He also "finds it hard to 
I possible but would be difficult believe" that Russia really I to build and expensive," he has only 50 long-range hydro-
, explained. gen missiles ready to fire at

1 Weapons in. existence are th7 U.S. . . . ~ 
sufficient to Wipe out the U.S. 'They f1red flVe m the re· 
and tbe U.S.S.R., "although cent tests. It is hard to be· 
there is hope Europe might lieve they would fire one out of 

·· ten of their stock on hand," 
he indicated. 
Test Not For Bang 

He believes the Reds didn't 
detonate their 50-megaton 
bomb "just to hear it go 
bang." This is the weapon 
they would use as an anti
missile missile, Dr. Szilard 
believes. But he has little 
faith in anti-missile missiles, 
even if we succeeded in dev
eloping such a successful mis
sile. 

"It is not possible to make ' 
America secure in this kind of 
an arms race," he .told the 
press. 

"We have a 10-per-cent mar
gin of hope at the present 
rate, but that is much more 
pleasant to contemplate than' 
the 90 per cent chance of au-, 
nihilation," he said. 

Asked if he planned a bomb · 
shelter for himself and h1s 
wife, also a doctor- of medi
cine - Dr. Szilard said he 
wasn't interested "in that kind 
of survival," although he felt 
the current fallout shelter pro
gram had aroused the nation 
somewhat to tl·.e seriousness 

!of the situation. 

i Our nuclear weapons, no 'l 
·1 matter how much they might 
outnumber Russia's weapons . 

I are not "convincing" because 
no one, least of all Americans, 

! believe that we would strike 

I 
first, and the first strike oould . 
be the last, Dr. Szilard indi
cated. 
'Mining' Suggested 

If we did win a temporary 
1 victory, as we did after World 
1 War II, we would waste the 
!victory, Dr. Szilard declar~d . 
! ' 'There is no market for WIS· 
: dom in Washington. There is 
i no indication we would mobil· 
I ize enough wisdom to make 
1 use of any peace . we might 
:win in a war." he sa1d. I 
\ The "Mined Cities" suggest· 
• ed by Dr . .Szilard in an article 
I in the current issue . of the 
' Bulletin of · A'tomic ·Scientists, 
is no mere fantasy, he said. It 
would be technically possible 
today for the U.S. to place 
hydrogen "mines" deep under 
20 Russian cities, at the same 
time the USSR put hydrogen 
bombs deep under 20 similar : 
American cities as a joint ' 
guarantee of peace, he said . . 

1 Each could be fired only for 
:retaliation against attack, he 
explains. 

He believes the Russians 
want peace, under a system 
of arms control which gives · 
each side a guarantee against 
the other. Most convincing 
argument for controlled disar
mament to the Russians is the 
tremendous economic savings 
that could be achieved, he 
said. 

Dr. Szil¥d Saturday an
swered questions about a 
Peace .movement he has pro
posed. He said it would not be 
a membership organization 
but · an assembly of people to 
show the world a "fresh con
cern" for peace. 

He will speak at University 
of Oregon at 3 p.m. Monday. 
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.-~~· .. : .. ;..;::· .. ,, ... , 'Council for a Liveable World' Suggested''''"'·,,,, · 

Scientist Urges Policy Changes to Avert All .. Out War 
By RALPH OLIVE I The 63-year-old Szilard, whol · ducted experiments in nuclear I against troops in combat, she I decision to stop fighting "mean- be (·onsidered members of the 
or the Register-Guard was educated at the Budapest physics, and later worked with would do so only on .her own ingless battles in the cold war." movement. 

Leo Szilard,_ scienti~t, speaker J Institute of Technology ~nd the Enri_co Fer~i- at Columbi~ Uni- side ~f the pr~-war boundary." 

1 

To bring these and other Immediate goals could be 
and wnter. •s convmced the I Umvers~ty of Berh_n, came to I ver_slty, deVIsmg the chan~ re- Th1s last pomt must be con- goals to realization, Szilard has sought through a lobhy, Szilard 
worlcl is moving toward an all- the Umted ~tales m. 1938. In I actwn system. I~ 1946, Szilard sidered in the framework of suggested formation of a "Coun- said . 
out war in the next 10 years- the m•ddle-th1rtles. Sz•lard con- turned to a new f1eld! mol_ecular what an atomic war will mean, cil for a Liveable World," com- "One o( the main functions of • 
unless the prPsent pohllcal ! / · .... ·. . . /· . . . bwlogy, at _the. Umverslty ·of Szilard said- "That today it posed of seven to twelve dis- the lobby," he said, "would he ; 
course is ('hanged. i · Ch1cag?· He IS still a member of might still be possible to resist tinguished scientists. to help the members of the , 

Szilard believes war can be i the Ch•cago faculty. force with force, but the objec- The council would assemble a movement clarify their own I 
preventecl . if the governments 1 To prevent war, Szilard has tive of the use of force can no panel of political advisers and minds on the political objectives I 
of the Unitecl States and the ~roposed a set of po~itical ob- longer be victory. The obj~ctive together they would for~ulate they wish actively to support, 
Soviet Union change their atti- Jectlv~s, and formation of_ a ca~ only be to exact _a pnce. two sets of political objectives- and to help arrange appoint- , 

i tudes. He is now conducting a c?unc1J to carry out the obJec- As long as force _Is us~d at the first would be long range, ments for those members who 
j campaign that may bring about tlves: a!l, an all-out war whlc_h neither requiring further inquiry and come to Washington to see con-
' such changes. · Szilard has proposed that the s1de wants, can be avmded only research. The second set Szi- gressmen, senators and certain • 

These views were expressed U.S. government_ ma~e "unila- if both sides recognize tha~ the lard explained, "can be pu~sued key members of the administra- ' 
by Szilard Sunday afternoon, ter~lly, tw? _cru~1ally Important use _of force must !lot be aimed through political action, because tion." 1 

during an interview in Eugene, pohcy deciSions : at VIctory, or anythmg approach- it is clear what needs to be Szilard has spoken at several 
and again Monday afternoon at • The proclamation that ing victory." done." colleges and universities, ex- ' 
the University of Oregon, where Amireca will not resort to any Szilard also believes that · any He indicated that specific plaining his ideas. He asks those 
he delivered a Failing Distin- strategic bombing of cities or atomic weapons stationed in goals would be formed, but who are interested to contact 
guished Lecture on the topic bases, either by means of atomic Europe should remain under him, let him know of their in-basically would concern the pro-" Are w., on the Road to War?" bombs or conventional explo- American command, rather than terest, and of that of others in 

posals above that Szilard has i In a speech prepared for de- sives, except if American cities under the control of NATO. outlined to help abolish war. the community. 

!
livery Monday afternoon. Szil- or bases are attacked with "As long as we are committed " If enough of you collaborate 
ard said "It has been apparent bombs, or if there is an unpro- to defend Western Europe," he Supporters of the council's in this experiment," he said, 
ever since the end of the war voked attack with bombs on said, "there is no valid argu- proposals would be asked to "with luck we might be in a 
that the bomb would pose a cities or bases of one of Ameri- ment for turning over bombs to spend 2 per cent of their in- position to know within two 
problem to the world for which ca's allies. the control of other Western come on political contril;lutions. months whether a movement of 
there is no precedent and which • America should proclaim European nations." I They would also be asked to the kind I have described would 
cannot he solved short of abo!- LEO SZILARD that, in case of war, if "she,. Another step toward peace, vote for and work for the ob-~ get off the ground." (See Story 
ishhg war.'' Ca1npaigning for Changes 'were to use atomic bombs Szilard said, would be a policy jectives, and in thi~. sense would Page 3A) .... . . - ~ --
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CAMPUS OPINION 

Szilard Suggests a New 
Plan of Political Action 

By WJJ.,J,JAM B. WOOD 
"I believe that our chances of 

getting through the next 10 year~ 
without war m·e slim," Leo Szi· 
lard told his Stanford audience 
last Wednesday night. "I find 
myself in rebellion against the 
fate that history seems to have 
in store for us, and I suspPct that 
some of you may be equally re· 
bellious. The question is, what 
can you do?" . 

Confronted with the political 
power of the various interest 
groups who favor increasing ar
maments and civil defense meas
ures, concerned i n d i v i d u a 1 s 
throughout the country have long 
been troubled by this question. 
Lack of an answer has led to a 
general feeling of helplessness , 
and a resort to demonstrations, 
marches and other forms of pas
sive dissent, negative reactions 
whose principal · effect has been 
only to equate des_i~e for p~ace 
with suspicious political leamngs 
in the minds of a few irrational 
patriots. 

Szilard, in answer to the above 
question, proposes a plan for pos
itive action which would, for the 

· first time, unite the s cat t ere d 
scientists, academicians, and con· 
cerned. individuals "who see cur
rent events in their historical 
perspective" into an effective po· 
lltical movement. dedicated toter
minating the unlimited arms race, 
instituting a workable agreement 
on arms control and eventually 
removing entirely the danger of 
an unwanted atomic war. 

POLITICAL CONTRIBUTIONS 
from members pledging a small 
percentage of their yearly in· 
corne would provide the means to 
operate a lobby or pressure group 
in Washington in pursuit of the 
movement's immediate political 
objectives. These would be for
mulated by a council of scien· 
tists, a board of political advis· 
ers and a research organization. 
Through these various groups, 
the movement could provide to 
members of the administration 
not only informed opinions, but 
also tangible support in the form 
of votes and funds for political 
action. 

Such a program would not only 
be highly desirable, but might 
also be feasible and quite suc
cessful. Feasible, because Szilard 
is not seeking to convert anyone; 
he wishes merely to provide an 
opportunity to be heard and felt 
in Washington· for those who al· 
ready share his convictions. He 
believes that an effective pro- · 
gram . could be set up with the 
dedicated support of only one 
hundred to two hundred thous~tnd 

contributing individuals. Success
ful, because it would operate po· 
Jitically at the level of the fed
eral go~Prnment where.policy de· 
cisions are made, and m a man
ner which has proven to be one of 
the most effective in getting re
sults out of our administrative 
machinery. 

If Szilanl's program is instl· 
tuted, he will become, at most, n.? 
more than a member of the sc1· 
entists' rouncil. Enthusiasm for 
his plan therefore by !lo means 
requires agre~ment With all of 
his opinions and pe~sonally fa· 
vored political objectives. These, 
regardless of their merit, sho~ld 
not be allowed to divert attenbon 
from his most important !l~d im· 

, mediate aim: that of g1vmg a 
place and a voic~ in .washington 
to a concerned mmonty of Amer
icans who up to now have had 
little s u c c e s s in halting o~r 
steady progress toward an atomic 
clash. 

s z i 1 a r d points out t~at the 
chances for a controlled disarma· 
ment will rapidly diminish as pos· 
session of nuclear weapons be· 
comes more widespread. H~ ha~ 
a sincere conviction that th1s ml· 
nority must waste no time In 
making itself heard. . 

IN ADinTION, he appears to 
have a practical plan by which .it 
might do so, and the contac~ m 
Washington to put Ute plan mto 
effect. His program coul~ lead to 
tangible results which wll~ nev~r 
be achieved by all-night v1gils m 

I public places or marches across 
continents. It is a first opportu
nity for concerned individuals in 
this university and !l~ross ·~he . 
country to initiate pos1hve act10n I 
which might eventually save ~s 
from a nuclear catastrophe. Th1s . 
plan deserves now, in its experi
mental stage, the strong . support j 
of the Stanford commumty. ~ 

(NOTE: For those who did 
not hear Szilard's speech, he is 
now in the process of conduct
ing an "experiment" in a fe'Y 
selected university commum· 
ties, urging interested students 
to assL~t him by contacting ~
ult members of the commwuty 
during the next few weeks and 
sending the names of those 
who wish to pledge support of 
the program to LeO Szilard, Ho
tel Dupont Plaza, Washington 
6, D.C. From the magnitude of 
the response, he hopes to esti· 
mate how soon and to what ex
tent his plan could be put into 
effect. Additional info~tion 
and copies of his Wednesday 
night speech can be obtained by 
writing to thic; address.) 
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!Szilard Stumps for Strong 
By John C. Waugh 

Sto[l Cn r rt 8pOil den t of 
T l1e Cltrtsl.ia n Sdf'nce M o n' fnr 

Los Angeles 
An other cl is t.inguishcrl physi

ca l scienti st is ilcldressing the 
issues of war ilnrl peace. 

He is Leo Szil<n d , the notf'd 
bi ophys i c i ~ t. and pioneer in the 
development of the atomic 
bomb. And he is more than 

I
' just "addressing" th e subject. 

In talks around the country 
i he is conducting an "experi
, ment" which he hopes Will lead 
1 ultimately to political action of 
1 a major magnitude. The prac
: tical applications he envisions 
· for his "experiment" will be 
to exert a force strong enough 
in United States politics to re
verse the policies of nations 
which he sees now leading in
evitably toward war. 

Dr. Szilard, who drafted the 
famous letter the late Albert 
Einstein sent to President 
Franklin D. Roosevelt on the 
feasibility of an atomic bomb, 

I 
I 
I 

Dr. Leo Szilard 
First the ~1J;"taen peace 

has turned all his energies to 
. this end. He hopes soon to 

I establish first a "Council for 
Abolishing War" and ulti
mately a vigorous and effe<;tive 
national lobby for peace. 

Started at Harvard ! 
He began his crusade with a : 

speech at Harvard in Novem
ber. He has since spoken at 
colleges around the country, 
including his own University 
of Chicago (he has been on 
leave from that institution's 
Enrico Fermi Institute for 
Nuclear Studies). 

H!! has just articulated his 
ideas in a Los Angeles speech 
sponsored by the Committee 
for a Sane Nuclear Policy. He 

1 
will continue speaking on the 

I 
subject through February, 
mostly on college campuses. 

Dr. Szilard 's plan, in brief, is 
1 th1s : 

Peace Movement 
evitable, unless it is possible 
somehow to alter the pattern 

, First, through his speech- of behavior which America 

I making across the land he and Russia are exhibiting at 
. hopes to formulate tentatively presmt. 
! a "set of political objectives on "You, as Americans, are not 
r which reasonable people - in a position to influence the 
; those with a perspective of Russian Government; it fol
! hi~tory - could · generillly lows that you would have to 
agree." bring about a change in the at-

If he sees that he can stir titude of the American Gov-
enough support he will form ernment which, in turn, may 

. his council, to be composed of bring about a similar change 

I. seven to 12 distinguished in the attitude of the Russian 
physical scientists. It will be Government. 

I called the "Council for Abo!- "It is conceivable that if a 
1 ishing War,'' or perhaps thE dedicated minority were to 
1 "Council for a Liveable take effective political action, 
; World." they could bring about the 

Procedure Outlined change iil attitude that is 
It, in turn, would assemble a needed. But such a minority 

p~nel of political advisors and can take effective action only 
together they would formulate if it is possible to formulate a 
two sets of oojectives. The first set of political objectives on . 
of these would be to instigate which it can unite." .

1

• 

a program of research and Policies Drafted 
study on long-range aims, those What are these objectives? 'I 

not yet possessing clear courses Dr. Szilard articulates some of 
of action, hence not yet attain- them: · / 
able through political action. • The United States, he rea-

The second set of objectives sons, should proclaim that it J 

. will not resort to any strategic 

l 
would be tho~e whose solutions , bombing of cities or bases un- 1 
are more obv1ous and hence can less it or its allies are attacked 
be pursued now through politi- first. I 

I 
cal action. I • The United States should I 

To attai.n the first objective ,, further proclaim that in case ! 
I the counCil \~ou~d form a r~- of war it would employ j 
search orgamzat10n. To attam I atomic weapons onlv in the I 

1 the second , it would establish territory that is being de-
its "peace lobby." fended . 

. Target Set l • The United States should 1 
, Dr. Szilard, IJ? a. press con- , resolve that nuclear weapons ' 
, terence here, md1cated that and their means of delivery 
! Hie lobby would not be formed should remain in control of 
! until the number of enlistees .

1 
American military units un-

: m the movement-he prefers I der American command rather 
· to ca!.l it. a movement, not an /11 than put under NATO control. 
orgamzahon-has gr?~n to e The President should is-
about . 200,000, .all w11lmg to · sue an executive order against 
comm~t !It least two per ~ent fighting "meaningless battles" 
of the1r mcomes to the proJect. in the cold war . 

With a financial base of • The East-West cultural 
about $25,000,000 a year, Dr. exchange must be improved 
Szilard visualizes that this and the Central Intelligence 
peace-seeking minority can be- Agency be strictly refrained • 
come a powerful .political from approaching "those who 
force indeed, perhaps "the most go to Russia as tourists." 
powerful lobby ever to hit • Nongovernmental discus-
! Washington." . sions between Americans and 

Dr. Szilard says the lobby I Soviets about how to secure 
would address the issues of peace .in a disarmed world 
war and peace with "the sweet 

1 
voice of reason," throwing it- i should be arranged, through 
self actively behind goals it •I priv~te initiative, with the 
feels would lead to a resolu- blessmgs of the administra
tion of world tensions and ul- tion, to help and prod nations 

' timately to total abolishment toward disarmament. 
, of war itself. · · • An influential private 
· "War," Dr. Szilard said in his 

11

• group is more fit than a gov-

llecture here, "seems to be in- ernmental .one in helping es
-------------1 tablish democracy in the un

. derdeveloped nations and 
I should be organized to do so. 
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Mobley's Report 

Atom Expert's 
Plan to Avert 
All-Out War 

BY JACK MABLEY 

LEO SZILARD, PROFESSOR OF biophysics at the Uni
versity of Chicago, is one of the brilliant band of atomic 
scientists who developed nuclear weapons in the early 40s, 

. and since have been striving to avert use of these weapons 

JACK MABLEY 

in war. 
Szilard has a passion for truth 

which prevails over bias for his own 
nation, the United States. This enables 
him to see current events in historical 
perspective, and accounts for remark
able accuracy, by him and his fellows, 
in foretelling events which now are 
shaping the. world. 

Szilard recently said this to Uni
versity of Chicago students: 

"I myself believe that we are 
headed for an all-out war, and that our 
.chances of getting thru the next 10 

. years without war are slim. 
"I, personally, find myself in rebel

· lion against the fate that history seems 
to have in store for us, and I suspect that some of you may 

. be equally rebellious. Tbe question is, what can you do?" 
Szilard then proposes something that can be done. I 

strongly recommena it to those who ask that question, to 
those who despair, to those who already have turned away 
from these words because they f'lar and feel they are im- · 
potent in the face of this overwhelming problem. 

• • • 
LEADING UP TO HIS PROPOSAL, Szilard states: 
"To abolish war is a taU order, and I speak of it with 

reluctance. It has been apparent, however, ever since the 
end llf the war, that the bomb would pose a problem to the 
world for which there is no precedent and which cannot be 
solved short ~?f abolishing war." . 

He calls the first objective the backing away from our ' 
closeness to alf.:out war. To cite how close we have come, he 

. suggests that if America had openly intervened in Cuba, 
Jl,ussia would have moved ilito West Berlin. 

IJ we can back away from seven minutes to midnight, 
says Szilard, the next objective would be to attack the basic 
causes of misunderstanding between the great nations. 

Szilard proposes to set up a council of seven to 12 dis
tinguished scientists, called a Council for Abolishing War or 
perhaps Council for a Livable World. This Council would 
assemble a panel of political advisers. 

.. 

:1i.! Council also would · set up a political organization. 
~\~C'ause one of t11P functions of tliis organizion would be to 

·lobb:: . 1·:e may r<'it ::· :1) it. for our purpose, as thr Lobby," 
he said. 

"The Council would speak with the sweet voice nr •·r 11 ~ on. 
and our Lobby could see to it that they shall be heard by peoplle 
inside the administration and also by the key people in 
Congress. . 

"Would they be listened to, if they were nC1l abl~ to 
deliver votes? 

"The minority for which they speak might re~··escnt · 
perhaps 10 per cent of the votes, and 10 }>er cent r.. the 
votes alone would not mean very much, just as the sw~et 
voice of reason . alone would not mean very .much. Still, the 
c:ombination of 10 per cent of the votes and the sweet voice 
of reason might turn out to be an effective combination." . 

• • •• 
THE MINORITY OF WHICH SZILARD speaks \W>Uld be 

Americans who joined the Movement. They woulci suppurt, 
by work and money, the Council and. the Lobby. 

This is a necessarily $kimpy summary of Szilard's ideas. 
. The copy of his talk to the students is 16 single-spaced pages. 
For those who would like the full story, there ~re copies 
still available for the asking . . Mrs. Ruth Adams, 935 E. 60ti1 
st., Chicago 37, will mail a copy if you'll send her an aa
dressed envelope with nine cents postage on it. 

Szilard offefed the idea at the Chicago, Harvard, Swarth
more. and Western Reserve college communities, anll asked ' 
for reaction . 

H tht ~ r·e5pon;..e is good, he will go ahead. 
WhHtcver help he can use from this citizen, he will get. 

flllahlcy broadC'asts nightly at 8 on WBBM. J 
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serves as the basis of Inod 
er-forec~sting. ~ 

~: showded by 1f92'? .that the atrn~ 
IS rna e up o air masses" 

more or less sharply differenti~ 
Jperature between warm "tro .~ 
tsses" and cold "polar air ma/

1 

1arp boundaries between them~ 
·:fronts" from an analogy With ey 
1mes that had so impressed th the 
on the minds of man durino elll-

Jst ended. During the 1920s" the 
t.he manner in which the rna: 

: 1t out were analyzed. 

1939 the younger Bjerknes ca 

United States and the next y: 
e~ a professorial position at tht 
rs1ty of California. He was nat 

I as ~n American citizen in 194~ 
mwhile, World War II occasioned 

meteorological discovery. Arne . 
>ambers: flying high across J:; 
: on the1r way toward Japan, some. 

found themselves virtually motion

They .had entered a stream of 

r m~vmg air, blowing from West 

~ Th1s was the "jet stream." 

re are t.wo of these, one in the 

.rn hemisphere and one in the 

:rn, at a height of from six to nine 

The usual velocity of the wind is 
100 to 200 miles per hour, though 

of 350 miles and more have been 

.ed. They make winding girdles 

the earth, following the paths be

the polar and tropical air masses 

herefore usually marking the ro

of greatest storminess. 

changing course of the jet streams 

day to day is now also taken into 

1t in plotting the movements of the 

iSSes and in attempting to predict 

events in the changing weather
u. 

BLACKEIT, Patrick Maynard 
Stuart 
English physicist 
Born: London November 18, 
1897 • 

:kett entered a naval school in 

at thirteen, to train as a naval 

. The outbreak of World War I 

~c1Q i 
t....tl..C,t I 
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, 
1
rne just in time to make use of him 

~- d he was at sea throughout the war, 

,;~;ing part in the Battle of Jutland. 

\Vith the war over, however, he re

;"ned from the navy and went to Cam

rid !!e, where be studied under Ruther

. rd- [380]. It was Blackett who first 

lvrned to the wholesale use of the Wilson 
I ll 
;72) cloud chamber. Rutherford had 

1-,.._erved scintillation effects on a screen 
'""'l'-f z.inc sulfide and bad interpreted those 

,s indicating that he had succeeded in 

:-~nverting nitrogen to oxygen through 

the bombardment of the former with 

!pha particles. Blackett felt the need for 

01Ne direct evidence of this. 

In the early 1920s, therefore, he went 

to work with the cloud chamber. He 

t-vmbarded nitrogen within the clou_d 

c..h. mber with alpha particles and ex

p:mded the chamber periodically in order 

1 catch any tracks that might be formed. 

He wok over 20,000 photographs, catch

inc a total of more than 400,000 alpha 

p :~-rticle tracks. Of these tracks, just eight 

involved a collision of an alpha particle 

:md a nitrogen molecule. From the 

forked tracks that resulted, it was pos

sible to show that Rutherford's conten

tion that elements had been transmuted 

was correct. These first photographs of 

a nuclear reaction in progress, taken in 

1925, were immensely impressive, and if 

anything was needed to dramatize the 

Wilson cloud chamber this was it. 

Blackett turned the cloud chamber to 

other uses as the 1930s approached. He 

almost discovered the positron but 

Anderson [498] was a bit ahead of him 

there. He also studied cosmic rays, and 

here an idea struck him. 
There was no way of knowing when 

an interesting event was taking place in 

the cloud chamber, so that the chamber 

had to be expanded at random and as 

often as possible in the hope of catching 

something. In 1931, therefore, Blackett 

pi:Jced a Wilson cloud chamber between 

two Geiger [380a] counters. Any cosmic 

ray particle passing through both Geiger 

counters bad to pass through the cloud 

chamber. Blackett arranged the circuits 

so that the surge of current set up in 

lhe two counters operated the cloud 

chamber. In this case, the chance of a 

significant photograph in these "coinci

dence counters" was enormously in

creased. 
In 1935 Blackett showed that gamma 

rays, on passing through lead, sometimes 

disappear, giving rise to a positron and 

an electron. This was the first clear-cut 

case of the conversion of energy into 

matter. This confirmed the famous 

E=mc~ equation of Einstein [406] as 

precisely as did the more numerous ex

an1ples, earlier observed, of the con

version of matter to energy (and even 

more dramatically). 
During World War II, Blackett 

worked on the development of radar and 

the atom bomb. After the war, however, 

he was one of those most vociferously 

concerned with the dangers of nuclear 

warfare. In 1948 he was awarded the 

Nobel Prize in physics for his work with 

and upon the Wilson cloud chamber. 

[466] SZILARD, Leo (zee1ahrd) 

Hungarian-American physicist 

Born: Budapest, Hungary, Febru

ary 11, 1898 
Died: La Jolla, California, May 

30, 1964. 

Szilard obtained his doctorate at the 

University of Berlin in 1922 and joined 

its faculty thereafter. When Hitler came 

to power, however, Szilard, mindful of 

his Jewish origins, lost no time in leav

ing Germany, and went to England. 

While in England he went into the 

field of nuclear physics and in 1934 con

ceived the idea of a nuclear chain re

action, in which a neutron induced an 

atomic breakdown, releasing two neu

trons which break down two more atoms, 

and so on. He even applied for a patent 

for the process, keeping it secret, in part, 

because he foresaw its importance in 

nuclear bombs. However, the reaction be 

had in mind involved the breakdown of 

beryllium to helium and this did not, in 

fact, form a practical chain reaction. 

Nevertheless, when uranium fission 

was discovered by Hahn [405] and an

nounced by Meitner [405a] in 1939, 

Szilard saw that here was a chain re

action that would be practical. He had 

551 



[ 466a] WlGNER 

come to the United States in 1937 and 
now he realized the importance of getting 
a practical nuclear bomb before Hitler 
did . That summer, he and Wigner 
[466a], another Hungarian refugee, per
suaded Einstein [406] to write his fa
mous letter to President Franklin D. 
Roosevelt, and this set in motion the 
"Manhattan Engineer District" that was 
to prepare the first nuclear bomb. 

Szilard worked with Fermi [482] in 
Chicago on the development of the first 
self-sustained nuclear reactor, their in
novation being the use of graphite as a 
moderator to slow neutrons to a velocity 
where they were most. efficiently cap
tured. (The French, under Joliet-Curie 
[474], were trying to use heavy water 
for the purpose.) · 

In 1943 Szilard became an American 
citizen. Once the atomic bomb was ready 
for use, Szilard was one of the large 
group of scientists who, in revulsion at 
their own work, pleaded that the bomb 
not be used or else used only over unin
habited territory as a demonstration. The 
military, and some scientists such as 
Compton [ 450], thought otherwise , how
ever, and President Harry S. Truman 
made the fateful decision that visited 
nuclear destruction upon the Japanese 
cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. 

Szilard veered away from nuclear 
physics after the war, accepting a post 
as professor of biophysics at the Uni
versity of Chicago in 1946. He has 
labored unceas ingly to ban nuclear war
fare and even nuclear testing and to turn 
nuclear power to peaceful uses only. In 
1959 he received the Atoms for Peace 
award. 

[466a] WIGNER, Eugene Paul. Hun
garian-American physicist. Born: 
Budapest, Hungary, November 
17, 1902. 

Wigner was educated as a chemical 
engineer (he was a classmate of Neu
mann [491] in high school) and obtained 
his doctorate at the University of Berlin 
in 1925. He taught in Berlin and, until 
1930, in Gottingen, where he worked 
with Hilbert [346]. In 1930 he was in-
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vited to the United States, where be ob
tained a position as professor of math
ematical physics at Princeton University 
and became an American citizen in 1937. 
In 193 6 Wigner (a brother-in-law of 
Dirac [485]) had worked out the the
ory of neutron absorption, a theory that 
proved useful indeed when it was time 
to build a nuclear reactor to make use of 
neutron absorption. He worked out the 
theory of conservation of parity which, 
two decades later, Lee [535] and Yang 
[535a] were to show did not apply in 
certain types of nuclear reaction. Wigner 
also showed that nuclear forces did not 
depend on electric charge, so that protons 
and neutrons within the nucleus bad sim
ilar properties in that respect. This was a 
concept most useful to Yukawa's [509] 
meson theory. He worked with Szilard 
[ 466] to alert the American government 
to the need for developing a nuclear 
bomb, and then worked with Fermi [432] 
and Szilard in Chicago to develop one. 
He also helped design the atomic installa
tions at Hanford, Washington. After the 
war, be was director of research at the 
Clinton Laboratories at Oak Ridge for 
a time. In 1960 he received the Atoms 
for Peace award and in 1963 shared the 
Nobel Prize in physics with Goeppert
Mayer [466b] and Jensen [466c]. 

[466b] GOEPPERT-MA YER, Marie 
(ger'pert-may'er). German-Amer
ican physicist. Born: Kattowitz 
(now Katowice, Poland), June 
28, 1906. 

Marie Goeppert received her Ph.D. 
at the University of Gottingen in 1930. 
moved to the United States that sarne 
year, and became an American ci~eo 
in 1933. She married a physical cherois.t, 
Joseph Mayer, and, like Irene eune 
[474a], used a hyphenated name there
after. In 1945 she joined the staff of the 
University of Chicago and while the~· 
in 1948, she suggested that the atorniC 
nucleus consisted of protons and neu
trons arranged in shells, as electro~s 
were arranged in the outer atorn. ThiS 
theory made it possible to explain whY 
some nuclei were more stable tb31l 

[ 466c 1 JENSEN 

others, why some elements were 
iSotopes, and so on. At about t 
time, Jensen [466c] advanced tl 
notion independently. Both she ; 
sen accordingly shared the 196: 
Prize in physics with Wigner 

[466c] JENSEN, J. Hans 
German physicist. Born. 
burg, June 25, 1907. 

Jensen obtained his Ph.D. at t 
versity of Hamburg in 1932 ar 
now director of the Institute fo 
retical Physics at that university. 
vaoced the notion of nuclear sl 
dependently of Goeppert-Mayei 
and in 1955 co-authored a book 
subject with her. They shared tl 
Nobel Prize in physics with 
[466a]. 

[467] SCHOENHEIMER, 
( shern'high-mer) 
German-American biocher. 
Born: Berlin, May 10, 18~ 
Died: New York, New 
September 11, 1941 

Educated in Germany and r 
his Ph.D. at the University of 
&hoenheimer was another of the 
man scientists to whom the cor 
Hitler meant that safety lay only 
He emigrated to the United St<J 
obtained a position at Columbia 
sity College of Physicians and S1 

In 1935 Schoenheimer introdu 
USe of isotopic tracers in biocben: 
search. Hevesy [422] had been 
to make use of isotopes roore 
decade earlier, to be sure, but 
Worked with lead isotopes, atl 
types that were foreign to Iivin ~ 
and isotope work had languishe: 
By 1935, however, deuterium, th 
isotope of hydrogen, had becom 
able in reasonable quantity, th: 
the work of Lewis [390] and U re· 
Here was an isotope of an 
naturally found in living tissue. 

&hoenheiroer made use of f 
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or relax those territorial claims he had staked out soon after Russia en
tered the war. 

. Vlhilc discussions within the American government of our polic1es set
tled and subsided after this May 31 -]une r meeting of the Interim Com 
mittee, it fl ared up higher among some of the scientists who were wd] 
acquainted with the problems of atomic fission and who fore~aw th ~.: 

enormous destructive power that cou ld be conjured out of atoms. Fron 
what they le<1rncd of the program endorsed by the Interim Commit tee 
they were convinced that it was shortsighted, and morally and perha 1~ 
mortally wrong. 

The asseverations of Bohr-and of Stimson when he wrote and spol: . 
as preacher-statesman rather than as oldier-that the new discovery made 

it compulsory for nations to behave differently to each other than ever iL 
· t~e p~st, were flaming gospel in the studies and laboratories of man) 
SCientists. As the momentous event, the birth of the weapon, neared, the) 
resounded louder and louder. 
· ~ group who had achieved much at the laboratories in Chicago, known 
by Its cover name as the Metallurgical Institute, were among those mo~l 

upset by what they learned about the trend of official planning, so d i~ 

turbed that they might have been openly mutinous except for the clamp~ 

of secrecy and securi ty. The group abhorred the thought that their work 
might destroy nations and envisioned the possibility that it might dra11 

them together at last. 
Knowing of the stew they were in and their clamorous wish to han· 

their views considered, Arthur Compton had stepped forward and acted 
as liaison between them and officialdom. 37 On his return from W ashing 

ton after the May 3 I -June 1 meeting, he a sured the laboratory leader~ 
that the Interim Committee was receptive to suggestions about all aspect~ 
of the future of atomic energy, and would be glad to be fully advised f 
them before its next meeting.38 The Chicago scientists had thereupo:1 
formed several committees, each of which was to be concerned with an 
aspect or area of the field. Gne of these was the Committee on Social and 
Political Implications. Its chairman was an eminent chemist, Professor 
J ames 0. Franck ; its catalytic member was Professor Leo Szilard.

3 

One of the main authors of the memo presented by this committee 

37 The N ew W orlt(, parr' 365-367. 
38 Ibid., pag~ 365 . 
39 Jljid. 
The seven members of th is Committee were: J ames 0. Franck as Cha irman, Leo Szi

lard, T. R. H ogness, D onald Hug hes, J. ]. Nixon, E. R abinowitch, Glenn Scaborg and 

J. C. Stc' trns. 

[ so ] 

RY SHOCK : Til E ATOM BOMB 

t
11 

the government, P..-ofcssor E. J~abinowitch, has recalled its ongms 

2.nd the flow of feeling that penetrated it. "I remember many hours 
~:'cnt walking up and down the Midway with Leo Szilard arguing about 
ri16c que.tions [and] sleepless nights when I asked myself wh ether per
h:tps we should break through the walls of secrecy and get to the Ameri-
01 p ·ople the feel ing of what was to be done by their govern ment and 
w ether we approve it. ... Franck st2.rted drafting the report but had 
,! i!liculty bcc:m se of the language, and turned over his notes to me . ... 

.1 he rep rt was prepared essentiall y by me with the import;wt contribu
:'on of Leo Szilard .... [He] was responsible for the whole ewphasis 

011 the problem of the usc of the bomb which rea ly gave the repOrt its 

h i~torical significance-the attempt to prevent the usc of the bomb on 
J. p:\11. Vlhilc the authorship of the whole report was mine, the flln

hmcnta l orientation was due above all to L eo Szilard and James 

Franck .... m o 
Their eloquent charge still reverberates today. But the main fe::ttures 

d its supporting argument are essentially the same as those in previous 
l'rc;;cntations of which we have told. The notion that the United Stales 
C<1 ,dd prott.:ct itself fo r an indefinite time \Vas dismissed as mistaken . For 
hL· b:tsic facts and implications of nucl ear power were common knowledge, 

:l!ld th e experience of Russian scientists in nuclear research was sufficient 

J u' t bdOi l' the San Francisco con f~rcnce coll\'t'll• d, A.rth r C'omp' <'n h ad taken Pro
i< ) f rr.1nck of Chicago to sec Vice P1 esicL nt H enry \Va Haec. They expounded their 
\ i'" s to \Vall ace and gaye him a memo sta tiug them, "Scientists fo ul' d thcmsch ·es in an 
ll l!1 krabk situation. Mil ita ry r est ric t ions \\ ere tearing them between lopl t) to their 
<>.l lll' of secrecy and their conscience as llh' n anti ci t izens. Statesmen who did no t reali ze 
the ato>n had ch anged the " ·orld were laying futil e plans for peace while scien tists who 

L '" "" the facts stood helplessly by." 
~t ila rd, while w orking with Ferm i at Columbia Uni,·crsity in 1939-4 0, had been one 

,, f the persons who had pcrsu~ded Einstein tha t the i\mcr ica11 go,·ernment ought to be 

• \ 1>n ini nt' the adaptation of atomic fi ssion for mil itary purposes, and i ndu~ed Einstein to 
'•' r i c a letter to President RoosC\·elt "hich , by c~lling attention to the milita ry signifi
' lice of recent scientific prog r ,•ss in fi>,uring the atom, helped to focus officia l in terest on 

l.·· f1dd, which resul ted in the J\Janha ttan Pmjcct. 
By the time that the bomb lnd been rcated and Germa ny w~s dd~ated and all danger 

''·:' ' it. 111 ight ilCquire thi s wea pon w.1s p:tst, Szilard and his colle:tr;ue< began to h ;t\·c 
t·•gi\'Ings about the introduction of this nc ,. and greater destructi \·e force into w.trf:uc. 

, J>, fo re the n.~eting of the l11 tcr im Committee ( :'>Iay 31-June 1), he had gone down 
'' • outh Carolina to sec llyrn~s "ho "as P residential rcpr~s~ nt ti,·e on the Con11 t:ac,·. 
li e had spoken crit ically of the thr ee scienti st members of the Committee (Bush, Conant 

~Ill! Karl Compton) but well of the Scientific PaneL About this Yisit Byrnes subsequently 
wrote, "Szilard complained that he a nd some of h is associates did not know enough about 

' .c P0 !icy of the gonrnment with regud to the usc of the bomb'. H e felt that scie:,tists, 
t ~t clutl111g himself, should discuss the m at ter with the Cabinet, which I did not feel de

t ll~fblc. His genera l demeanor and his desire to participate in policy making made an 
L'! J. \'Orable · · 11 · 'J · · , , • . unpr.esswn on me . . .. " A 111 Out• Lr t!!unc, page 181. 

l ntcr \'lew \nth a r epresentative of the N ation:tl Broadcasting Comp:tny for TV. 

[ 51 ] 



A Scientist's Responsibi.lity 
(U.S. Atomic Scientists' Journal on War and Peace) 

TTfE Bulletin of the -Atomic Scientists published 

· over the last 17 years by a group of Chicago 

scientists is not specially technical literature: it 

discusses primarily problems of social significance in con

temporary, specifically atomic, science. Among the members 

of the Editorial Board and contributors to the journal are 

many who assisted at the birth of the atom bomb in the 

fond hope that it would somehow prove possible to avert 

the monstrous dangers attendant on its arrival into the 

world. Is this possible? How can this be achieved? What 

can and should scientists do? This is the prevalent theme 

of the Bulletin over the years. In this article we review its 

1962 issues and No. I for 1963. 

The journal's main policy line on these matters i·s quite 

definite. " ... The development of science and technol

ogy ... make the fighting of a war irrational and suicidal 

for both sides-the stronger as well as the weaker, the 

righteous as well as the wicked . ... The survival of both 

systems will depend on avoidance of war." These are the 

words of editor and foundation member of the Bulletin 

Eugene RabinO'Witch, an American biophysicist associated 

with the Pugwash movement. 

In assessing the standpoint of the Bulletin, it should 

at once be noted that, with •all the diversity of thought 

of its individual contributors, they all share the funda

mental illusions and prejudices of modern bourgeois lib

eralism. While they .recognise and proclaim the need to 

maintain peace, they have at times a very hazy idea of 

how this may be done and often repeat versions of inter

national events put out by reactionary propagandists. This 

cannot, of course, ·obscure the main point: a considerable 

section of America's atomic scientists and engineers are . 

coming, each from his own starting point, by different 

Y, Volodin-Soviet journalist. 

Y. V 0 L O'D IN 

paths, to the defence of peace and peaceful co-existence. 

The reason is that peace is a necessity for both Com

munists and non-Communists, materialists and idealists, 

supporters of Socialism and of bourgeois democracy. 

It is not difficult to grasp who are the precise op

ponents against whom the Bulletin is waging a fight in 

each issue. They are America's "wild men", preachers of 

thermo-nuclear carnage, who are busy with plans for the 

physical "extermination" of Communism and are fobbing 

off their own people with myths about surviving a war 

with trifling losses. They are the notorious Senator Barry 

Goldwater who is still calling for victory in the cold war 

(he is answered by R. Fisher in the January issue of the 

Bulletin, who says: "Let us seek not to win a war but 

to achieve a peace"). They are the Air Force Association-'

that motley collection of retired generals and war mer

chants, a mouthpiece of the Pentagon-which demands the 

"·complete eradkation of the Soviet system" by means of ;r 

nuclear blow (see No. 2). They are General N. Twining. 

who ·dreams of the day when Soviet Russia will be 

bombed, General 0. Anderson, who declares that he would 

be glad to bomb Russia-just give me the order' to do it, 

he says. 
Among their number is major scientist Edward Teller, 

one of the "fathers" of nuclear weapons, who long ago 

lent his name to propaganda for the atomic arms race. 

In 1962, he and co-author Allen Brown published a short 

book Legacy of Hiroshima. Their justification of the savage 

bombing of Japanese cities is only a prelude to justifying 

an even more savage "programme·~. the main points or 

which are: maximum increase of "nuclear deterrent" arrria

ments; ·preparedness for "limited nuclear war"; boosting· 

of the panic campaign around "civil defence" and, in the 

nature of an adornment, the slogan of world govern

ment .... In a review the sociologist Hans J. Morgenthau 
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A SCIENTIST'S ~ESPONSIBILITY 

writes in No. 6 about the harmful character of this book, 
where, he say~, modern scientific thought sits cheek by 
jowl with an outdated mode of military and political 
thinking. 

The main argument advanced by the Bulletin's contribu
tors against statements made by the "wild" militarists and 
their scientific advisers is that in our day the scientific 
and technical· revolution has fundamentally altered the 
nature of war. While in the past attempts to resolve world 
conflicts by military means was possible and to that ex
tent "rational", today this is impossibl e. As the Bulletin:s 
editor observes, because of the revolutio n in military. 
technique, "the conflict between the communist and the 
non-communist world has assumed its apocalyptic aspects~·. 
A similar view is exp ressed by guest contributor Bertrand 
Russell (No. 3). The conclusion is drawn that the main 
question at issue is not preparation for war but the search 
for ways of peaceful co-existence. 

A good example of this approach is the Bulletin's reac
tion to the high pressured campaign on atomic . shelters 
which was started in the United States in the autumn of 
1961. This campaign served the "wild men" as a pretext 
for fostering war hysteri a aod for the most diverse kinds 
of profiteering and speculations-from financial to reli
gious. A whole series of articles and letters in the Bulletin 
protested that this piece of trickery was dangerous not only 
because of its lon g-term consequences but because of its 
immediate effect on American society. "It. is extremely 
dangerous to give the impression that the building of 
fallout shelters will enable the average citizen to survive 
a nuclear war," warns a group of scientists headed by 
J. Van Allen in a statement published in the January 
issue. 

The following month Gerald Pie!, editor of the Scien
tific American, contr-ibuted a long article on civil defence 
illusions. He noted that whereas shelters might save part 
of the population from radioactive fallout, they offered no 
protection from heat stroke, which was the greatest dan
ger of the Hirashima bomb. In this same issue there ap
peared, together with a cautious statement by the Federa
tion of American Scientists against cheap publicity about 
she lters, a letter from a group of Boston scientists to 
President Kennedy in which they indicate that "although 
the present civil defense program, and in particular the 
construction of fallout shelters mi ght save a small frac- . 
tion. of the population in a nuclear war, this potential gain 
is more than offset by the fact that such activity prepares 
the people for the acceptance of thermonuclear war as an 
instrument of national policy". 

Dr. Pauling, well known to Soviet readers, is among 
those who convincingly show the monstrous character of 
thermo-nuclear ·weapons. His article on the genetic effect 
of radioactive fallout (No. 10) presents fresh data in sup
port of the demand for the unconditional banning of 
nuclear tests. Up to December 1962, Pauling writes, the 
power of all bombs tested by the two sides was about 600 
megatons (of which 300 applies to last year alone). )11 

---------
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his opmton , the genetic consequences of a 10-megaton 
bomb explosion throughout the world over a number of 
generations is equivalent to the death of 52,000 chilllren 
from radioactive fallout (atomic bomb) plus the deat;, of 
another 430,000 from the effects of radioactive nitrogen-14 
(both atomic and hydrogen bombs) . The total number of 
unborn victims as a result of nuclear tests conducted so 
far can be worked out from Pauling's estimates as, re
spectively, a mean figure of I ,200,000 (somewhere between 
80,000 and 18 million) and 16 .million (between 320,000 
and 800 million). What damning evidence these figures 
provide. It is not surprising therefore that the advocates 
of militarism have launched a persecution campaign of 
accusations of "incompetency" against this' scientist. Paul
ing comments on these accusations in a letter to . the edi
tors of the Bulletin (No. 10) . 

A number of articles .put forward various projects for 
curtailing the arms race and diminishing the war danger. 
In the June issue Charles E . Osgood proposes moving 
nucl ea r weapons to areas far from major inhabited cen
tres; he explains in great detail that such a step would 
reduce the number of deaths in the event of war (it should 
be noted that this artic le which in fact proceeds from the 
inevitability of a thermo-nuclear conflict runs counter to 
the journal's general approach to these questions). In the 
September issue R. Fisher examines the question of sanc
tions against possible violators of a disarmament agree
ment. He considers it preferable in such cases to deprive 
the guilty party of the privileges enjoyed by a party to 
the international agreement. 

The first issue for 1963 contains a series of art icles 
which take theoretical stock of the present state of man
kind; they are written by experts in various branches of 
knowled·ge. Professor of htstory T. von Laue writes of the 
tragic contradictions between the rational world of mod
ern scientific knowledge and mankind which organises its 
life along far from rational lines. He ends his article with 
an appeal for a return to the science of man and bJtter 
organisation of human relations. Law professor H. Jones 
expounds his plan for establishing an unbiased suprana
tion al "Court of Justice" which could make an objective 
settlement of international disputes. Economist R. Levine 
believes that an important contr-ibution towards achiev
ing a gradual rapprochement with the Socialist world 
could be made by a unilateral U.S . initiative. 

A leading American psycho-analyst M. Ostow adduces 
from his views on consciousness that the "salvation" of 
mankind depends on greater contacts, reciprocal visits by 
statesmen, and the fostering of mutual respect between 
the two camps. It should be noted that all the contribu
tors to this discussion favour a policy of peace, although, 
like many other writers for the Bulletin, they have a 
rather vague idea of the concrete paths leading to it. 

Professor F. Schick's article "International Law in 
Extraterrestrial Sp~ce", published in the November issue, 
is a reply to the comments made by Y. A. Korovin, Cor
responding Member of the Soviet Academy of Sciences, 

------------
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on Schick's earlier article on the same subject (see In
ternational Affairs, No. 3, 1962). Our readers will recall 
that, while Korovin thought many of Schick's ideas about 
the need for the peaceful use of space were interesting, he 
also drew attention to some substantial shortcomings. In 
his reply Professor Schick agrees with Korovin's idea that 
a ,peaceful demilitarised cosmos is a natural complement 
to a pacific Earth. 

Schick concentrates on examining those legal rules, 
which he admits are "partial", by means of which it is 
already possible to regulate things in paraterrestrial space. 
It is entirely permissible to concentrate on these aspects 
of the problem, especially now that the implementAtion 
of practical measures of Soviet-American co-operation in 
space is on the agenda. Without going into a detailed 
examination of Schick's article, it must nonetheless be re
marked that it does not contain an exact definition of 
peaceful aims in space. The author's passing reference to 
the need to repudiate "territorial" rights on Earth as well 
is open to objection. 

The plans for averting war put forward by the major 
nuclear scientist Leo Szilard in his literary and publicist 
writings rhave received considerable publicity recently. Fol
lowing on his fantastic idea of the reciprocal mining of 
major American and Soviet cities, which created such a 
sensation about two years ago, Szilard has proposed the 
organisation of a scientists' anti-war movement. (The So
viet public has already had a chance to read Szilard's lec
ture on this subject, which was reprinted in abridged 
form, from the Bulletin of Atomic Scientists [No. 4] in the 
first issue of International Affairs for this year.) Szilard 
reports in the December issue of the Bulletin that his 
Council for Abolishing War has not assumed popular pro
portions: 2,500 people have joined the movement while 
Szilard believes that for it to be effective a minimum of 
20,000 are required. 

Whatever the questions raised by various articles pub
lished in the Bulletin, the main one is a theme arising 
from the very nature of the publication-the responsibility 
for peace borne by those who by their own hands have 
been creating the weapon with which to destroy it. Just 
a•bout everyone who is concerned with the question of war 
and the militarisation of science talks and writes on this 
subject. Because of this it is sometimes very difficult to 
draw the line between what is said because it is now cus
tomary to say it and what is really an expression of deep 
concern. It is still more important, however, to perceive 
the advance from alarm and despondency to an under
standing of the need and possibility of working for the 
good of mankind. The whole range of shades of opinion 
may be found in the numerous articles, letters and state
ments on the scientist's role in society which are con
stantly appearing in the Bulletin. 

In December 1962, a whole series of articles was pub
lished in the journal to mark the 20th anniversary of the 
day when the first chain reaction was set off in a 'nuclear 
reactor (Chicago, December 2, 1942). Almost all the ar-
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ticles express unconcealed alarm that the atomic genie. 
having been released from its prison, ha~ escaped from 
the control of those who dreamed of becoming its rational 
masters: even worse, it has begun to order them about. 
"We have permitted ourselves to become locked in a vi- ' 
cious circle from which there will be no automatic release," 
writes Professor H. Brown, of California University and 
Foreign Secretary of the National Academy of Sciences 
(No. 10). 

Reality has proved to be much more dangerous than 
cybernetic fantasies about rebellious robots. The picture 
painted by many Western scientists contains, however, one 
very serious defect: no account 1 taken of those social 
processes and laws, which threaten to make the greatest 
achievement of human intellect the curse of mankind . 
This oversimplification is also noticeable in a number of 
Bulletin articles and inexorably takes its revenge: the 
r.nalysis -is incomplete and one-sided. 

The idea that the prime duty of scientists today is to 
tell the people the truth about the threat of a Jhermo
nuclear war and to raise a public protest against the ad
venturi s t policy of the "wild men" is repeated again and 
again in the Bulletin. This is a correct, humanist idea, and 
it requires courage to -defend it against a background of 
war hysteria. There are, however, frequent admi·ssions that 
the small group of anti-militarist-minded scientists are in· 
capable of arousing the mass of the people. The most 
powerful force in the United States, writes Robert Gomer 
(No . 6 of •the Bulletin), ~ ·s public opinion; but it is startling
ly inert and sated with fals e information, and it is difficult 
to find the means to wake it up. He doubts .. whether 
Szilar-d will be able to do it with his movement. ... 

The sociologist Hans J. Morgenthau writes (No. 10) 
that "the atrophy both of democratic control over the gov
ernment and of responsible government itself" is one con
sequence of the appHcation of atomic energy and the / 
spreading of secrecy connected with it, etc. His prescrip
tion against growing "totalitarianism", incidentally, is 
very primitive: the revelation of atomic and other secrets 
to the whole of society. Morgenthau is undoubtedly right 
when he says that democratic institutions in modern bour
geois society are losing their value. But is this solely the 
effect of modern technology? Would it not be truer to 
say tha-t it strengthens and brings to the surface a ten
dency which existed long before the ' nuclear reactor was 
put into action in Chicago? Did not Lenin point out near
ly half a century ago the deep internal connection between 
contemporary capitalism (imperialism) and the decay of 
parl•iamentary democracy, and the growing influence of . 
the banks, ·monopolies, and military staffs. 

Underestimation of the impact of social conditions on . 
both military strategy and science is at times evident in 
unsubstantiated attempts to oversimpHfy the link-up be
tween the scientific and technical revolution and its crea
tors on the one hand and international relations on the 
other. This tendency may also be found in some of the 
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A SCIENTIST'S RESPONSIBILITY 

articles published in the Bulletin, including those by its 
('dilor. 

In a number of issues Rabinowitch repeats the thesis 
that modern weapons have made an anachronism not 
only of national sovereignly but even of national fron
tiers. This is what he writes in No. 7 of the Bulletin: 
"Nations must reeval uate the ideals to which their na
tional life . .. has been dedicated in the past-the con
cepts of sovereign nations, national power and grandeur, 
nat-ional secu rit y and economic inlerest"-all in the name 
of saving manki nd . This· alone, the author believes, can 
remove the threat of mankind's destruction. It is quite 
impossible to regard such a sta ndpoint as realistic. There 
can be no doubt th at modern means of production-and 
especi ally a tomic energy-have long outgrown national 
confines an d in the long-term view are la ying the tech
nical foundations for a wo rld-wide community of na tions, 
but a long and complex path of economic and politica l de
velopment still separates us from this time: tod ay we 
live in a world consisting of two opposed social sys tems. 

Only in ta les of fantasy is it possible to conceive tha t 
one fin e day countries and peoples will re-evaluate their 
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ideals. There are, in fact, some very just rem arks apropos of 
this in the Bulletin itself. "Asking people to renounce na
tional interests, in favor of the interests of mankind, only 
makes it harder to accept the facts of the world today and 
suggests a conflict which is in fact tnon-existent," writes 
Joh n T. Edsall in a letter to the editors (No. 9) . He be
lieves it wou ld be more correct and useful to emphasis~ 
that the preservation of peace corresponds to the national 
interests of a ll people. 

Some elements of a not -entirely rea listic approach 
may be noted in statements in a number of articles about 
the special position of scientists in the modern world. 

It is the duty of scienti s ts, the duty of science to help 
discover realistic ways to peaceful co-existence. In order 
to fulfil th is duty, it is essent1a l to consider both the 
sig nifi cance of modern science in the transformation of 
the character of war, and the laws of development govern
ing society. That is why it is so heartening to read in this · 
journal published by American nuclear scientists appeals 
for peace and reason, dictated by serious concern for the 
fate of mankind and based on the real conditions obtain
ing in the modern world. 

The Foreign Languages 
Publishing House 

MOSCOW 

E. ROSE NT AL 

Free World-Which? 

6-749 (AHrn.) 

Economic, political and spiritual freedom of the individual in 
bourgeois and Soci~list society is the main content of the book. 
The reader is given a whole. host of facts and typical examples of 
the practice .of freedom in different countries so that he can decide 
for himsel·f where real freedom is to be found-in the capitalist 
or the Socialist world. Illustrated. For the general reader. 

The book is obtainable from book firms in your country 
which are agents for MEZHDUNARODNAYA KNIGA 
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Bohr's letter contained reports of corroborating experiments at the Univer
sity of California, 1 ohns Hopkins, and the Carnegie Institution of Washing
ton. · The next issue related experiments undertaken at Columbia just after 
Bohr's arrival in which Fermi and John R. Dunning, joined by a number of 
younger collaborators, further demonstrated the validity of the results ob
tained abroad.4 

This was only the beginning. Scientists throughout the world launched 
a comprehensive effort to throw light on the phenomena of fission. They 
published nearly one hundred articles on the subj ect before the end of 1939. 
All the great centers of American physical research took up the challenge. In 
the realm of theory, the prime achievement was a study carried out at 
Princeton by Bohr and John A. Wheeler. Their work, published in Septem
ber as "The Mechanism of Nuclear Fission," was rich in insights destined to 
aid many another scientist in the years ahead.6 In the experimental field, 
nothing was more immediately significant than the work being done at 
Columbia on the possibility of a chain reaction. It was an investigation for 
which Morningside Heights was well fitted. Here at the Michael Pupin 
Laboratory was Dunning with the cyclotron and other equipment he had 
acquired for neutron-reaction studies. Here were Herbert L. Anderson, a 
gifted graduate student, and Walter H. Zinn, a physicist at City College who 
did his research in the Columbia laboratories. Here were Fermi, who had no \ 
intention of returning to his native land, and Leo Szilard, a Hungarian 
scientist who had come without benefit of a faculty appointment to work with 
Fermi. Fortunately, this team was under a sympathetic if somewhat conserva
tive administrator, George B. Pegram. A physicist himself, Pegram was now 
dean of the graduate faculties. 

The men at Columbia had seen from the first that the key to the 
sclf.sustaining reaction was the release of neutrons on fission of the uranium 
atom. Like physicists generally, they had guessed that neutrons were 
emitted. Their experiments, along with others conducted both in the United 
States and abroad, soon indicated that this indeed was true. Once the neutron 
question was settled, another rose to demand attention. Was a chain reaction 
possible in natural uranium? At Columbia and elsewhere physicists disagreed 
over which isotope fi ssioned with slow neutrons, neutrons which traveled at 
the energies known most likely to produce fi ssion. Was it the rare 235, 
considerably less than 1 per cent of the natural element, or the abundant 
238? Dunning thought 235 was responsible, while Fermi inclined toward 
238. Dunning was impressed by the small fission cross section-the physi
cists' term for probability-of natural uranium. He thought it indicated only 
a small chance for a chain reaction. But if uranium 235 was the isotope sub
ject to slow-neutron fission, and lf it could be concentrated, he considered the 
chain reaction a certainty. Fermi accepted his colleague's reasoning, but 
even if U-235 should prove the key, he was content to try for a chain reaction 
in natural,. unconcentrated uranium because of the extreme difficulty and 
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expense of separating the isotopes. To settle this debate, Fermi and Dunning 
agreed on a co-ordinated investigation. The Italian would try for a chain 
reaction in natural uranium, while the American would acquire small 
samples of concentrated U-235 and see if his views on its susceptibility to 
fission were correct. 8 

Fermi's first effort to ascertain whether the conditions of a chain 
reaction existed in normal uranium was to measure the number of neutrons 
produced per fission. By the middle of March, preliminary experiments in
dicated that the average was two.7 The next objective was to discover how 

extensive was nonfission absorption. Fermi, Szilard, and Anderson knew that 
neutrons mig1t be captured without fission and produce a radioactive isotope 
of uranium, U-239. If this happened on an excessive scale, too few neutrons 
would live to propagate a chain reaction. The experimenters placed a neutron 
source in the center of a large water tank and made comparisons, with and 
without uranium in the water, of the number of slow neutrons present. These 
measurements led them to conclude that a chain reaction could be maintained 
in a system in which two requisites were met. First, neutrons had to be 
slowed to low, or thermal, energies without much absorption. Second, they 
had to be absorbed mostly by uranium rather than by another element. Fermi 
and Szilard had doubts, however, about the proper agent for slowing down, 
or moderating, the neutrons. It would have to be some material of low 
atomic weight. Neutrons, common sense indicated, would lose speed more 
quickly by collision with light rather than with heavy atoms. Water, which 
Fermi had used because it was two-thirds hydrogen, had exhibited a tendency 
to absorb neutrons. On July 3, 1939, the same day the editor of the Physical 
Review received the Columbia results, Szilard wrote Fermi to suggest that 
carbon might be a good substitute. Szilard saw heavy hydrogen in the form 
of heavy water as another possibility, for it had less tendency to absorb 
neutrons than ordinary hydrogen, but he did not know if it could be obtained 
in sufficient quantity. A few days later, he was so convinced of the advanta
geous physical properties of carbon that he thought the Columbia group 
should proceed at once with a large-scale trial employing a graphite modera
tor without even awaiting the outcome of experiments to determine its neu
tron -absorption characteristics. 8 

FIRST APPEALS FOR FEDERAL SUPPORT 

Publication of the results of the absorption experiments in the summer of 
1939 marked a temporary halt to intensive work on the chain reaction at 
Pupin Laboratory. Fermi departed for the University of Michigan to study 
cosmic rays. Anderson, his assistant, devoted his time to finishing his Ph.D. 
investigations, while Szilard, though full of suggestions for accelerating the 
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experimental work, concentrated on finding a way to alert the federal gov
ernment to the significance of fission. 

Actually, a branch of the government had already been approached. 
On March 16, Dean Pegram wrote Admiral Stanford C. Hooper, technical 
assistant to the Chief of Naval Operations, to say that Fermi, who was 
traveling to Washington on another matter, would be glad to tell Hooper 
of the experiments at olumbia. It was possible, Pegram wrote, that uranium 
might be used as an explosive that would "liberate a million times as much 
energy per pound as any known explosive." Pegram thought the probabilities 
were against this but that even the barest possibility should not be ignored. 
At the Navy Department the next day, Fermi talked for an hour to a group 
that included a number of naval officers, two civilian scientists from the Naval 
Research Laboratory, and several officers from the Army's Bureau of 
Ordnance. Fermi explained the Columbia efforts to discover whether or not 
a chain reaction could take place. He was not sure that the experiments would 
yield an affirmative answer, but if they did, it might be possible to employ 
uranium as an explosive. After some questioning, a Navy spokesman told 
Fermi that the Department was anxious to maintain contact with the 
Columbia experiments and undoubtedly would have representatives call in 
person.9 

The most responsive of the listeners that afternoon were the scientists of 
the Naval Research Laboratory. They had a long-standing interest in a source 
of power that would permit protracted undersea operations by freeing sub
marines from dependence on tremendous supplies of oxygen. As soon as the 
news of fission broke in January, they had contacted the men at the Carnegie 
Institution who were checking the work of Meitner and Frisch. Just three days 
after the conference with Fermi, Admiral Harold G. Bowen, director of the 
NRL, recommended that the Bureau of Engineering help finance investiga
tion of the power potential of uranium. The Bureau allotted $1,500 to the 
Carnegie Institution, which agreed to co-operate but for reasons of internal 
policy did not accept the grant. The NRL also approached Jesse W. Beams, a 
centrifuge expert at the University of Virginia, on isotope separation.10 

The initiative for a new overture to the federal government in the sum
mer of 1939 came in large part from Szilard, an impetuous, imaginative 
physicist who was at his best in goading others to action. The news of fission 
alarmed him, for he feared that it might lead to powerful explosives which 

_ would be dangerous in general and particularly so in the hands of Nazi Ger
many. Like many others, he hoped a bomb would prove impossible. But until 
this could he established, there seemed only one safe course: to pursue the 
work vigorously.11 Szilard had been zealous on behalf of the Columbia experi
ments and had even borrowed money to rent radium for use in a neutron 
source. 

Szilard was eager for some sort of federal action. At a June meeting of 
the' American Physical Society in Princeton, he had consulted Ross Gunn, 

/ 
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who, as the technical adviser of the Naval Research Laboratory, was at the 

center of the Navy's interest in the potential of uranium. On July 10, Gunn 

informed him that though the NRL was anxious to co·operate, restrictions on 

government contracts for services made it impossible to carry through any 

agreement that would be helpful.12 

Frustrated, Szilard talked over the situation with physicist Eugene P. 

Wigner, also a native of Hungary. Szilard by now was convinced that the 

uranium-graphite experiment might quickly prove successful if only it could 

be carried out. More than ever, he thought it imperative to get on with the 

work. Besides, it was high time to take steps to keep the uranium ore of the 

Belgian Congo out of German hands. It occurred to the two physicists that 

Albert Einstein was the logical person to alert the Belgians, for he knew the 

royal family. They saw Einstein, who agreed to dictate a letter of warning, 

though to someone below that rank. Since this maneuver raised the propriety 

of communicating with a foreign government, Wigner suggested that they 

send the Department of State a copy with a note that Einstein would dispatch 

the letter in two weeks unless he re::eived advice to the contrary. This, how

ever, would do nothing to ex.pt!dite research in the United States. Szilard 

believed that they should make some direct advance to the government in 

Washington. At the suggestion of Gustav Stolper, a Viennese economist and 

a friend of long standing, he went to see Alexander Sachs, a Lehman Cor

poration economist reputed to have ready access to the White House. 

Quiet and unpretentious in appearance but curiously florid and in

volute in speech, Sachs prided himself on his skill in analyzing current devel

opments and predicting the course of events. He specialized in "prehistory," 

he liked to say. Since 1936, when he had heard Lord Rutherford lecture, the 

work of the atomic physicists had intrigued him. Then early in February, 

1939, while Sachs was visiting in Princeton, Frank Aydelotte, director of the 

Institute for Advanced Study, showed him a copy of a letter that Bohr had 

addressed to the editor of Nature. Sachs's excitement increased as the months 

went by and further experiments were reported. By the time Szilard called on 

him in July, he remembered some years later, he had already pointed out to 

the President the crucial character of the new developments. From Roosevelt, 

Sachs understood that the Navy had decided not to push uranium research, 

largely because of the negative attitude of Fermi and Pegram. 

To approach the President successfully, Sachs believed it was necessary 

to counter the impression created by the Columbia physicists. This would 

require the testimony of a scientist more emin nt than Szilard. The obvious 

solution was to enlist the name of Einstein. A letter should be prepared for 

his signature. Sachs could insure that such a communication, along with 

supporting scientific papers, received Roosevelt's attention. 

The letter that emerged from conferences between Sachs and Szilard re

ported that recent work by Fermi and Szilard in America and by Joliot-Curie 

in France made a uranium chain reaction almost a certainty in the immediate 
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future. This would mean the generation of vast amounts of power and the 

creation of new radium-like elements. It was conceivable, though still not 

definite, that extremely powerful bombs could be constructed. These might 

prove too heavy to be dropped from an airplane, but they could be carried by 

boat and exploded in a port. The supplies of uranium ore in the United 

Stales were not extensive. Although there was some good ore in Canada and 

in Czechoslovakia, the Belgian Congo was the most important source. Some

thing ought to be done to maintain contact between the Administration and 

the physicists working on the atom. Perhaps the President could assign some

one, possibly in an unofficial capacity, to keep the appropriate government 

departments informed and make recommendations for action, particularly on 

raw materials. This agent might also seek to speed research by soliciting 

contributions from private individuals and by obtaining the co-operation of 

industrial laboratories. Closing the letter was a warning of German interest. 

The Reich had stopped the sale of uranium from Czechoslovakian mines. 

At Sachs's request, Szilard drafted an accompanying memorandum. 

Seeking to explain more clearly the underlying science, the physicist stressed 

that a chain reaction based on fission by slow neutrons seemed almost 

certain even though it had not yet been proved in a large-scale experiment . 

Whether a chain reaction could be maintained with fast neutrons was not so 

certain. If it could be, it might be possible to contrive extremely dangerous 

bombs. 
· It was not hard to persuade Einstein to sign the letter, but before Sachs 

could take the completed dossier to Roosevelt, war broke out in ,Europe. 

Sachs delayed, for he wanted to present the case to the President in person, 

so that the information "would come in by way of the ear and not as a sort of 

mascara on the eye." He knew that Roosevelt, preoccupied with the interna

tional crisis and his fight to win repeal of the arms-embargo from a reluctant 

Congress, was unlikely to give the uranium recommendations adequate atten

tion. But early in October, 1939, the time seemed more propitious, and Sachs 

arranged an appointment for the eleventh. At the White House, the Presi

dent's secretary, General Edwin M. Watson, had called in two ordnance 

specialists from the Army and Navy, Colonel Keith F. Adamson and Com

mander Gilbert C. Hoover. After Sachs had explained his mission to them, he 

was taken in to see the Chief Executive. Sachs read aloud his covering letter, 

which emphasized the same ideas as the Einstein communication but was 

more pointed on the need for funds. As the interview drew to a close, Roose· 

vclt remarked, "Alex, what you are after is to see that the Nazis don't blow 

us up." Then he called in "Pa" Watson and announced, "This requires 

action." 13 

This appeal for federal encouragement, if not support, of research 

touched a theme that went back to the Constitutional Convention of 1787. 

The powers expressly granted th!} general government seemed to imply a 

place for science, but just what this might mean awaited the resolution of 
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constitutional issues that involved science only tangentially. As it worked 

out, Americans were slow to accept the idea that the federal government 

should have a permanent scientific establishment. Not until after the Civil 

War did a well-diversified corps of scientific bureaus evolve. By 1916, the 

process was largely complete. Since the several units had appeared at dif

ferent times under widely varying auspices in response to the demands of 

society, there was no central organization. The emphasis was on applied 

rather than basic research. 

This setup seemed reasonably well adapted to the day-to-day require

ments of the government. All efforts had failed, however, to work out a satisfac

tory arrangemen t by which Ame rican science as a whole could serve in an advi

sory capacity in times of nation al emergency. The first attempt to achieve 

such an arrangement was the creation of the National Academy of Sciences. 

A group of scientists led by Alexander Dallas Bache made the Civil War the 

occasion for promoting their long-cherished plan to establish a self

perpetuating national academy which should serve the dual purpose of 

honoring scholarly attainment and of advising the government. Taking ad

vantage of the end-of-session rush in March, 1863, they spirited the necessary 

legislation through Congress. Unfortunately, the wartime accomplishments of 

the National Academy were slight. Only through the efforts of Joseph Henry, 

the secretary of the Smithsonian, did the National Academy survive the 

crisis which saw its birth. 

The first World War brought forth another effort to forge a working 

relationship between government and science. The National Research Coun

cil was organized in 1916 under the auspices of the National Academy to 

broaden the base of scientific and technical counsel. Not limited to members 

of the National Academy, the NRC sought the help of scientists generally, 

whether they were at work in government, the universities, private founda

tions, or in industry. Though it met the test of war by establishing co

operative research on a large scale and by serving as a scientific clearing

house, it left much to be desired. Never financed independently, the only 

effective way it could obtain funds from the military was to have its scientists 

commissioned. It was further handicapped by losing to the services the . 

initiative of suggesting projects. After the Armistice, the NRC evolved into an 

agency for stimulating research by dispensing Rockefeller and Carnegie 

money. Though this was useful enough, the council lost the capacity to serve 

as an active scientific adviser. In many ways, a more significant development 

of the war years was the establishment of the National Advisory Committee 

for Aeronautics, an independent board of both government and private 

members with functions less advisory than executive. 

It was not surprising that a new effort at establishing efficient liaison 

between government and science emerged in the summer of 1933. Isaiah 

Bowman, chairman of the National Research Council, used Henry Wallace's 
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request for advice on the reorganization of the Weather Bureau as an op
portunity to advocate a genera l review of government science. The result was 
a Presidential order creating a Science Advisory Board with authority under 
the 1ational Academy and the NRC to appoint committees on problems in 
the various departments. This order named Karl T. Compton chairman. 
Compton, president of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, promptly 
put subcommittees to work studying the government bureaus, but he had 
larger plans, plans which amounted to a New Deal for science. It was his 
idea that a large sum-in the final version $75 million in five years-should 
be spent to support scientific and enginceri ng research. Programs would be 
formulated by the National Academy, the Na tional Hesearch Council, and a 
new advisory panel. Compton's dreams failed to win approval, apparently 
because of their scale and because of a reluctance to adopt a program that 
would support the natural sciences to the exclusion of other fields of learn
ing. The Science Advisory Board itself did not survive for long. Thus was 
lost an opportunity not only to support science in the monetary sense but also 
to establish a rational basis for co-operation between the government and the 
great centers of investigation. There was still a hope that the National Re
sources Committee, which had its origin in the faith of social scientists in 
planning as the basis for sound governmental operation, might accomplish 
something. But although its science committee made a brilliant study of the 
federal research agencies and took the broad view that research was a basic 
national resource, it never gained the administrative position or the support 
from scientists that were essential for it to become an adequate instrument for 
mobilizing the nation's scientific strength.14 

This, then, was the situation when Sachs talked with the President. 
Roosevelt's thinking must have been conditioned by the rather uneasy rela
ti ons that had existed between the Administration and the scientific com
munity. There was little basis for sentiments of mutual confidence. No ade
quate machinery was at hand. One alternative was to refer the matter to the 
National Academy of Sciences, but this was an unwieldy expedient, and there 
was little reason to believe it would be fruitful. Besides, every instinct would 
lead the President to conclude that security as well as policy dictated caution. 
Why not restrict consideration, for the present at least, to official circles? 
Whatever the reasoning, action came quickly. Roosevelt appointed an Ad
visory Committee on Uranium to investigate the problem in co-operation 
with Sachs. Its chairman was Lyman J. Briggs, a government scientist who 
had begun his career in 1896 as a soil physicist in the Department of 
Agriculture and was now director of the National Bureau of Standards. 
Other members were Commander Hoover and Colonel Adamson. This was a 
rational solution. Sachs later claimed he had suggested placing the Bureau of 
Standards in charge as a means of 1 achieving a fresh view, a view un
complicated by military prejudices. This may have been the case, but there 
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was a more obvious explanation for appointing Briggs. This, after all, was a 

problem in physics. Why not have it investigated by the Government's physics 

laboratory? 
Briggs called a meeting at the Bureau of Standards for October 21, 

1939. Joining the committee members and Sachs were two Washington 

physicists-Fred L. Mohler of the Bureau of Standards ~nd Richard B. 

Roberts of the Carnegie Institution-and three physicists of Hungarian 

origin-Szilard, Wigner, and Edward Teller. The latter three were invited at 

Sachs's initiative. Sachs also had arranged for Einstein to be invited but the 

shy genius did not accept. Szilard focused the discussion by pointing out that 

it seemed quite possible to attain a chain reaction in a system composed of 

uranium oxide or metal and carbon in the form of graphite. The principal 

uncertainty was the lack of information on the absorption of slow neutrons 

by the graphite moderator. Szilard and Fermi had devised experiments for 

measuring this. If the absorption cross section should be either small or 

large, they would know at once whether the chain reaction would or would 

not work. If they obtained an intermediate value, they would have to conduct 

a large-scale experiment. Some of those present were openly skeptical about 

the chance for a chain reaction, but the three Hungarians were optimistic. In 

a sequence that bordered on comedy, the meeting drifted into a discussion of 

government financing, which was not the immediate objective. As Szilard 

recalled it, Teller referred quite incidentally to the amount of money that 

researchers could spend profitably in the months ahead. Colonel Adamson 

made this the occasion for a discourse on the nature of war. It usually took 

two wars, he said, to develop a new weapon, and it was morale, not new 

arms, that brought victory. These sentiments moved Wigner, who had been 

fidgeting in his chair, to venture the opinion that if armaments were so 

comparatively unimportant, perhaps the Army's budget ought to be cut by 

30 per cent. "All right, you'll get your money," Adamson snapped.1~ 

The Advisory Committee on Uranium reported to the President on No

vember 1 that the chain reaction was a possibility, but that it was still unproved. 

If it could be achieved and controlled, it might supply power for submarines. 

If the reaction should be explosive, "it would provide a possible source of 

bombs with a destructiveness vastly greater than anything now known." The 

committee believed that despite the uncertainties, the Government should 

support a thorough investigation. It urged the purchase of four tons of pure 

graphite at once and the acquisition of fifty tons of uranium oxide in the 

event that the preliminary investigations justified continuing the program. 

To provide for the support and co-ordination of these investigations in 

different universities, Briggs and his colleagues advocated enlarging their 

committee to include Karl Compton, Einstein, Pegram, and Sachs. 

On November 17, Watson wrote Briggs that the President had noted 

the report with deepest interest and wished to keep it on file for reference. 
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The President also wanted to be sure that the Army and Navy had copies. 
There was no further word from the White House until February 8, 1940, 
when Watson told Briggs he intended to bring the report to the President's 
attention again. Was there anything Briggs could add as a personal recom
mendation? Briggs replied on February 20 that the Army and Navy had 
transferred funds "to purchase materials for carrying out a crucial experi
ment on a satisfactory scale." He hoped for a report in a few weeks. It would 
show "whether or not the undertaking has a practical application." These 
brief sentences referred to $6,000 that the military services had granted for 
the purchase of supplies for experiments with the absorption qualities of 
graphite. By the time Briggs answered Watson, both the President and his 
aide had departed on a trip that would keep them away from Washington 
until about the first of March.16 

The little group that had sought to interest the President the preceding 
autumn was dissatisfied. Early in February, Sachs obtained a copy of the 
November 1 report from General Watson. Now he could see what was wrong, 
he wrote Watson: the paper had been too academic in tone to make its 
practical point. Sachs asserted that Einstein thought the situation looked 
even better than earlier. Sometime during the coming month, the economist 
announced, he would submit a new appraisaL11 

Meanwhile, J~liot-Curie reported his measurements of a uranium
and-water system. The Frenchman's encouraging results stimulated Szilard 
to greater confidence in his own uranium-graphite approach. Rumors that 
the Nazis had secretly intensified their uranium research made action seem 
especially urgent. Again Szilard saw Einstein. Resorting to pressure tactics 
in the hope of forcing Government action, he showed Einstein a manuscript 
on a graphite system that he was sending to the Physical Review for publica
ti on. Einstein reported the new developments to Sachs. On March 15, Sachs 
relayed the communication to the White House. In view of the brighter 
experimental outlook, he asked, would the President be able to confer on the 
practical issues it raised? 18 

The first response was disappointing. Watson replied on March 27 
that he had delayed until he could speak with Colonel Adamson and Com
mander Hoover. They had come in that afternoon, and Adamson had said 
that everything depended on the Columbia graphite experiments. Under these 
circumstances, Watson thought "the matter should rest in abeyance until we 
get the official report." Within a week, however, there was encouraging news 
from the White House. On April 5, the President thanked Sachs for for
warding the Einstein letter. He had asked General Watson, he said, to arrange 
another meeting in Washington at a time convenient for Sachs and Einstein. 
Roosevelt thought Briggs should attend as well as special representatives 
from the Army and Navy. This was the most practical method of continuing 
the research. " ... I shall always be interested to hear the results," he said. 
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The same day, Watson sent Briggs a copy of the letter to Sachs and asked for 

suggestions "so that this investigation shall go on, as is the wish of the 

President." 19 

March, 1940, had brought a new interest in uranium. The develop

ment that touched it off was the conclusive demonstration that uranium 235 

was the isotope that fissioned with slow neutrons. While Fermi had been 

investigating the chain reaction in natural uranium, Dunning had organized 

his attempt to determine the fissionable isotope. He had persuaded Alfred 0. C. 

Nier of the University of Minnesota, the country's foremost expert on the 

mass spectrometer, to prepare small samples of partially separated U-235. 

Dunning and his co-workers at Columbia, Eugene T. Booth and Aristid V. 

Grosse, made the necessary measurements. In the March 15 and April 15 

issues of the Physical Review, they presented definite confirmation of what 

so many had suspected was the role of the lighter isotope. 

This was an event of profound significance. If uranium 235 could be 

concentrated, there seemed no question that a slow-neutron chain reaction 

was possible. This meant power. A bomb, however, remained highly doubt

ful. Some physicists already saw that a bomb depended on fission by fast · 

neutrons. If they had to rely on slow neutrons, the metal would tend to blow 

itself apart before the reaction had gone far enough. It was questionable if 

the resulting explosion would have sufficient magnitude to justify its cost. 

The Dunning-Nier experiments indicated that uranium 238 would undergo 

fission under fast-neutron bombardment, but it did not seem likely that the 

heavier isotope would sustain a chain reaction. The cross section or proba

bility of fission was too small. What about U-235? Might not it be susceptible 

to fission by fast as well as slow neutrons? Some physicists thought it was 

probable. If this were the case, there was a good chance of an explosive 

reaction in a highly concentrated mass of the lighter isotope. Still, it was 

only theory. All that was known definitely was that fast neutrons had a 

lower probability of causing fission in U-235 than slow ones. In the absence 

of samples substantially enriched in 235, physicists could not determine its 

fast-fission cross section experimentally .20 

Whatever might be the possibility of an explosive, the first task was to 

prove the chain reaction. On March 11, Pegram sent Briggs advance word on 

the role of U-235. On April 9, Driggs reported to Watson that it was "very 

doubtful whether a chain reaction can be established without separating 235 

from the rest of the uranium." He recommended an intensive study of 

methods of isotope separation. By this time, interest in uranium 235 had 

spread widely. It found a focus at the meeting of the American Physical 

Society in Washington the last week in April. There Gunn, Beams, Nier, 

Fermi, Harold C. Urey of Columbia, and Merle A. Tuve of the Carnegie 

Institution discussed its significance for the chain reaction. The next step, they 

agreed, was to separate U-235 in kilogram quantities. Of the various possible 
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methods, the centrifuge alone seemed to offer much hope. They decided to 

try to acquire the funds necessary to determine its potential.21 

On Saturday afternoon, April 27, the Advisory Committee on Uranium 

met at the National Bureau of Standards. Joining Briggs, Adamson, and 

Hoove~ were Admiral Bowen, Sachs, and four university physicists

Pegram, Fermi, Szilard, and Wigner. Einstein again had declined to attend. 

Of the scientists, Szilard was the most optimistic concerning the chain reac

tion, though he could say nothing very explicit about the prospect for an 

explosive. Sachs urged prosecuting the work more vigorously. If the Govern

ment was not disposed to undertake it, he favored trying to finance it from 

private sources. Sachs was impatient with Fermi's conservative position. If 

the United States would plunge ahead, he thought, the difficulties experienced 

in the laboratory would tend to disappear. The Advisory Committee agreed 

on the need for investigation, but it was ready to proceed on only a small 

scale and a step or two at a time. As Briggs reported to Watson on May 9, 

the committee did not care to recommend a large-scale try for a chain reac

tion until it knew the results of the graphite measurements at Columbia. 

These were expected in a week or two. If the large-scale experiment was 

undertaken, the Army and Navy should supervise it at one of the proving 

grounds. As for methods of separating isotopes, the committee favored sup

porting the investigations of scientists in various universities but did not 

favor attempting such studies on a secret basis.22 

Briggs made some progress in May. He spent the first day of the 

month at Columbia. On the sixth, Pegram reported the consensus of a 

conference with his colleagues Fermi, Urey, and Dunning. If support could 

be obtained from the Navy or elsewhere, they favored tests on a laboratory 

scale to determine which method appeared best for concentrating substantial 

amounts of U-235. They proposed to enlist the principal isotope-separation 

specialists and launch the work in June, when the academicians among them 

could escape their teaching duties. On May 8, Pegram explained to Briggs 

what was involved in proving the chain reaction in a uranium-graphite 

system. On May 14, Pegram announced that Fermi and Szilard had found the 

absorption cross section of graphite encouragingly small.23 

As the outlines of a sensible program emerged, pressure for action 

intensified. Sachs had no intention of leaving everything to Briggs. He argued 

the cause in May letters to Roosevelt and Watson. Now that Fermi and 

Szilard had determined the characteristics of graphite, it was time to move. 

The Nazis were overrunning Belgium; something should be done to safe

guard the uranium ore of the Congo. The research program should have 

larger financial support as well as a better and more fl exible organization. 

Perhaps a nonprofit corporation with official status under the President 

could make the arrangements necessary to further the work.24 

More important were the repercussions of the talks at the American 
I 
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Physical Society meeting. Gunn at once recommended to Admiral Bowen that 

the Naval Research Laboratory foster a co-operative research effort. Ap

prised a few days later of the Columbia proposals on isotope separation, 

Bowen asked Urey to organize an advisory committee of scientific experts to 

counsel the President's Committee on Uranium. Urey conferred with Briggs 

and soon had a list of physicists and chemists he thought would be helpful. 

The stirrings at the Naval Research Laboratory were echoed a few 

miles to the north at a private center for scientific research, the Carnegie 

Institution. Tuve prepared notes for the information of his chief, Vannevar 

Bush. Though Tuve thought submarine propulsion appeared more practical 

at the moment than a bomb, he judged that the interests of national defense 

justified trying to develop the centrifugal system of separation. His recom

mendations led Bush to call a conference for May 21. The discussion con

vinced him that the centrifuge deserved support. Bush telephoned Briggs that 

he would wait to see what funds the Government furnished. If there should 

be a gap, the Carnegie lnstitu.tion might step in.25 

Briggs was pleased at Bush's assurances that his only purpose in 

calling the conference was to determine how the Carnegie Institution might 

be helpful. This kept the way clear for the scientific subcommittee. Briggs 

and Urey soon settled on a membership consisting of Urey himself, Pegram, 

Tuve, Beams, Gunn, and Gregory Breit, a professor of physics at the Univer

sity of Wisconsin. This group reviewed the whole subject at the Bureau of 

Standards on June 13 and advocated support for investigations of both 

isotope separation and the chain reaction.20 

ENTER THE NDRC 

A new force now appeared on the scene-the National Defense Research 

Committee. An effort to organize American science for war, it owed its 

existence to Vannevar Bush. A shrewd, spry Yankee of fifty-plainspoken, 

but with a disarming twinkle in his eye ·and a boyish grin-Bush was well 

known for his original work in applied mathematics and electrical engineer

ing. During the first World War he had worked for the Navy on submarine

detection devices. Though he then turned to teaching, his talent for invention 

did not atrophy. From his fertile brain came many ingenious innovations, 

ineltJding an essMtinl circuit for the nutomntic dial telephone. In 1939, he 

resigned the vice-presidency of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology to 

become president of the Carnegie Institution, a post that put him close to the 

nerve center of the embryonic defense effort. Soon he moved up from mem

ber to chairman of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, and 

when war broke out in Europe, he cast about for some way of organizing 

American science for the test that lay ahead. After discussions with Karl 

Compton, with President James B. Conant of Harvard, with President 
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frank B. Jewett of the National Academy of Sciences, and with his colleagues 
at the NACA, he evolved a plan for a committee that would have the same 
relation to the development of the devices of warfare that the NACA had to 
the problems of flight. 

Early in June, 194·0, when Nazi Panzer divisions were thrusting deep 
into France, Bush persuaded President Roosevelt to place him at the head of 
n National Defense Research Committee. Under the authority of the old 
World War I Council of National Defense, from which it was to draw its 
funds, the NDRC was to supplement the work of the service laboratories by 
extending the research base and enlisting the aid of scientists. Even more 
important, it was to sea rch for new opportunities to apply science to the needs 
of war. It could call on the National Academy and the National Research 
Council for advice and on the National Bureau of Standards and other gov
ernment laboratories for more tangible assistance. The NACA, already 
functioning well under Bush's leadership, lay outside the jurisdiction of the 
new agency. Not so the Committee on Uranium. It was to report directly to 
Bush, and the NDRC was free to support its work.27 The NDRC did not owe 
its birth to uranium, but the pressure applied by those who had caught the 
vision of a chain reaction made Bush's organizational plan seem all the more 
attractive. 

The new committee was an important factor in mobilizing the scien
tiftc resources of the nation. The NDRC did not have to wait for a request 
from the Army or Navy but could judge what was needed for itself. It was 
not limited to advising the services but could undertake research on its own. 
For the uranium program, its creation was an event of great significance. It 
freed uranium from exclusive dependence on the military for funds. More 
important, it rescued this novel field of research from the jurisdiction of an 
informal, ad hoc committee. By providing a place within the organizational 
framework of the defense effort of American science, the NDRC made it 
easier for nuclear scientists to advance their claims. 

By the early autumn of 1940, Bush had reorganized the Committee on 
Uranium and adjusted it to its new place in the scheme of things. Guided by 
instructions from the President, he retained Briggs as chairman but dropped 
Commander Hoover and Colonel Adamson because the NDRC was now the 
proper channel for liaison with the military. To strengthen the scientific 
resources of the group, he added Tuve, Pegram, Beams, Gunn, and Urey. The 
new regime stressed security. One manifestation was the exclusion of any 
foreign·born scientists from committee membership, a policy adopted in 
deference to Army and Navy views and with at least one eye on future en
counters with Congress. The other manifestation-arrangements for blocking 
the publication of reports on uranium research-originated with the scien
tists themselves. Szilard had sought in vain to accomplish this on an in
ternational scale back in February, 1939; In the spring of 1940, Breit sparked 
the establishment within the framework of the National Research Council of 

I 
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a reference committee to control publication of any research that had mili

tary significance. Uranium fell within its scope; indeed, the desire to control 

publication on fission phenomena prompted the ban.28 

FORMULATING A PROGRAM 

Though the NDRC would control the funds, it remained the duty of the 

Briggs committee to formulate a program. One of its concerns was uranium 

ore. There were no significant stockpiles in the United States, for the only 

commercial use of uranium was as a coloring agent in the ceramic industry. 

Of the 168 tons of oxides and salts American users consumed in 1938, only 

26 came from domestic carnotite ores mined in the Colorado Plateau. The 

remainder was imported: 106 tons from the Belgian Congo and 36 from 

Canada. Early in June, 1940, Sachs urged Briggs to have someone make an 

overture to the Union Miniere du Haut Katanga, the company that owned the 

Congo mines. He thought Union Miniere might be persuaded to ship ore to 

the United States and, while retaining title, commit itself not to re-export 

without special permission. Briggs promptly authorized Sachs to make the 

necessary inquiries. The company showed no immediate interest in such a 

scheme, though later in 194.0 its affiliate, African Metals Corporation, im

ported 1,200 tons of 65-per-cent ore and stored it in a Staten Island ware

hotise.29 

Research, not raw materials, seemed the proper emphasis in June, 

1940. Ore would become important when and if production was warranted, 

but with funds limited and with so little known about the defense potential of 

uranium, the Briggs committee did not deem it prudent to acquire large 

stocks of raw materials. There would be time enough when research had 

indicated the extent of the requirements. 

The Committee on Uranium addressed itself to research on June 28. 

It accepted the findings of its scientific counselors that ample justification 

existed for supporting work on isotope-separation methods and for further 

efforts to determine the feasibility of a chain reaction in normal uranium. 

On July I, Briggs gave Bush a report on his stewardship. He announced with 

gratification that the War and Navy Departments had approved a thorough 

study of separation. An allotment of $100,000 had already been made, which 

the Naval Research Laboratory would administer with the advice and assist

ance of the Committee on Uranium. That still left the chain reaction to be 

provided for. Briggs urged that the NDRC set aside $140,000 for two types of 

investigation: first, studies to determine more accurately the fundamental 

physical constants and, second, an intermed iate experiment involving about 

one-fifth the amount of material judged necessa ry to establish the chain 

reaction. 30 

The NDRC approved the uranium recommendations in principle on 
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July 2 and asked Briggs to place them in definite form for consideration when 
funds became available. Briggs arranged for full presentations by Pegram 
and Fermi, and on September 6, Bush told him that the NDRC had agreed to 
assign $40,000. This was enough to finance the work on physical constants 
but not enough to undertake the intermediate experiment.51 

RESEARCH: THE CHAIN REACTION 

The chain reaction in natural uranium still had high priority despite the 
demonstration that it was only the lighter isotope 235 that contributed to 
slow·neutron fission. Many still thought that the expense made the isotope· 
separation approach impractical. To them it seemed essential to strive for a 
definite answer on unseparated uranium. If such a chain reaction did prove 
possible, to what use should it be put? In the summer of 1940, American 
scientists saw it first as a source of power. All of them, certainly, had thought 
of the possibility of a bomb. Some believed that in achieving a chain reaction 
they might gain understanding of what it took to make a bomb. But scientists 
in America did not direct their thinking primarily toward a weapon. When 
Pegram and Fermi outlined the research plans for the Columbia team in 
August, they listed their objectives only as power and large amounts of 
neutrons for making artificial radioactive substances and for biological and 
therapeutic applications. 

More than a year of research had left the prospects for a chain reac
tion uncertain. The problem remained the same: to discover if enough of the 
neutrons produced by fission survived to keep the reaction going indefinitely. 
When one neutron produced fission, at least one of the neutrons emitted had 
to live to repeat the process. If this reproduction factor, which physicists 
were beginning to express by the symbol k, was one or better, the chain 
reaction was a fact. If it was even slightly less than one, the reaction could 
not maintain itself. In a uranium-graphite system there were three obstacles 
to a satisfactory reproduction factor. One was nonfission capture of neutrons 
by uranium. Another was their absorption by impurities such as might exist 
in the moderator. A third was escape from the surface. The larger the system, 
the less serious was the danger that the vital particles would be lost. This was 
so because the volume of the mass, where neutrons produced fission, in
creased more rapidly than its surface, where they escaped. 

Fermi and his group at Columbia did not wait until the NDRC con
tract came through on November 1, 1940. First, they checked their work of 
the preceding spring on the neutron-absorbing characteristics of graphite. 
Their technique was to introduce a few grams of radon mixed with beryllium 
as a neutron source into a square column, or pile, of graphite a few feet 
thick. As the neutrons diffused through the column, they induced radio
activity in sensitive strips of rhodium foil that had been inserted as detectors. 
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This was work that Fermi especially enjoyed. Since the radioactivity in the 
rhodium was short-lived, the foil had to be placed under a Geiger counter 
within twenty seconds. Fermi would race down the hall to his office, where 
the counter had been placed to keep it from being disturbed by the neutron 
source in the laboratory, put the foil in place, and then delightedly tap his 
fingers in time with the clicking of the register. The measurements confirmed 
not only the suitability of graphite as a moderator but also led to a mathe
matical method for developing the life history of a neutron. 

The second step for the Fermi team was to determine the average 
number of neutrons emitted by natural uranium when it absorbed a slow 
neutron. This was a value bound to be smaller than the number of neutrons 
emitted per fission, since not every absorption by a uranium atom produced 
fission. The experimenters rebuilt the graphite column to permit the insertion 
of a layer of uranium in a region where practically all of the neutrons had 
been slowed. Now it was easy to distinguish neutrons emitted by the ura.nium 
from those originated by the source. The value Fermi derived, 1.73, was so 
low that, although it did not rule out a chain reaction, it emphasized the 
necessity of keeping parasitic losses to a minimum. During the course of 
these experiments, Szilard brought forward the idea that if the uranium were 
arranged in lumps instead of being spread uniformly throughout the 
graphite, a neutron was less likely to encounter a uranium atom during the 
process of deceleration, when it was particularly susceptible to nonfission 
absorption. With heavy reinforcement from a new research group at Prince
ton, the investigators turned to explore the possibilities of Szilard's sug
gestion. By the spring of 1941, they had accomplished enough to gain a good 
understanding of the processes involved and of the arrangements most likely 
to minimize the unfavorable factors. 32 

While the basic work of measurement was proceeding, the physicists 
made plans to find out how large a pile with a given arrangement, or lattice, 
of uranium lumps should be in order to maintain a chain reaction. One way 
would have been to begin building a full-scale pile. When it star~ed to react, 
they would know the necessary dimensions. If it should become impractically 
large without going critical, they could conclude that something was funda
mentally wrong. But they had already rejected this crude and expensive 
technique, for it would delay reliable judgments until large quantities of 
materials had been amassed. A better method was to construct an inter· 
mediate-sized, or exponential, pile. This would make possible an informed, 
though not conclusive, opinion much earlier and at much less cost.33 

It proved difficult to acquire suitable materials even in small quan
tities. Despite the co-operation of the Bureau of Standards, of Metal Hydrides, 
a producer of powdered metal alloys, and of the research laboratories 
of the Westinghouse and General Electric companies, the Briggs commit
tee could find no dependable method of manufacturing either nonpyrophoric 
uranium powder or pure ingots. This disappointment forced the Co-
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lumbia experimenters to turn to uranium oxide, even though the chances 

of success with this were less. Nor did it prove easy to acquire graphite low 

in boron, an absolute essential because of the strong neutron-absorbing 

characteristics of boron. By May, 1941, Briggs had placed orders for forty 

tons of graphite with the United States Graphite Company and for eight tons 

of uranium oxide with Eldorado Gold Mines, Ltd., of Canada. Not until these 

orders had been filled would it be possible to proceed with the intermediate 

experiment. 34 

The Fermi work at Columbia aimed at a uranium and graphite pile, 

but the Briggs committee considered other moderators as well. In November, 

194.0, Nobel Prize winner Arthur H. Compton, brother of Karl and chairman 

of the Department of Physics at the University of Chicago, suggested a 

beryllium moderator. Beryllium had not only the essential low atomic 

weight, he argued, but also the advantage that it would add rather than 

remove neutrons and thus contribute to a successful chain reaction. Two 

months later the NDRC let a contract for Samuel K. Allison to make the 

necessary measurements at Chicago. Meanwhile, it had not been forgotten 

that heavy water might be useful, both as a moderator and as an agent for 

removing the heat generated in a uranium-graphite pile. Early in 1941, Urey, 

the discoverer of heavy hydrogen, began to press for action. Urey, also the 

winner of a Nobel Prize, was interested in the experiments of Hans von 

Halban and Lew Kowarski. These co-workers of Joliot-Curie had fled to 

England at the fall of France with a few bottles of heavy water which 

constituted practically the world supply. Their studies now seemed to indi

cate a good chance of obtaining a chain reaction in a heavy-water and 

uranium-oxide system. Perhaps, Urey worried, the Germans were already 

ahead in this approach. Americans should study methods for producing large 

quantities of heavy water. By June, he had won Briggs's support and had 

done enough work himself to be able to submit a comprehensive report on 

the subject.85 

RESEARCH: ISOTOPE SEPARATION 

The big change in the uranium program after June, 194.0, was the emphasis 

on isotope separation. The proof of U-2:15 fi ssion by slow neutrons had 

dictated this second approach to the chain reaction . The scientists interested 

in isotope separation recognized the possibility of a bomb, but most of them, 

like the men working on normal uranium, were thinking mainly of a source 

of power. 
Isotope separation appeared incredibly difficult. An isotope differed 

from its sister substances in mass-that is, in the number of neutrons in its 

nucleus-but not in atomic number. For most practical purposes, therefore, 

separation depended not on chemical methods but on some process involving 

·~~~~---'·~-------------------------------------------------------------------
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co-ordinate the dispersed activities of the laboratory, Compton designated 

Doan as director with Fermi, Allison, and Wigner as co-ordinators of the re

search, experimental, and theoretical aspects of the chain reaction. Breit 

would continue to co-ordinate fast·neutron research at a half-dozen universi

ties, while Szilard would be in charge of the supply of materials. For the 

time being, Seaberg would keep his research on plutonium chemistry at 

Berkeley. With this organization and the small supply of uran ium oxide 

and graphite Compton hoped to show by April 15 whether a chain reaction 

would in fact be possible. 
Initially, Compton was relying on the exponential pile which Allison 

was constructing in the racquets court under the West Stands. The stacking of 

high-purity graphite and uranium-oxide units continued during February un

til Allison had a block ninety inches on a side resting on a twelve-inch 

wooden base. Two horizontal channels at right angles in the bottom four 

inches of the pile permitted the insertion of .radium-beryllium neutron 

sources. By the first of March, Allison was ready to begin the complicated 

measurements which might indicate the possibilities of a chain reaction. 7 

What the results would be, no one knew. But even Compton did not 

let his enthusiasm hide the realities. On February 10, he urged Conant to or

der one or two tons of heavy water and a kilogram of uranium 235 in case 

the experiment with natural uranium and graphite failed . 

HOPES FOR A SHORT CUT 

Even more spectacular than the pile · project was Lawrence's electromagnetic 

method of separating the 235 isotope. Late in November, 1941, Lawrence had 

assembled a special task force of his best scientists and technicians to convert 

the 37-inch cyclotron. The flat cylindrical vacuum tank was rolled out of the 

eight-inch gap between the magnet poles, and the cyclotron equipment within 

the tank was replaced by hastily built components of a mass spectrograph. 

Controls for the ion source, which closely resembled Nier's, pierced one side 

of the tank. Electrical heaters vaporized solid uranium chloride in the source. 

The vapor then flowed to a second chamber, where electrons from a heated 

cathode ionized the gas. A slit two inches long and 0.04. inch wide per· 

mitted a ribbon of positively charged ions to escape into the vacuum tank. 

An electrode with a very large voltage just in front of the chamber acceler

ated the ion beam. In a plane perpendicular to the magnetic field, the beam 

would follow a circular path about two feet in diameter to the receiver on the 

opposite side of the vacuum tank. After traveling through a 180-degrec 

path, the heavier 238 ions could be expected to hit the receiver a small frac

tion of an inch farther from the cen ter of the tank than would the 235 

ions. Between the source and receiver, a movable shield with a narrow de

fining slit permitted the operator to select the best part of the beam. The re-
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various shapes using an argon atmosphere in an electric furnace. The Na. 
tiona! Carbon Company studied designs of the graphite units and suggested 
improvements. 

Meanwhile, Leverett was exploring the thermodynamics of the cooling 
system. He had to know the rate of heat transfer from the uranium metal to 
the helium coolant. Then he had to balance out such factors as the helium 
pressure drop through the pile, the temperature increase in the helium, the 
maximum uranium and graphite temperatures, and the rate of helium 
flow. For this purpose he planned a small helium cooling system consisting of 
tanks, pumps, heat exchangers, and full-scale models of the uranium
graphite cartridges. By September, 194.2, Leverett had obtained the necessary 
components and had hired a contractor to assemble them in an unheated area 
under the North Stands of Stagg Field. With autumn coming on, he hoped lo 
complete his experiments before freezing weather set in. 

178 The preliminary design which Moore and Leverett submitted to 
Compton on September 25 closely resembled the plan conceived in J une.c 
The heart of the reactor would be a twenty-foot cube of graphite weighing 
460 tons. In the graphite would be 376 vertical columns, each contain ing 
twenty-two uranium-graphite cartridges. To remove the specified 100,000 
kilowatts of heat, Moore and Leverett planned to pump 400,000 pounds of 
helium per hour through ducts into the bottom of the pile. The healed helium 
at the top would pass through heat exchangers requiring 900 gallons of 
water per minute. Until the experimental helium plant could be operated, 
these figures were tentative, but the engineers estimated they would need 
12,000 kilowatts of electric power to operate the helium compressors and 
auxiliary equipment. 

Moore and Leverett plan·ned to surround the pile proper with several 
feet of graphite to act as an internal radiation shield. The entire assembly 
would be enclosed by a steel shell about twenty-eight feet in diameter and 
sixty-eight feet high. Following the advice of the Chir.ago Bridge & Iron 
Company, Moore awl Le, e rett planned the shell as a series of spherical 
segn1ents w t. her than a -;in tp le cylinder in order to provide greater structural 
strc11gth. This configuration quickly inspired the nickname "l\1 ae West pile." 
The upper section of the shell provided access to personnel loading the pile; 
the center section surrounded the pile itself; the lower s ction contained the 
dump mechanism which collected the irradiated cartridges. Actually, if the . 
pile were ever constructed as planned, the shape of the shell would hardly be 
apparent since the entire assembly would be immersed in a huge cylindrical 
concrete tank filled with water. 

Despite the activities of Moore and Leverett in developing their pre· 
liminary design, other scientists at the Metallurgical Laboratory were by no 
means satisfied. Early in July, 1942, Szilard and Wheeler expressed their 
growing concern that Compton had placed no equipment orders for the 
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helium-cooled plant. Since the large helium compressors would take many 
months to procure, Compton should place orders at once. So uncommitted 
was Compton to the helium pile that the two physicists were constrained to 
remind him of the June 25 decision, but they got little satisfaction. Ap
parently, Compton interpreted that action as a priority for the helium-cooled 
plant and not as an exclusive selection of the type for development.7 

Szilard, always impatient with what he considered red tape or in
decision, looked back in September on a summer of aimless drift. In a 
scorching memorandum entitled "What Is Wrong With Us?", he complained 
that no decision on the cooling system had yet been made and that none 
.eemed forthcoming in the near future. 8 This unfortunate situation he at
tributed partly to Compton's desire to avoid controversy and partly to 
security restrictions imposed by the Army. The result was that Moore and · 
Leverett had attempted to develop the helium pile without any clear directive 
or priority. Similarly, he said, Wheeler and Wigner had explored the possi- 179 
bilities of a water-cooled pile, while Szilard himself had struggled to as-
semble a research team to study the bismuth-cooled pile. 

Those who knew the impetuous Szilard no doubt discounted some of 
his statements, but he had expressed a growing sense of frustration among 
his colleagues. Its origins lay not so much in the leadership or the scientists 
themselves as in the situation they faced . The design of a production pile 
involved so many complex factors that there was no hope of a quick and 
easy answer. In the final analysis, Fermi's observation still hit the main 
point : until the precise value of k was known, how could the engineers get 
down to the details of design? 

Compton understood Fermi's argument and did not intend to decide 
prematurely. Back in June, 1942, Compton had seen the first plans for a 
water-cooled pile drafted by Wigner and Gale Young. Both were experienced 
physicists-Wigner, the leader of the nuclear physics group at Princeton 
until the project was centralized at Chicago; Young, a former member of 
Compton's own depa rtment who had returned to th€ Miaway for the pile 
project. Impressed with their hastily prepared repor ·, Compton asked them 
to complete within two weeks as much work as they could on plans for a 
100,000-kilowatt water-cooled pile. The plan they delivered to Compton 
during July called for a graphite cylinder about twelve feet high and 
twenty-five feet in diameter. The uranium would be cast as long pipes and 
placed vertically in the graphite block. The pipes would suspend from a 
water tank above the pile, pass down through vertical holes in the graphite, 
and discharge into another water tank beneath the pile. The cooling water 
would circulate through heat exchangers and return to the top tank. To 
prcYcnt corrosion of the uranium pipes, Wigner and Young contemplated 
<praying or coating the interior surface with some material like aluminum or 
L~ryllium which would absorb few neutrons. If this were not sufficient, they 
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proposed to line the pipes with aluminum tubing. After studying the pro· 
posal, Compton admitted that water cooling looked promising enough to 
justify further planning.9 

Even more speculative but still too attractive to be disregarded were 
Szilard's investigations of a pile cooled by liquid metal. Several metals such 
as bismuth were known to have exceptional thermal properties. Szilard 
believed that a cooling system using bismuth would be so efficient that the 
size of the pile could be reduced substantially. He was also intrigued by the 
possibility that a bismuth pile could use the electromagnetic pump which he 
had developed in a preliminary way with Albert Einstein. Since the pump 
depended upon electromagnetic forces set up within the liquid metal, it would 
require no moving parts and would not be subject to leaks. The disadvantage 
was that such metals were distinctly exotic materials. Although their basic 
properties were known, they were not commonly used in power systems. 
There was enough novelty in a nuclear pile without adding the complications 
of employing unusual metals at high temperatures. For Szilard, the new an 
unusual held no cause for hesitation. Hoping to initiate experiments during 
the summer of 194.2 as a part of the work of his Technological Division, 
Szilard began recruiting metallurgists and investigating sources of bismuth. 
The crisis in the procurement of uranium metal forced the postponement of 
most of this work. Deeply discouraged, by September, Szilard had little more 
than paper studies to show for his intentions.10 

DECISION ON PILE DESIGN 

In October, 1942, Conant and Groves began to push the scientists toward 
decisions in all parts of the S-1 project. While Conant took the S-1 Executive 
Committee on an inspection of isotope-separation projects in the East, Groves 
headed for Chicago to break the deadlock in the pile program. 

Certainly, decisions were overdue at the Metallurgical Laboratory. 
Week after week, Compton had met with his Technical Council (as the Engi· 
neering Council was nov; called) and listened to hours of earnest discussion 
to no avail. True enough, the lack of a precise value for k beclouded the 
issue. Much more confusing, however, was the disagreement over the number 
and size of the steps to be taken from the exponential experiments to the 
production pile. In the spring of 1942, the council had proposed two big 
steps, one to a 100,000-kilowatt pilot plant and the second to the full-scale 
pile. More recently, Compton had requested designs for a 10,000-kilowatt 
unit. Moore and Wigner studied adaptations of their origi"nal helium- and 
water-cooled piles. Fermi analyzed a lattice arrangement of uranium lumps 
cast directly in the graphite blocks with occasional cooling pipes. Charles M. 
Cooper, recently arrived from the du Pont Company, explored the feasibility 
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, , the 1 boratory at Chicago due for the greatest loss. Bush and Groves 

! ~-ked the War Department to establish a committee on matters vital to 

:.Jt ion's snfcty. Compton admitted he did not see how this group could 

, , 1iddy enough to relieve the immediate distress . On the other hand, he 

'h t tl1c Gove rnment would support nuclear rcsenr h nfler the war. Until 

time, the presen t policy would at least permit the University of Chicago 

1,1in urnc key men at the Metallurgical Laboratory and to keep Argonne 

, ,,· rati•m. Walter H. Zinn and Warren C. Johnson asked how it would 

11,;,, iblc to retain good men when the future seemed so nebulous. Franck 

·:ired about the make-up of the advisory committee. Smyth wondered if 

!'n·,idcnt would have a hand. He noted that Bush and Groves had taken 

f''' ition thnt their authority was limited to the war. Yet they were the only 

, .. neb through which scientists could approach the President. Compton 

ucd for giving Bush and Groves a chance. If nothing happened, the scien

t- would be justified in going directly to someone with power to act.3;; 

For almost a year, the restless scientists of the Metallurgical Project 

.1 been contending that the national interest demanded a continuing re

,n·!t cfTort. Though this was their main theme, a secondary strain was their 

, •1,, ern with the international implications of atomic weapons. Compton him

.i ii:HI ct the pitch in August, 1944, when he told the Project Council that 

... war would not be over "until there exists a firm international control over 

. ~ production of nucleonic weapons." In early November, twenty-two of the 

:, d prominen t scientists prevailed on Compton to forward a memorandum 

lvocating that the United States issue a general statement on the new weapon 

"' an cfTort to allay any su picions that might exist among its allies. The Jef

f, il's repor t with its call for international control was yet another manifesta

tion of the sentiment that was current, particularly in the laboratories on the 

\lidll'ay .3c 

The secondary theme began to come through more clearly in February, 

1915, after pu blication of the Yalta communi qvf . Among the Chicago scien

t i-t-; sensitive to political issues, there was gene:c 1l agrecrnent that the United 

:"I;Jlc~ should take a strong position at the S::.n ::O ' r~.nci sco conference to avert 

a 'Ccrct race in nuclear arms. This was the time to capitalize on the nation's 

.ulvantage and win what they considered the best guarantee of peace-a strong 

1ntn national research center with full access to the scientific activities of all 

n~1t ions.37 Their concern reached the point of desperation in March when they 

;udgcd the news from Washington to mean that Groves and the Military 

l'ol icy Committee were taking a short-sighted view on even the research that 

t'll? security of the nation required. Though there was talk in the capital about 

.1 committee to study future policy, this was vague and indefinite. Besides, 

th,, committee might be dominated by men who did not understand the im

}'l'r:tt ives of the hour. Not aware that Bush and Conant had been thinking and 

o~rt ing on international control, a growing number of scientists concluded that 

it was their duty to act. 

341 
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No one was more inclined to take matters in his own hands than Leo 
Szilard. As early as September, 1942, he had suggested that the Metallurgical 
Laboratory give more attention to the political necessities bound to arise fron1 
its work. By January, 1944, he was so convinced of the necessity for interna
tional control that he wrote Bush and urged him to expedite the work on th 
bomb. Unless high-efficiency atomic weapons were actually used in the present 
war, he argued, the public would not comprehend their destructive power and 
would not pay the price of peace. Sometime in March, 194.5, Szilard prepared 
a long memorandum explaining how vulnerability to atomic attack made it 
essential for the United States to seek international control. Presumably, the 
most favorable opportunity for presenting the matter to Soviet leaders would 
come immediately after the United States had demonstrated the potency of 
its atomic arm. In the interim, it was important to press American develop
ment. Scrambling his technology to cloak his reference to the hydrogen bomb. 

342 , Szilard divided atomic development into two stages. The first was reachin~ 
fruition . If the United States were well along on the second when it ap· 
proached Russia, the better the chances of success. If international control 
proved a vain hope, the worst possible course would be to delay developin ;; 
the second stage. Mindful of his successful tactics in the summer of 19.39. 
Szilard persuaded Einstein to write a letter of introduction to the President. 
Einstein did so on March 25, but this time nothing happened.38 

While Szilard was pulling strings to gain a Presidential hearing, hi ~ 
more conventional colleagues were organizing seminars and speculating on 
the machinery of international control. When Roosevelt died, their hopes ank. 
Compton tried to find a vent for the desperation that gripped the laboratory. 
On the eve of the San Francisco conference, he took Franck to Washington 
to see his old friend Henry A. Wall ace. They discussed the situation over the 
breakfast table, and on departing, Franck left behind a memorandum stating 
the views of the Chicago scientists. Its argument was that of the "Prospcclu<; 
on Nucleonics" made more urgent by the events of March. Scientists, it 
warned, found themselves in an intolerable situation. Military restrictions 
were tearing them between loyalty to their oaths of secrecy and their con· 
sciences as men and citizens. Statesmen who did not realize that the atom had 
changed the world were laying futile plans for peace while scientists who knew 
the facts stood helplessly by.39 

STIMSON BRIEFS THE NEW PRESIDENT 

Unknown to the breakfast conferees at the W ardman Park; Stimson was pre· 
paring to brief P resident Truman on S-1.40 On Monday, April 23, 1945. he 
had Groves and Harrison eome to his office with a status report Groves had 
prepared. He spent most of Tuesday studying it. Late in the afternoon, Bundy 
joined him, and together they drafted a paper on the political significance of 
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possible during the next few months. He wanted LO give his primary attention 

to atomic energy. Tuesday, he explored the use of the bomb with McCloy and 

.\Iarshall. Wednesday, Memorial Day, he spent entirely in girding for the 

morrow's encounter with the scientists. During the morning, he restudied 

important papers and talked with Bundy, Harrison, Groves, and Marshall on 

how the bomb might be employed to effect Japanese surrender. After lunch. 

Stimson conferred again with Harrison, who had returned with a letter from 

0. C. Brewster, a Kellex Corporation engineer. Dated May 24. and addressed 

to the President with copies for the Secretaries of State and War, the letter 

had been forwarded through Manhattan District channels. 

Aware of the bomb project through his work on the gaseous-diJiusion 

plant, Brewster was as worried as any nuclear physicist about the dangers 

the nation faced. Other great powers would never permit the United States to 

en joy a monopoly, he warned. Sooner or later, the inevitable race for atomic 

weapons would turn the world into a flaming inferno. Brewster proposed that 

American leaders announce that the United Stales had the bomb and would 

demonstrate its power. They should proclaim that the United States was fore 

go ing its chance to dominate the world and propose arrangements for making 

sure that no nation could ever produce fissionable material in a form suitable 

for destructive purposes. Brewster saw no reason why materials already 

available should not be used against Japan, but he advocated halting further 

prod uction as an evidence of good faith . Stimson considered this a remarkable 

document-so remarkable that he sent it to General Marshall with a note say

ing he was anxious for him to have the impress of Brewster's logic before 

the next day's meeting. He would take the President's copy to him personally 

or send it through ByrnesY 

Meanwhile, on May 25, Leo Szilard and Walter Bartky of the Univer

~ity of Chicago's Division of Physical Sciences called at the White House. 

They did not see the President, but Truman's secretary, Matthew J . Connelly, 

arranged a visit to Byrnes, who had returned to South Carolina for a few 

days. On May 28, Szilard and Bartky- joined by Harold C. Urey, ever eager 

for a cause-saw Byrnes at his home in Spartanburg. Szilard handed Byrnes 

the memorandum he had originally prepared for Roosevelt's attention. Accord. 

ing to Szilard's memory in 194.9, the question of using the bomb arose. Byrnes 

did not argue that it was necessary for the defeat of Japan; his concern was 

the Soviet Union. He thought American possession of the bomb would make 

Russia more manageable in eastern Europe. In Byrnes's recollection, the talk 

centered on Szilard's belief that he and other scientists should discuss atomic 

energy policy with the Cabinet. Whatever transpired, two attitudes emerged 

from the encounter. Byrnes acquired a distinctly unfavorable opinion of the 

physicist, while Szilard was convinced that Byrnes did not grasp the true 

significance of atomic energyY 

355 
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ton recognized that morale required a sense of personal participation. At a 

meeting of laboratory leaders on Saturday afternoon, June 2, he explained 

the Scientific Panel's interest in suggestions for the future of nuclear energy. 

He was leaving June 14 for a meeting of the panel and would appreciate hav

ing as much information as possible before his departure. To assure system

atic treatment, it was decided to establish committees to explore clearly de

fined areas. Bartky would head a unit on organization; Zinn one on program; 

Mulliken a group on education, information, and security; Szilard one on 

production problems ; and Franck a committee on social and political im

plications. 33 

The Chicago scientists responded to Compton's invitation with a will. 

During the next two weeks, the reports piled up-not only the formal com

mittee presentations but the statements of individuals as well. One of the first 

to be finished was from the Committee on Political and Social Problems, sub-

366 mitted June ll and signed by Franck and six colleagues : Hughes, Nickson, 

Rabinowitch, Seaborg, Stearns, and Szilard. 

Stripped to essentials, their argument depended on two propositions. 

First, it was futile to try to avoid a nuclear arms r ace by throwing a cloak 

of secrecy over the basic scientific facts or by cornering the supply of raw 

materials. Second, when such a race developed, the United States would be at 

a disadvantage compared to nations whose population and industry were lc~s 

centralized. The only hope for safety lay in international control. Since this 

was the case, it would be unwise to use nuclear bombs without warning 

against the J apane~e . Such a course would cost the United States sup

port throughout the world, precipitate a fatal competition, and prejudice 

the possibility of reaching an international agreement on control. A demon

stration of the power of the bomb in some uninhabited area would create 

more favornble conditions or agreement. Besides, it would not preclude us

ing the weapon La tr~r agaim t ll pan with the support of other nations. In any 

event, the decision slwuld Jr(lt he left to military tacticians alone. It involved 

national policy, a policy wlJi.clt nad to be t1irected to achieving international 

control. 
A sense of urgency ran powerfully through the Chicago laboratories 

that June. Fed by distrust for scientists turned administrators, it led some of 

the more impetuous spirits to prevail on Franck to take the report directly to 

Washington . They eared it might not work up through the Scientific Panel in 

time. Compton met Franck in the capital on June 12 and tried to arrange an 

appointment with Stimson. The Secretary of War was not available, but 

Compton saw Lieutenant A rncson of Harrison's office and gaye him an un

signed copy of the report along with a letter to Stirn on which explained he 

was submitting the document at the request of the Metallurgical Laboratory. 

The Scientific P anel had not yet considered it but would do so in a few days. 

Compton summarized the argument forcefully and succinctly-the scientists 

were proposing a technical as distinct from a military demonstration in the 
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successful test and the Potsdam Proclamation. Stimson was surprised to real
ize what a change Alamogordo had made in his oKn psychology. The result 
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Oc·can time. Sti so f ert)IO e St)nt Truman a message as··ing authority to 
hal'e the White House release the revised statement as soon as necessary. The 
nex t day, he dispatched Lieutenant Arneson to Berlin with two copies of the 
1ncssagc. The President approved the draft just before he left the conference. 
Stimson also reviewed his own statement, but the revisions made in his ab
'cnce did not ofiend him.111 

Tuesday the thirty-first, Spaatz radioed that captured Japanese sol
diers reported an allied prisoner-of-war camp one mile north of the center 
of Nagasaki . According to the same sources, which aerial photographs did 
nut corroborate, Hiroshima was the only one of the four target cities that did 
not have camps containing allied prisoners. Did this intelligence influence the 
choice of objective for the initial strike? It was rather late for changes. Gen
eral Handy replied that Spaatz's previous instructions still held . If, however, 
he considered his information reliable, Spaatz should give Hiroshima first 
priority among the four. On discretion, he might substitute Osaka, Amaga
~ak i, and Omuta, but these were much less suitable. Should he decide on any 
one of them, Spaatz was to consult with General Farrell, Groves's representa
tive on Tinian.112 

On ·wednesday, August 1, Groves brought a sheaf of papers to 
Stimson's office. Originating in the Metallurgical Project, they were but addi
tional manifestations of the ferment at the University of Chicago. Leo Szilard 
had ci rculated a petition during the first two weeks of July. In final form it ar
gued that a nation which set the precedent for using atomic bombs might have 
"to bear the responsibility of opening the door to an era of devastation on an 
unimaginable scale." If the United States should drop the bomb, it would so 
weaken its moral position that it would be difficult for Americans to lead in 
bringing the new forces of destruction under control. In view of this, the pe
tition asked the President to forbid the use of atomic bombs unless the terms 
imposed on Japan had been made public and Japan had refused to surrender. 
wen in that event, it called on him to make the decision in the light of all 

tl e moral responsibilities involved.113 

Sixty-nine of Szilard's colleagues had joined him in signing the peti
tion, and Compton had forwarded it through channels to Washington. But the 
accompanying agitation inspired counterpetitions, and Compton had asked 
Farrington Daniels, the new director of the Metallurgical Laboratory, to poll 
his scientists in an effort to obtain a fair expression of opinion. Daniels an
nounced the results to Compton on July 13. Fifteen per cent of the 150 who 
took part favored using atomic weapons in whatever manner would be most 
effective militarily in bringing prompt Japanese surrender at the minimum 

399 
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Gueron, and another-Bertrand L. Goldschmidt-were French civil servants. 
Britain had promised Auger that he could leave the Tube Alloys' work in May 
of 1944. As for Gueron and Goldschmidt, they had agreed to work in Mon· 
treal until August, 1944, at least, with the understanding that they could pay 
a short visit to France if this seemed desirable in connection with their scien
tific position in the French Government. Halban and Kowarski, who had 
brought J oliot's heavy water to England, had a special relationship. After 
prolonged negotiations, they had assigned their rights in past and future 
inventions to Britain. Halban further undertook to try to have the French 
Government assign Britain all rights in the patents it held. In return, Britain 
pledged herself to reassign to France all rights for metropolitan France and 
the French Empire in the Halban-Kowarski patents, in patents that the physi
cists might apply for on information which they brought with them from 
France, and in future patents they might obtain which were dominated by 
any of the others. 

Sir John argued that the United States and Britain could not treat the 
French scientists as prisoners. Besides, whatever was done, the information 
eventually would reach J oliot and the French authorities. By vi'rtue of the 
pioneering researches of her scientists and their help during the war, France 
had a better claim than any fourth country to participate in postwar arrange
ments. How far that claim should be recognized, if at all, was a matter for the 
signatories of the Quebec Agreement to decide at an apppropriate time. 
Meanwhile, it seemed unwise to take action which might give French officials 
a sense of grievance and lead them to raise their claims prematurely. 

When Groves saw the aide-memoire, he was astonished. He had never 
heard of these British obligations. Neither had Bush. In August, 194.2, Ander
son had written to Bush that Britain had acquired the rights of Halban and 
Kowarski and had taken steps to acquire the rights of other French inventors 
associated with them, but he had not indicated that Britain had agreed in re
turn to extend certain rights to the French Government. The situation was 
awkward. At Quebec in 194-3, Churchill had proposed and Roosevelt had 
agreed that neither partner should pass information to third parties without 
obtaining the consent of the other. Yet no one on the British side had taken 
that occasion to make clear the fact that prior obligations existed. 

The issues raised by the Gueron episode had not been resolved when, 
early in November, Halban himself went to England. Groves understood from 
British representatives in America that their government would not allow the 
French physicist to go to the Continent. Yet as soon as Halban arrived in 
London, Sir John Anderson raised the question of his proceeding to France 
to talk with J oliot. The Chancellor did not approach the Combined Policy 
Committee, ·which was the arbiter of the interpretation and application of the 
Quebec Agreement. Instead, he turned to Ambassador Winant, with whom he 
had worked on the Congo ore negotiations. Anderson thought Halban should 
be permitted to visit his mentor, J oliot, for Halban needed to report on the 
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patent arrangements he had made. He could take advantage of the opportunity 

to pel' undo ] oliot thnt Franc should n t yet rai$o her loims on lhe future. 

To deny Halban a visit to France, the Chancellor argued, would threaten both 

security and the chance of acquiring the patent rights held by the government 

there. To make sure Halban did not pass an undue amount of information to 

J oliot, the British would furnish him written instructions on what to say, 

instructions setting forth in barest outline the progress made since 194.0. 

Anderson, a hard-driving negotiator, put pressure on Winant. Know

ing Groves's opposition to the Halban visit, the Ambassador tried to persuade 

the General to come to London to talk with Sir John. But Groves could not 

break away, and Winant gave Anderson his assent. The Chancellor's conten

tion that any di!Terent course would create an even more difficult situation 

convinced him, although it did not convince Groves. As he interpreted the 

Quebec Agreement, the disclosure of information required the consent of the 

President. Sir John, be believed firmly, had violated Churchill's pledge. He 

had sent to France information developed by American scientists with Ameri

can money. Such were the fruits of interchange.18 

Viewed in broad perspective, the French imbroglio argued the neces

sity of international control and the importance of prompt planning to that 

end . But coming when and as it did, it tended to divert attention from the 

central issue. Talking with Bundy on December 29, Stimson could see that 

the mess demanded Roosevelt's attention since it was more than a breach of 

mili tary security. France was in a position to play power politics-to bring or 

threaten to bring Russia into the picture. All through Christmas week Stimson 

had sought an appointment with Roosevelt. Finally, about eleven o'clock on 

Saturday morning, December 30, General Watson called to say the President 

would see him in an hour. Stimson summoned Bundy and Groves at once 

and prepared to give his chief "the works on S-1." 

A WJJITE HOUSE LOOK AT THE FUTURE 

When Stimson arrived at the White House, Groves at his side, the complaint 

that the British were allowing information to leak to the French dominated 

the conversation. Reminding Roosevelt of the Quebec Agreement pledge, 

Simson accused Cha!lcellor Anderson of hoodwinking "poor old John" 

Winant. Roosevelt listened to the story, fascinated . What were the French 

after, he wanted to know. Stimson did not profess exact knowledge but de

clared Sir John was putting them in a position to claim full partnership. 

Stimson had expected the President to take a dim view of this development. 

He was right. Roosevelt observed that the unstable political situation made 

• ranee an unsuitable confederate at present. But even if her government were 

completely satisfactory, he saw no reason for cutting France into the atomic 

partnership. 

1,-
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Stimson now turned the President's attention to other issues. He told 

him that impending raw-materials negotiations as well as the French situation 

made it advisable to admit Secretary of State Stettinius to the little group of 

top officials who knew about the bomb. The President agreed. Stimson also 

pointed to the British vacancies on the Combined Policy Committee. Roosevelt 

suggested that Lord Halifax was the right sort of man for the post. 

The President showed great interest throughout the interview, particu

larly in the implications of the leaks to France. Was Churchill in on all this? 

No, not so far as Stimson and Groves could tell. Anderson, a man dominated 

by the "imperial instinct," seemed to be running the show. Groves proudly 

defended his tactics in protecting information developed by American men, 

money, and eflort. In response to Roosevelt's query, he said there was every 

evidence the Russians were spying on the bomb project, particularly at 

Berkeley. 
Finally, Stimson showed the President a report Groves had prepared 

for Chief of Staff Marshall outlining current expectations on the availability 

of nuclear weapons. A gun-type bomb yielding the equivalent of a 10,000-ton 

TNT explosion and not requiring a full-scale test should be available about 

August 1, 194-5. A second should be ready by the end of the year and others 

at somewhat shorter intervals thereafter. Scientific difficulties had dissipatcJ 

previous hopes for an implosion bomb in the late spring. For weapons of thi s 

type, it would be necessary to use more material less efficiently than had been 

expected. Sometime in the latter part of July there would be sufficient metal 

for a unit w·ith the efiect of <tbout 500 tons of TNT. It would be possible to 

produce several additional implosion weapons during the remainder of 194-5. 

Their effectiveness should increase toward 1,000 tons each and, as some of 

the problems were overcome, to as much as 2,500 tons . 

According to Groves, the plan of operations was based on the more 

powerful gun weapon with provision for employing the implosion type when 

it was ready. The target was ] a pan. Since nothing but the scientific difficulties 

themselves should be allowed to afiect the time schedule adversely, the 509th 

Composite Group had been organized and put into training. The time had 

come to supply information to the Army, Air Force, and Navy officers wh ose 

co-operation was necessary in combat operations. 

Roosevelt indicated that he approved the Groves report. By now, 

Stimson and Groves had stayed far beyond their allotted half-hr:>ur. But the 

President remained much interested, and when Stimson asked for another 

appointment, Roosevelt told him to call the next day at noon.10 

The President was still in bed when Stim on saw him Sunday. Roose

v~lt reported he had already broached S-1 to Stettinius. Eventually, the con

versation turned to the impending conference with Churchill and Stalin at 

Yalta. Russia was increasin gly intransigent. Only the clay hcfore, Roosevelt 

had written Sta lin to protest Russia's determination to recognize the Lublin 

Committee as the Provisional Government of Poland. Stimson took occasion 

-----~-~--------------~--~----------------~---------------------
--------
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OWMR as liaison officer between OSRD and the White House and the en· 

thusiasm with which he led the assault on the Magnuson and May-Johnson 

bills. A check with Newman's former boss, Secretary of the Treasury Fred 

Vinson, confirmed his appraisal. Vinson thought Newman possessed "a 

unique combination of talents" as an extremely able lawyer and a man of 

considerable scientific training.20 

On the last week end in October, Newman left Washington to attend a 

conference in Rye, New York, sponsored by a group of social scientists and 

educators headed by Robert M. Hutchins and Robert Redfield of the Uni

versity of Chicago.21 1cwman had been invited to attend because the purpose 

of the meeting was to organize opposition to the May-John:;on bill. When he 

arrived in New York City, he received a telegram from McMahon informing 

him that the special committee had been named and asking him to return at 

once to Washington. At breakfast at McMahon's home on Sunday morning, 

October 28, Newman found the senator facing the task with mixed emotions. 

He was tremendously pleased about his designation as chairman of the com

mittee and terribly discouraged by the conservative b ias of its membership. 

Newman agreed to serve as the committee's special counsel. In this position, 

he could give the committee the technical support it needed. He did not in

tend, however, to take over the usual administrative duties of an executive 

director. These would be given to Christopher T. Boland, a young lawyer 

McMahon had known for many years. 

As 1\'ewman saw it, education should be the committee's first concern. 

How could the members hope to approach the questions of leg islation in

telligently unless they had some understanding of the nature of nuclear 

research and the problems peculiar to atomic energy? He believed that the 

committee members should first subject themselves to a period of self

education. Then, after a reasonable time, they could start hearings on the 

May-Johnson bill. There would be pressure from the War Department for im

mediate action, but Newman saw no need to hurry. Understanding the is

sues first was more important. More than a political body, the committee 

would be something approaching a seminar on science legislation. This em

phasis would demand some expert talent to start the education process. 

Newman pondered the idea of est~1blishing a panel of scientists or at least 

choosing one nuclear physicist to ad vise the committee on technical sub

jects. 22 

Over McMahon's name Newman sent letters to twenty-two scientists 

and educators asking for their recommendations. Many names were sub

miltcd, but high on lh li st wus th nt of F.clwnrd U. Conclon, wh o lwd ju~t been 

selected to replace Lyman Briggs as director of the National Bureau of Stand

ards . Newman had met Condon several weeks earlier, when Leo Szilard 

brought him to Newman's office. Szilard. in town for his appearnnccs before 

the Kilgore and May committees, told Newman jokingly that he brought 

Condon with him because he had an honest, farm-boy face which reassured 

- -.-
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those who were made uncomfort able by Szilard's Hungarian accent. Newman 

was aware of Condon's work at Los Alamos during the war, though he 

knew none of the details. He had been captivated by Condon's sparkling per

s nality and good ht~mor. On NtJvcmber 6, he announced Condon's appoint

ment as the committee's scientific adviser.23 

Meanwhile, Newman had not neglected his OWMR responsibilities. 

Not able himself to bea r the full burden of drafting legislation, Newman 

turned to Thomas I. Emerson, the OWMR general counsel. Emerson sug

gested Byron S. Miller, a young lawyer who had worked in his office at OPA. 

With Government experience during the war , Miller had both the precision 

and knowledge necessary to capture Newman's torrent of ideas and subject 

them to the strictures of legislative term inology. 

In the weeks following release of the May-} ohnson bill, the two law

yers spent hours discussing atomic energy legislation . Miller made an ex

haustive analys is of the bill, which J udgc Rosenman sent to the War Depart

ment. They had incorporated many of their ideas in the memorandums which 

had helped to alert the P resident to the hazards of the War Department bill. 

These projects made it easy for Newman and Miller to cast their 

broad principles in legislative form during the closing clays of October, 1945. 

As an opening declaration of policy, they wrote: "The effect of the use of 

atomic energy for civilian purposes cannot now be determined. But it is 

reasonable to an ticipate that tapping this new source of energy will cause 

profound changes in our present way of life." The nation must, they rea

soned, develop atomic energy not only for military security but also to im

prove public welfare, raise the standard of living, and strengthen free com

petition in private enterprise. To do this, the commission would require the 

constant services of experts with a variety of talents. Thus, Newman and 

Miller provided for a nine-man, full-time commission whose members 

would be required to qualify in the range of disciplines set forth in the 

October 15 memorandum to the President. Furthermore, the commission 

would be closely tied to the Executive Branch by provisions that the com

mi sioners and administrator be appointed by the President and be 

subject to his normal removal powers.21 

Newman and Miller had a second principle-to give the new commis

sion the responsibility and power to encourage and support atomic re

sea rch. It was one thing to use the vaguely permissive language of the May

} ohnson bill and quite another to spell out such powers in positive terms. 

If some kinds of research were to be free from commission control, the limits 

on commission authority would have to be sharply defined. This sort of defi

nition relied on a sound understanding of nuclear research and production 

processes. 
For this sort of technical assistance, Miller depended upon the 

atomic scientists. His best contacts were with Chicago, where he had taken 

his law degree before the war. In Washington he had kept in touch with 
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Edward H. Levi, a member of the law faculty who served as special assistant 
to Attorney General Clark. Levi's Washington experience helped the atomic 
scientists after he returned to the university . Like Miller, he had been 
drafted by his colleagues to prepare critiques of the May-Johnson bill soon 
after its release. Patiently during the following weeks he tried to answer the 
endless questions which Szilard and other scientists posed in long evening 
sessions in his home. Guiding as best he could the impassioned but difiuse 
efiorts of the scientists in legal draftsmanship, Levi completed in Novem
ber a Chicago version of an atomic energy bill. Though covering all the 
proposed agency's functions in a general way, the bill reflected Chicago's 
special interest in providing for federal support of research with minimum 
controls. 25 

There was no evidence that specific sections of the Levi draft were 
incorporated in the Newman-Miller bill, but some interest in its research 
provisions must have rubbed ofi on Miller during his visits to the Midway. 
Certainly, the positive approach to the commission's research responsib ili
ties was one of the striking features of the OWMR draft. 20 Section 3 au
thorized and directed the commission to encourage independent research by 
supplying fissionable material without charge to all persons meeting the 
standards of personal safety and military security established by the com
mission. Beyond these minimum standards, the commission was not to re
strict or control independent research. The commission itself was empowered 
to conduct research either in its own facilities or through contracts or grants, 
the only restriction being that such awards be made in accordance with the 
policies of the proposed national science foundation . The bill also asserted 
the commission's absolute control of patents arising from such activities when 
financed by federal funds . Private y financed research in atomic energy pre
sumably would be completely free, except for the commission's right of in
spection to enforce safety and security standards. 

With the research provisions strengthened, the bill also had to con
tain a distinction between the commission's research and production ac
tivities. So inadequate was the understanding of most laymen that few could 
then see the possibility of isolating within the area of military security the 
authentic secrets involved in. production and fabrication techniques while 
leaving in the area of freedom the study of natural phenomena which were 
impossible to classify. While t e commission would have limited powers to 
control research, its au thority in production and utilization would be greater 
than that provided by the May-} ohnson bill. Newman and Miller wished to 
make certain, as did responsible scientists, that the legitimate secrets of tech
nology were protected. Their thinking was also dominated by strong anti
monopoly sentiments. 

The trick was to find some legal concept which would draw a practical 
line between the commission's proper responsib ilities and all those other 
secondary activities in which control was not essential. The device Newman 
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forced the Secretary to elaborate. In a second statement on December 15 he 
admitted that the order to MacArthur had gone over his name but without his 
knowledge. Taking the responsibility himself, Patterson did not reveal that 
Groves's office had issued the order on November 7. No matter, the damage 
was done. The scientists would not soon forget the incident. Months later, 
Her block gleefully drew for the Washington Post a cartoon depicting a 
swarthy gladiator leaning back in his swivel chair to assure the nation that 
he could manage research while his hobnailed boots shattered delicate scien· 
tific instruments on the desk!1 

If the Army could find any consolation in the events of December, it 
lay in the dismal fizzle of the Special Committee hearings . Armed with high 
hopes and a list of questions which Newman and Condon had carefully pre· 
pared, McMahon embarked on a series of leisurely hearings which. consumed 
the bt<tter part of thirteen days between Thanks'giving and Christmas. The 
scientists were happy with the long-awaited opportunity to speak their minds, 
and the committee members were presumably broadening their knowledge 
of nuclear matters. But the rehash of facts which were sensational in August 
had no news value in December. Alexander Sachs, the first witness, set the 
tone for the hearings when he consumed a whole day for an excruciatingly 
verbose account of his part in enlisting Roosevelt's support in the S-1 project. 
Most of what followed was aimless, repetitious, and speculative. There was no 
controversy, few diflerences of opinion, and only an occasional barb. Perhaps 
McMahon was not yet sure enough of his committee to draw attention to the 
hearings by striking directly nt tl1e Army. To make matters worse, the Peari 
Harbor inquiry just a few do.ns away was badly outdrawing him. Even the 
revelations of the December 7 tragedy had heavy competition in most news
papers from news of strike threats, housing shortages, and American troop 
demonstrations abroad. In a telegram, Simpson urged his Chicago colleagues 
to express their "deep concern that news commentators, newspapers, and the 
radio are not bringing to the American people an adequate report on the 
hearings." 45 

If McMahon was marking time, he was doing it with a purpose. Behind 
the scenes he was working with Newman, Miller, Levi, and Emerson on the 
third draft of an atomic energy bill. Miller and Levi were doing most of 
the legwork in reconciling the views of Newman and the scientists. McMahon 
himself had little interest in the details. What he wanted was a bill he could 
suppol't bofot·c tho co1111'l'littCic aml tlto Congrcs~ . 

Two weeks before Christmas, Levi almost despaired of producing an 
acceptable bill. After several exchanges of draft with Miller, he still felt that 
some sections needed further revision. The scientists, especially Szilard, 
were becoming restless . Withollt Newman's personal support, Levi doubted 
that he could bring the scientists to accept the draft, but he knew they 
would not back the bill if the committee introduced it without consulting 
them. Somehow, in the swirl of events Newman, Miller, and Levi recon-
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32. Anderson MS; Anderson and Fermi, 
Production and Absorption of Slow 
Neutrons by Carbon, Sept. 25, 1940, 
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terized, 640; v1s1ts sites, 641-42; wit
nesses signature of transfer order, 655; 
attends 1st AEC meeting after transfer, 1 

Styer, Wilhelm D.: appointed Army con
tact with S-1, 72; prepares notes for 
report to FDR, 73; appoints Col. Mar
shall, 74; approves Oak Ridge site, 77; 
assigns Groves to MED, 82; appointed 
to Military Policy Comm., 82-83; be
comes Stimson deputy on CPC, 280; 
serves on CPC subcommittee, 280-81 

Submarines, nuclear power for, 15, 38, 170 
Supreme Council for the Direction of the 

War, Japan, 382, 404 
Sutton, Joseph B., 204-5, 206 
Suzuki, Kantaro, 362, 403-4 
Swearingen, Judson S., 125 
Swing, Raymond Gram, 486, 558- 59 
Swope, Herbert Bayard, 556, 561, 563-{)6, 

577, 595, 596, 602 
Synchrotron, electron, 628, 642 
Syracuse Engineer District, 75-76 
Szilard, Leo: 1939 chain-reaction studies, 

13-14; tries to alert federal government, 
14-17; suggests graphite moderator to 
Uranium Comm., 20; tries to force Gov
ernment actiqn, 21; optimistic about 
chain reaction, 23; seeks publication 
control, 25-26; suggests lattice, 28; in 
charge of materials at Met Lab, 56; con
cerned over delays in pile development, 
178-79; electromagnetic pump, 180; ar
gues necessi ty of international control, 
342; sees Byrnes, 355; heads Met Lab 
comm., 366; signs Franck comm. report, 
366; circulates peti tion on use of atomic 
bombs, 399-400; critical of May-Johnson 
bill, 432; testifies before May comm., 
433-34; introduces Condon to Newman, 
440-41; aids in preparing legislation, 
442; mentioned in Army-McMahon con
troversy on classified information, 450; 
concerned over delay in legislation, 454 

Taber, John, 339 
Taft, Robert A., 3 
Tammaro, Alphonso, 641 
Tamper, 234 
Taylor, Sir Geoffrey 1., 310 
Taylor, Glen, 434, 470 
Taylor, Hugh S.: studies heavy-water proc

ess, 66; develops catalyst, 67; directs 
barrier evaluation, 126, 132-33 ; directs 
research on new barrier, 135, 138-39, 
140; efforts to increase barrier produc
tion, 141 

Taylor Instrument Co., 140 
Teller, Edward: attends Uranium Comm. 

meeting, 20; fast-neutron studies, 32, 
104; helps org~nize Los Alamos, 232; 

INDEX 

makes nuclear-specification studies, 242; 
predicts compression, 246-47; research 
on thermonuclear weapon, 627, 632 

Tennessee Eastman Corp.: contracts for 
Y-12 operation, 148; co-ordinates ·Y-12 
construction, 150- 51; engineering studies 
for Beta plant, 157; training, 158-59; 
recruitment and employment, 162; dif
ficulties in early plant operation, 294-
95; work on Beta chemistry, 295-96; 
contract extended, 629; shut-down of 
Y-12 plant, 646 

Tenure and qualifications of commissioners, 
in atomic energy legislation, 409, 412, 
422, 425, 438, 439, 441, 443-44, 453, 483-
84, 488, 492, 500, 505, 511, 512, 518 

Test units, gaseous-diffusion, 102, 127-28 
Test, weapons. See Trinity test, Bikini test 
Testing methods, implosion, 248 
Thermal diffusion, gaseous, 32 
Thermal diffusion, liquid: early experi

ments, 32, 66; Oppenheimer recommends 
process, 168; principles of process, 168; 
Abelson's early experiments, 168-69; 
S-1 Exec. Comm. requests information, 
169-70; evaluation of process, 170; S-1 
Exec. Comm. recommends limited devel
opment, 171; breakdown of contact with 
S-1 project, 171-72; construction of 100-
tube plant, 172; Groves orders full
scale plant, 172-73; selection of plant 

• site, 172; construction of S-50, 29~98; 
operation of Philadelphia pilot plant, 
297; early production of S-50, 299; con
tributions to Hiroshima bomb, 624; shut
down of S-50, 624 

Thermonuclear weapons. See Hydrogen 
bomb 

Thin Man (plutonium gun weapon), 250, 
251 

Thomas, Charles A.: co-ordinates metal
lurgy work, 237; reports optimistically 
on Pu, 244; confers on Pu-240, 251; de
mobilizes co-ordinating staff, 251, 302; 
reports on Hanford Pu production, 310; 
makes arrangements for Pu shipments, 
320; serves on Jeffries comm., 324; Trin
ity, 378; named to Lilienthal hoard, 534; 
role in preparing Lilienthal board report, 

· 534-39; 1st Dum barton Oaks meeting, 
540-49; 2nd, 551-53; Blair-Lee confer
ence, 563-66; assists Tolman, 577; dis
cusses safeguards, 614; heads Monsanto 
division at Clinton, 627; member, Ad
visory Comm. on Research and Develop
ment, 633 

Thomas, Elbert D., 290, 424 
Thomas, J. Parnell: challenges Patterson 

support of McMahon bill, 519; opposes 
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704 The White House Years 
fyingly. "The thing that upset me was the Town Hall debate in which he disputed the section of the President's message referring to the labor draft." Eleanor saw no perfidy in Carey's opposition to a labor draft. "Any official of the C.I.O. must be against a Universal Draft because his constituency is," she replied, "but that does not mean he is opposed to the President." When Browder, through Miss Adams, attacked the Nation, the New Republic, the New Leader, and "the special Trotskyite section of PM headed by Wechsler" for being unduly critical of the president, Eleanor defended Wechsler and the liberal weeklies. "He has a good mind and is honest," and the publications that Browder had criticized "make more sense to me than your confusing Trotskyite talk." 

The president found Browder's all-out support helpful, but he was content to let the correspondence be handled by his wife. It was Browder's impression that the president felt more kindly toward him than Mrs. Roosevelt, although it was Mrs. Roosevelt who wrote the attorney general and the commissioner of immigration in 1944 when a deportation order was issued against Browder's Russian-born wife Irene. "I think she did so because the President asked ,her to," said Browder. "She was not sympathetic either to me or to my wife." Th'e president, as Browder had correctly surmised, was a realistic politician, and whatever served the purposes of his policy he was prepared to use. Mrs. Roose-velt, the moralist, found it more difficult. · 
Just as Baruch, Hopkins, and Reuther all felt it was important to have Eleanor on their side in the conflict that was taking shape over reconversion policies, so the more socially minded nuclear scientists were coming to her with their anxieties about the uses of atomic energy. She had first learned about this most closely guarded secret of war in July, 1943, from a young physicist working on the A-bomb project. "He was convincing & rather frightening & we must have peace in the future" was her reaction to her meeting with the young man in a letter that she wrote afterward in which she did not indicate what it was that had frightened her. sz 

Scientist Irving S. Lowen was employed at the Metallurgical Laboratory, the Chicago phase of the Manhattan Project, which had among its workers Enrico Fermi, Leo Szilard, and Eugene Wigner. The last two had persuaded Einstein to send the Jetter to Roosevelt that led to the launching of the atomic project, and it was under Fermi's leadership that the first chain reaction had been achieved. The MetLab scientists were among the most creative at work in the Manhattan district and were also the ones most concerned with the political and social implications of this new force that they were freeing for man to use. In 1943 their anxiety centered on the fear that the Nazis might develop the bomb first. A message had reached them from a German scientist named Fritz Houtermans. "Hurry up-we're on the track" was the substance of his warning to his colleagues. The MetLab scientists felt that the military men in charge of the project thought of it as a weapon for the next war and did not grasp the need for speed. They were equally sure that the Army's bringing in of the duPont Corporation for the construction of the reactors at Oak Ridge and Hanford meant a nine-month "learning period" delay. The costly preparations that 
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duPont set about making seemed, the scientists felt, to betoken the corpora
tion's interest in obtaining cxc.lusivc postwar control of this new energy source. 

By the summer of 1943 they were sufficiently exercised over these matters 
(Arthur H. Compton, the director of MetLab, later wrote that he had had a 
"near rebellion" on his hands) to decide to go out of channels and try to reach 
the president directly-and Mrs. Roosevelt seemed the best way to do that. 
Lowe11 , fift assod<tte or W!grter's, thought he could get an introdu~tion fro m an 
NYU colleague, Professor Clyde Eagleton, and volunteered to go to her not as 
a representative of tbe worried scientists, but on his own. 

. Eleanor saw Lowen· at her Washington Square apartment in late July and 
immediately called the· president to urge him to see the scientist. The president 

_proposed that he talk with Dr. Vannevar Bush and Dr. James Conant, director 
and deputy director, respectively, of the Office of Scientific Research and 
Development. "Dearest Franklin," Eleanor wrote afterward, typing out the 
letter herself: 

Mr. Irving S. Lowen, the man whom I telephoned about will be in Washington 
tomorrow . 

Mr. Lowen says that Dr. Bush and Dr. Conant would be of absolutely no use 
because they have been so close to the project that 'they have perhaps lost the sense 
of urgency which these younger men have. 

There is they believe, a chance that a very brilliant man who is working on this 
in Germany may have been able to develop it to the point of usefulness. The Ger
mans arc desperate and would usc this if they have it ready. It is imperative they 
feel that we proceed quickly to perfecting it and these young scientists believe that 
they are already two years behind all that they might have accomplished if they had 
been allowed to progress. 

They want an investigation by an impartial outsider who can see the possibili
ties of what might happen, but who is not a scientist, a man of judicial tempera
ment who will weigh the possibilities. 

Mr. Lowen thinks you might want to speak to some of the other men 

Professor H. C. Urey, Columbia 
Professor Wigner 
Professor Szilard 
Professor Fermi 
Professor Oppenheimer 
Dr. Gale Young 
Professor A. H. Compton .. ,33 

"I hope you see Lowen. He impresses me with his own anxi~ty," she added in 
longhand. 

Roosevelt did see Lowen the next day and evidently the young man made 
an impression, for when the president talked about the bomb to James Byrnes 
that summer, he told Byrnes that he thought the Germans were ahead in the 
race to develop it. Roosevelt also instructed Lowen that if he wished to send 
him a personal message again, he should place it in a sealed envelope for the 
president's eyes only and send it to him via Grace Tully. 

If the intention of this directive was to cut his wife out of the chain of 
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that in my opinion, based on intimate knowledge of this whole project, 'everything 
is going as well as humanly possible. I believe we are very fortunate in having in 
General Groves, the Director of the enterprise, a man of unusual capabi lity and 
force . Criticisms like Mr. Lowen's arc based on an incomplete view of the total pic
ture on the one hand and on the other represent the inevitable emotional reactions 
of human beings involved in an enterprise of this sort. 35 

One consequence for Lowen was that he was transferred out of the proj
ect. "I seem to be pretty effectively stopped from doing any more fighting," he 
reported to Eleanor. If she wanted any more information, Lowen continued, 
Wigner, Szilard, and Fermi would be happy to come to Washington to supply 
it. 3G 

In a memo to the president, Eleanor suggested that he might ask Dr. 
Conant to see Wigner, Szilard, and Fermi "to tell about their work which has 
such important implications for the future." 

Roosevelt was getting a little impatient. "Dear Van," he wrote Dr. Bush, 
"This young man has bothered us twice before and I think Jim Conant has seen 
him twice. I fear, too, that he talks too much. Do you think we should refer the 
matter to Conant?" Five days later Bush reported back: 

Conant had a long talk in Chicago with Fermi and Wigner, and tells me they are 
quite satisfied with the arrangements now in effect and do not share Lowen's views. 
I spent all day with Szilard yesterday. His criticism boils down to the feeling that 
his group have not been fully used. There has, of course, been a reluctance to intro
duce scientists of foreign origin to the full knowledge of a matter of potentially 
great military importance. There is also a matter of early patent applications which 
has its difficulties. 

My conclusion is that there have been no more missteps and delays than ought 
to be anticipated on a matter of this novelty and complexity and that the organiza
tion is sound and in capable hands.s7 

Conant's report to the president was not wholly correct, according to 
Wigner: "By that time I felt it was too late for a change, but we certainly did 
not tell Conant we did not share Lowen's views." While reconciled to the 
arrangements with duPont, the MetLab men were more than ever concerned 
with long-range 9evelopment and control of the atom. Eleanor saw Lowen 
again, three weeks'after.D day. ''We now have the discovery, I'm told, which he 
feared Germany would have first but I gather no one wants to use it for its 
destructive power is so great that no one knows where it might stop." "Our 
fears were political," recalled Wigner. "They were fears about letting this 
destructive force loose upon the world."38 

To the nuclear scientists, and to the country generally, Eleanor and Frank
lin were partners. In the 1944 presidential campaign those who viewed her as a 
"dangerous" woman counted this against Roosevelt, but to the New Deal wing 
of the Roosevelt coalition her· presence at his side was a reassurance as to 
Roosevelt's purposes. The pros.pect of a fourth term gave Eleanor fewer prob
lems than had the third: "I don't know what F . will decide but if he thinks he 
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posed a memorandum on how to avoid a nuclear-arms race with Russia. "I was 

not certain that this memorandum would reach the president if I sent it 

'through channels.' . . . . I intended to transmit my memorandum through 

her-ina sealed envelope-to the President." He was informed Mrs. Roosevelt 

would see him on April 12. 

She had told Margaret Faycrweather that she was quite willing to hand 

over all that she was doing to someone else, but that reflected her yearning to 

step out of the public spotlight, not a readiness for a career of idleness. This was 

made clear in a reaction she expressed after a long day of seeing petitioners: "I 

was wondering yesterday when I leave the White House what my value will be 

in any of these things & what people will still be around!"20 

That was April 6. Soon she would discover that the tasks she discharged 

as ombudsman were self-imposed, rooted in her sense of duty and her need to 

be of service, not in her position as the wife of the president. The week end of 

April 8 she and Tommy went to Hyde Park to unpack cases and barrels of 

china and glass. "We ache from our unwonted exercise," she wrote her hus

band, "but we've had fun too! In May I'll finish the job." She had seen Franklin 

Jr.'s wife, Ethel : "I think she'd be very pleased if you asked her to come & 
bring Joe [Franklin III] to San Francisco." She did not feel sleepy, her letter 

went on, so she had written "James, . Elliott, & Frankie, Elinor Morgenthau 

[who had had a heart attack in Florida], Rommie & Sisty." She asked to be 

remembered to Margaret Suckley and Laura Delano. "I'm so glad you are gain

ing, you sounded cheerful for the first time last night & I hope you'll weigh I 70 

pounds when you return. Devotedly, E.R.'' That was the last letter between 

them. 
On the morning of April I 2 Eleanor had her regular press conference. She 

was asked about San Francisco, and some of the questions seemed to assume 

that the power of decision lay in the hands of the United States alone. "We will 

have to get over the habit of saying what we as a single nation will do," Eleanor 

said, once again using her news conference as a school for the country. "When 

we say 'we' on international questions in the future, we will mean all the people 

who have an interest in the question. A United Nations organization is for the 

very purpose of making it possible that all the world's opinion will have a clear

ing place." Her luncheon guest that day was Nila Magidoff, a lecturer for Rus

sian War Relief, whose excited crossbreeding of Slavic phrases with English 

was such a delight to listen to that Eleanor persuaded Anna to forsake her little 

Johnny at the Navy Hospital to come to lunch to meet her. Afterward she saw 

Malcolm Ross of the Fair Employment Practices Commission. 

At three o'clock Charles Taussig, an adviser to the U . S. delegation to San 

Francisco, was ushered into her sitting room . He wanted her help in ascertain

ing the president's wishes on trusteeships. She would call the president, she 

said, and try to find out. At this point Tommy signaled her urgently to take the 

phone. It was Laura Delano calling from Warm Springs to say the president 

had fainted and had been carried to his bed. Eleanor asked a few questions 
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622 CURI'C: BIOGRAPHY 1 9 4 7 

SUM ER, JAMES B. ContinHnf 

harl l>ccn \\"Orking in the hrm>d f1r:ld oi J'r(>l<'in 

molecule im·c~tigation.) 

Tn 1946 the scientist reported tl.at h: w::t< di

recting graduate research in the purification of 

coenzyme I, lipoxiclase, and saccharase. lie is 

the author of about one hundred research arti

cles. many of them publisher! in the Juumal of 

J?iolo.qical C!tc111istry and .-I rclti<'r.< of Cltc111-

istr_\'; o[ Trxtl>ook o.f ]lio/ugiwl Che111istry 

(19.27); anrl with Ceor."c Fred Somer~. ChcJn

islry and Jf rtlwrls vf 1:11.~.\'IIICS ( FJ--13) and 

l_al>orutory r:xrcriiiiCJIIS ll! Biulorticul Chem

istry (19-1-1-), the former the first w"rk in the 

English language to JHTSt'11l a ~encral survey 

of all cbsses of cnnmes. In 193i the Swedish 

Chemical Socict ,. rc11·a nlc wmk he had clone 

at Corm:ll 11·ith .its Schc-ek gold medal. Sum

ner is a ·m·111her of the , \merican Socit'ly of 

Biological Chemists, the ;\mcrican 1\ssociation 

for the .\,h·anccmcnt of Science. the Society 

of Experimental niology and Medicine. and the 

honor societies Sigma Xi and Phi J(appa Phi . 

ln politics Sumner is a Republican; in re

ligion, a L:nitarian. J fc has hec 1 married three 

times, to Bertha Louise Ricketts of Jackson, 

.\lississippi (in 11)15; din>rcerl). to Agnes 

Paulina Lundkvist of Stockholm, Sweden (in 

11)31), anrl to :\fary :\[orrison }}eyer (in 1943). 

H.oherla. ::\athaniel. l'rudcncc, James, and 

Frederick arc the childtTn of !tis first mar

ria~e; John is the dtil1l of his third marriage. 

The scientist is fi1·c feel nine inches tall. 

weighs 162 pounds. and has brown hair and 

h uc CYCS. 1 [c has tra\·clecl much in Canada 

and Europe. lists his Lt1·orite recreations as 

lenni«. canoeing. shooting, and skiing, and his 

fa,·orile compo:<ers as DecthO\·cn and Brahms. 

Rcfcrcnas 

::\ Y Times p4 ?\ 15 '46 

1\mcrican :\fen of Science (1944) 

:\ational Cyclop;edia of .\merican !1111_g-

raplty Curn:nt \'OI c;. 19-+3-41> 

\\'Ito's \\'Ito in f\mcrica, 1946-4i 

SURLES. ALEXANDER D(AY) t\ug. 14, 

llli'IJ-Dcc. 6. )Ill/ L'nitc:d Sta les Army of

ficer; r\nm public relations ot'ficcr ; en tercel 

sen·icc in t.ltc United States Army in 1911 as 

second lieutenant of Ca,·alry. scn·cd in the 

l'hilit'Jlincs, and in France in \\'orld \\'ar 1 : 

rose to the rank of major general; recci,·cd in 

19.l<J a post\\ ith the SC\'Cnth ca,·alry ( nechan

izl'rl ca,·alry) and aften1ard the command of 

the First ;\nnorcd Regiment o[ light tanks. 

both at Fort Knox. l(l'ntucky : was director o[ 

the \\ ar Department Bureau of l'ublic H.ela 

tions. from 1941 until September 1945. when 

he became Director of ln [onnation, of the 

Army's postwar reor.~·anized information serv

ices. remaining until his death in this post. Sec 

( 'urn·nt JJior;ro/'fl\· 194.:; Yearbook. 

Ol>ituan 

::\ Y Time< p/7 ]) i '47 por 

SZIL ARD, LEO (sl' iir.) Fch. 11 . !SoH. 

Physicist 

.·lddrrss: h. c/o 1._'ni,·c-rsity of Chic<~go. Chi

cago. Til.; h . .:;RJ(l lllaC'kstnne 1\\·c., C 1iC'ag••. 

Til. 

Prominent among the atomic bomb scienti~t < 

who haYe attempted to guide the world •o .1 

new type of international thinking in a 1 ntnt'tir 

ag-e is Leo Szilard . nuclear physics pioneer '' :,, 

was one of the first to try lo intcrc<;t the 

L:nite< Stales Gon~rnmcnl in the production "i 

~u atomic homh. During the war a member ni 

the :\Ictallurgical Laboratory of the atomic

bomb project. he is now a~sociaterl with tl~t· 

fnstitute of ::\uclear Studies of the UninT;-il l 

of Chicago. 
· 

Leo Szilard, one of the three sons of Lnui' 

Szilard, a construction engineer , and Thrkh 

(Vidor) Szilard, was born in Budapest, ] '"'' 

gary. on February 11, 1898. EYC'n as a bol' 1!1 

was unwi !tingly preparing for !tis present· ro!t

in the halt le to prc,·cnt the misuse of atmPit 

energy. One of the most profound and lastin·_ 

influences on !tis life, he told a ::\cw York{', ' 

intcrviC\\'Ct·, was a book which he read at ti.1 

age of ten. the famous Hungarian dram:\' 

epic Thr Tmucdy of Jfau by Tmre :\fad;",r' 

which he now sc~:s as applicable to the atn" 

era. "In that book," he told OliYer Pilat. "t' 1 

devil shows Adam the !tiston· o[ mankind ,.,.;.• 

the sun dying clown . Only· Eskimos an· J, i· 

and they worry chiefly bcC'ausc there arc 1' 

many Eskimos and too fe\\· seals. T 

thought is that there remains a rather n;orr ' 

margin of hope after you ha,·c t 1ade yc 

prophecy and it is pessimistic. That is rxac· 

the ~iluation in regard to the atomic bomb. \\ 

must concentrate on that n:~rrow mar~ in ' 

hope.' ' 
Young Szilard recci,·ec his c emc-nt:!n- :•· 

secondary education in Dudapcst and thc:n • 

rolled at the Dudapcst Institute of Techn•' 

as a student o [ engineering. intending to e•·• 

his father's profession . He all ndcd frr •:'i · 

fall of 1916 to the fall of 919, with, h'''' ·. • 

one year, 191i-18. given oYer to scn·ice ;,t ·· 

Austrian army. Then, in FebruarY 1920 l•n • 

came a student at the Technischc I Inc'' 

at Herlin-Charlottcnhurg. and it \\'as , .... 

the year that he spent here: t tal !tis pr•· 

interest gra,lually changed from cnginn .. ; .. 

theoretical physics. For this. he ha< ''' · 

presence of :\fax Planck, .\fax \Oil L:t•·•·. 

hcrt Einstein ·n. and r>ther famou' ; '• 

and the general scientific atmn,;phcrc • : 

were responsible. 1 n 1922 Szilard rcc• 

l'h.D. from the Uni,·crsit,· o[ 1krli:·, · 

had been working- towarcl.hi< doc• r;.· 

rctical physics ;ince early 1021. :t•· • 

pointed an assistant in the lm tia:·c 

retical Pln·sics of the uni1·ersit1·, :11 ' 

di reeled b}· YOn Lane. This pn~t l•c · · 

1925, when he was madt: l'n<'rllrf•>::<>:' · 

t hesc YCars , and until the t:arh· thirttr·. · 

,-icled ·his time between theoretical a11<l • 

mental research in t!termoth·n:unir " 

and problems o[ :\-r;11·s at l>otit till' II'' 

laboratories ancl the l..::aiscr \ \'i'ilclt n '· 

in J,erlin-Dahlem. and ,,·as clll,t:ly ; ' 

'' i til YOn Lane and Einstein. 
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\\ hc.:n 1 [itkr came to \>om;r in :'\larch 1933, 
Szilard leit the country for Vienna. Six weeks 
late>· he wcm to Lonoon, where he spent several 
months trying- to make up his mind \\·hat to do. 
mc.:amd1il working with organizations engaged 
in placing rdugccs from Germ:l!l uni,·c.:rsitics. 
ln the summer o( 193-J. he hec;~mc a memh r 
,,f the staff o( the physic·-; department of the 
mcdic:tl college of St. Da~tholomew's Hospital 
in l.ondon, ;;nd it was here that he began his 
\\·ork in nuckar physic:;, pursuing lines of in
\ <."tt~at i"n opened up by the experiments o( 

J·:mico Fermi '"•, James Chad\\ick '·", Fr6dcric 
foliot-Curic '''', and othcrs in induced :Uld artt

.t ici:d radioacti,·ity. Early in this work, to
·vther ''ith T .. \. Ckdmers, a colleague :1t 
~t. BartltfJlc.mcw's, ltc e\·oln:d a new principle 
c) l i,;otopic >c·parat ion oi artificially raclioacti\·e 
c·k·ntc•nts, \\hich he explained in .\'ature o[ 
Scplt:mhn 2.2, 193-J.. In June 1\13.) lte left St. 
lhnholomc.:\\·'s ior the Clarendon Laboratory 
"i Oxiord l:ni,·er>ity, where he continued his 
rc.:>varclw< in nuclear physics umil December 
1')37. nack in 1931 it h:ld been his intention to 
emigrate to the United States, but a iter a short 
,ta\· he h:1d ;.:one hack to Germ:my to wind up 
hi::,' ai'iairs liter..:. . \n arrangc.:ment with the 
Clarendon l.ahuratory permitted him to spend 
;;ix months ot ,·ach year in the United tates, 
:cnd after .:.runich he tlecitlcd not to return to 

England but to remain permanently. 

:\ short three months after Szilard had madl' 
his decision, in January 1939 Lise :'vlci tner '·" 
startkd the scientific world by announcing 
that the unexpected appearance of the clement 
i>:trium in the 1'13K Berlin uranium n,pni
mcnts (conducted by Otto Hahn, Fritz Strass
tnann, :tnd ltt·rscll at tit<: end oi tit<: yc.:ar) 
had been the result oi the :~ctual splitting o( 
the atom. Immediately, scientists throughout the 
world set to work to check the clisco,·cry. Con
firmation of fission had already been obtained 
11 hen Szilard, having borrowed two thousand 
dollars and brought O\'Cr from England specially 
C<Jtlstntei<.'d equipment for the purpose, pcr
ivrmccl the experiment which settled beyond a 
doubt that the ·mission of neutrons accompan
ied the release or energy from uranium. This 
he later <b;cribc.:d iu the .Yation: ·'On :'llan·h 3. 
J<).l'J, Dr. \\'alter Zinn and T, \\·orking on the 
S< '\'cnth floor of the Pupin Building at Colum
],i:t University rwhcrc they were ,·escarch 
.~ucstsj . completed a single experiment to which 
11·e had bt·en lookin.~· iorwanl rather eagerly . 
b·crything was ready, and all ,,·e had to do 
''as to kan hack, tum a switch, and watch the 
screen oi a television tnhc. Ti flashes oi light 
appeared on the screen, it would mean that neu
trc,ns ,,·ere c.:mitteo in the fission of uranium, 
:111d that in turn would mean that the liheration 
ni atomic energy was possible in our li (etimc. 
\\'c turned the switch, we saw the flashes, \\·e 
watched them for about ten minutes-anti then 
,,.e switched eYerything ofr and went home. 
That night T knew that the world was headed 
for sorrO\\'.JJ 

Because of the military significance of tlte 
results obt:tin~.:d, leading Dritish and American 
.;cientists, beetling the behests of Szilard, Fermi, 
,c. 1'. \Vigner, ::\iels Roht· '",and others in the 

LI·:O SZLL_\l!D 

Vnited States, yo]unt:trily :t.t;rcc:d to stop 
furtl1er publication of atomit· rbta. In Fran~e, 
however Toliot-Cnrie misundt:rstood-:~ncl wtth 
th(' puhli~at ion oi his conclusions the atomic 
r<;:<~ w:ts en. Thl.'n~inre, in Jnly l\130, after 
F :rmi in \far<.'it h:1tl failed to :trouse more 
than a cur~•·n· imncst in the matter from the 
::\a,·y Depart;nent, Szilard, \\'igncr, and. Al
ht:rt Ei1 stein ckcidcd to approach Pres1dent 
Roosen:lt '". :\ltltouf:(h Einstein declined to act 
:1s emissary as tlte others wished, he agreed to 
\\'rite a s;1pporting letter, and this, together 
with a clctaiic<l rlt'scription o[ the \\'ork already 
done hy F crmi and Szilard and another memo
randum by Szilard in layman's language, was 
prc·sented to the Presiclcnt on October 11 by 
the ::\ e\\· York economist _ \kxander Sachs. 
The r\dvisory Committee on Uranium then ap
pointed by Roosevelt met fr,r tl1e first time on 
Octoh~.T 21, with Szilard, \Vi!.;'n<:r, and other 
scientists present e' of'tlcio. The Szilard memo
randunL \\'l;re us..:d as the h:tsis of discu ·sion, 
hut the conclusion reached was that the project 
was premature and could best still be left in 
the lnnds oi the uniYcrsities. ;'\'ot until the 
,;tunnl<.:r of 19-!0, after rcpeat<:d pleas from 
Sachs ano Einskin, was the \\'Ork rc.:org-anized 
under the ::\ational Ddense J<.csearch Commit
tL·e. Then the first contract \\'as let to Coltnn
hia Uni,·c;·sity under the general leadership oi 
George n. Pegram, with Szilard and Fern.1i in 
dit·ect charoc.: and until the end oi 1941, Sztlard 
rccalkd, ll~; suffered from an exc..:~s of of
ficial recognition. 

A change came aitcr British scic.:ntist :'\[arcus 
L. Oliphant had visited the United States and 
ireely criticized the project. Early in 1942 the 
Columbia group was tran:;ierred to the Uni
\·ersity oi Chicago, where the ":\Jctallur,.ical 
I .aboratory" was established under the general 
direction oi Arthur J folly Compton ··• and re
searches in the mantt iacturc of plutonium \\'ere 
hep;tm :~nd carrit·d out. Tt \\';\s here th<tt on De-
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ccmbcr 2, 1942. the first chain reaction was 
obtai 1ed from the first plutonium "pile''-"a 

hug-e spherical lattice of graphite bricks i:1 
which small lumps of the natural uranium mi~

lme ... I were] imLcdckd at rc.c:ular intervals," 
as proposed jointly hy Fermi and Szilard

erected on the squash court hen cat h the tmiver
sity's athletic staclitlltl. (This is described in 

detail hv \\'illiam L. Laur<'nce ., in the ~ew 

York I'i111cs .lfa[Ja:::i1tc of Decem Jer 1, 1946.) 
Shortly afterward (construction on production 

u 1its, a iter the sttmmer of 194.2 organized un

clcr the ",\[anhattan l~nf.!ineering District' ' of 
the \ \' ar Department. ha \·ing- been undertaken 

simultaneow:iy with the experimental wo ·k in 

Chicago) . Fermi \\·as trans'erred to Los Ala

mos :cts chiei of the ach·anccd physics depart

ment of the bomh production laboratory headed 

hy _T. H.oi>crt Oppenheimer · ". Szilard re

mained \\·ith the :\letallur;:;ical Laboratory in 

Chicago. whic 1 110w co11centratcd on the prob
lem of de\·ising a co mrercially feasible method 

of extracting the plutonium produced by bom

barding uranium with neutrons. 
For much of the time Szilard and many of 

his colleagues hac! been afraid that Germany 

was ahead in the race to t 1e atomic bomb. T te 

realization o[ their purpose early in 1945 
changed their fears from what Cermany might 

do to the 'C11itccl States to what the United 

Stale~ might do to other rou·1tric~ . ''J'scu~sious 

on thi~ ~ubi ect IJegan in C!u:a :;o in i'tarch 

1945. among about sixty scientists, :.nd were 

only intensified by the dropping of the bombs 

on Hiroshima and Xagasaki in August. Dut 

through September. erroneously bclie\·ing t 1at 

negotiations conc-erning the bomb \\·ere in prog

ress among the Dig Three. the scienti~ts ex

pressec 110 opinions on it~ political implications. 

Earlv in October. howe,·cr, on a visit to \\'ash
in.c:ton Szilard secured a copy of the :\fay .... _ 

[ohnson ·.o hill for the dra~tic control of atomic 

cnerg~· . ancl this. together \\'ith newspaper re

ports that the bill had rccei\·ed only one hear

ing in committee, spurrecl them into action. The 

group at Chic-ago nnitecl as the i\ tomic Scien
t is s of ChiragrJ and began a catnpaign against 

the meas11rc by issning a manifesto calling for 

adequate Congressional hearing~ on the ques

tion. \\'ith groups from the other bomb instal

ations. they formed first the Federation of 

i\tom;c Scientists and then the Federation of 

American Scientis's, which has as its purpose 

educ-ational work on the application of science 

to the national welfare and the inAnencing of 

le_gislation. Szilard "·as among the kaders of 

each movement and a spokesman in \\'ashington . 

On the whole. the scienti~t~ ach·ocated shar

in.g the atomic "secrets,'' bec-ause they could 

not in any case bC' kept hidden long and nade 

the United States feared bv other countrie~; 

recommended ci\·ilian rather- t11an militarv. in

ternational rather than national, control; ancl 

vigorously opposed t'te proposed restriction~ on 

free <;cientific ·rsearch. Regarding the last 

nwntionecl. Szilard tc~tifiecl hdore the House 

:\filitat"Y Affairs Committee on Octobe1· 1R. 
)IJ-1.1 . that scicntish at Chica_go tad 'ouncl it 

necessary to break security regulations i 1 order 
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to proceed w ith their work ancl the Gnitc( 

States would ha\·e had t e bomb eighteen 

months sooner if the~e restrictions had not in

terfered. Jn ?\lay 1946, when they found that 

their views were making no impression in Con

gress, nine of the scientists. including Szilard . 
lfans A. Bethe ·•·•. Edward U. Condon''" , and 

Ha ·old C. Urey '", and !eel by ,\!bert Einstein. 

formed the Emergency Committee of Atomic 

Scientists to help arouse the world to the fact 

that "the unleashed power o' the atom" threat

ened "unparalleled catastrophe" unless mankind 

learned to think on an international lc\·el. Their 

fn·st campaign was for two hundred thousand 

dollars. J n 1\ o,·ember 194o. after the atomic 

energy control bill which permitte-d the i\rmy 

and Xavy to make atomic weapons with I're<i 

dential approval and provided the death penal!\' 

fo r serious violation of security regulations had 

been enacted into law. they inaugurated a sec

ond campaig-n [or one million dollars to carry 
on their \\'Ork. :\ s reported by the newspaper< 

and stated in special magazine articles by the 

scientists, they belie\·e that only a supranational 
_government, sincerely entered into by all na

tion~ and with powers adequate to maintain 

peace as well as to attack the causes of \\'orld 

friction on an economic and cultural ic\TI. 

can solve lite problem of the atomic age ; and 
that the lc.;acl in its C"t:ation mw;t he taken h 
the United Stales. . 

Szilard cau~ed a stir when he adclressc•! 
open letter (fi rst puhl i ~hed in a fall i,, .. , 
the JJullctin for /ltv111ic Scientists) ·c . 

~ian Pt-c1nicr Stalin sug·gcstin.~ that he · ~ 

ca<;l to the .\ merican people Russia 's '· .: · 
atomic control. while !'resident Trum. " , 
larly iniorm the Russian people on tl:e ,. 

of the united States. There was m•1clt p:·c·-

comnH.:nt when the scientist. recalling an .,· · 
Federal Jaw prohibiting a pri,·:lte citizen j,.,. .. 
addressing, without permission . :1n ot'lici:d ''- . 
forcig·n go,·cnuncnt on a n1attcr of c<nt:--r,\T'. '. 

requested that pennissicJ!t from the L'Pi'<' 
States i\ttorne\ (;cneral. !\letter r .. ,, .. l ·.,. 

State Dcp:1rtmcnt refused sanction for the p:·,.. 

posed letter : the Department oi .Justice "' ,.J,' 
not \·enture an opinion on the legality oi il. 

Szilard, who in 194i i~ associated \\ith .·., 

Institute of Yuclear Studies of the Cni,·cr-i'> 

of Chicag-o, was one of the se\·ent en contr ''m

tors to One Tl'orld or None. clcscribccl J\' Le"'i' 
Gannett of the Xew York.llcrafd Triinu:,· a, 

"an efiort. by some of the greatest scienti,t< 

of our scientific century. to awaken their C(J1l"

try and ours. their \\·orld and ours. to 'he i:t •, 

of li fc.' ' Szi a ·d became an 1\mcrican citiz· · 

in 1943. His" hobby, ii he has one. he '<1_1'. : 

"baiting bra~s 1ats," in keeping with his c i'l''' 

sition to military control of atomic c-nc--·~ 

Standing fi\·c feet six inches ancl wei:;' ·· ' 

I 70 pounds, he says, "I i'\111 satisfied I ccnl 1 

reduce if I \\·anted to eat less. mt I ha\·.- ' "'( • 

put it to a test." ~ e\·erthelcs> . wrote (!li\·r • 

Pilat in the X ew York f'ost, the hrO\\ n-i·a;r · 

brown-e\'ecl scientisl " is not the sor ·of 1'1'''1 . ., 

tra\·el t; the other end of lO\\'n to tn· a 'c• 

resta trant. \Vhen "·orkiPg he can < 1~ip h-• r' 
and dinner, can even go without slcc·p." 
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TAGLIAVI I, FE RUCCIO (tii"lya-vc'nl' 
1.,r-root'ch6) t\ug. 1-t, 1913- Opera singer 
.ldcfr<ss : b. c/o Columbia Concerts, Inc., 113 
\\·.57th St., ?\<:w York 19 

"A qmntity of listcnns limited on.y by the 
fire ~a,,-s took Tagliavini to their hearts a!m.,sl 
imml:diatelv, and he responded by channini' 
thl:ir heart~-; away with the beauty of his vo Cl 

: 1nd the artistry of his singi11g." (n thc·st 
\\c,rds. l n·in~· Koloclin, the ::-\ cw ) ork Sun 
1-ritic. described thl.! January 19-+7 :.\fe ropolit:m 
,lebut o£ the Italian tenor Fcrruccio Tagliavini. 
11·ho came to the United States heralded by a 
11:m" of spontaneous publicity after a public 
r:.ree r of six years in Italy. 

Fcrruccio Tagliavini. son of Erasmo and 
\"eviani (Barbara) Tag!iavini, \\·as born in the 
northern ftalian manufacturing city of Reggio 
1-:Jnilia Oil August 1-t, 1913. Bl:catise his father 
\\'as employed as overseer on an isolated estate 
situated between Reggio Emilia and J3ologna, 
ior his first twelve years young Fenuccio did 
not go to school but was tutored with the cltil
drtn ot the manor house. Later sent to school 
'" l<eggio Emilia. he determined to become :m 
electrica l engineer-he is licensed in that 
proic,;sion-although his father was urging 
him wwarcl music. That he was a musical 
\'C>Uth had been evident irom an early age 
•.•:hrn he began lessons on the violin and learned 
iamou,.; tenor arias by car. Tn school, between 
t:.t acts of operettas, dut·ing which he played 
111 the orchestra. he would entertain with his 
,inging, and at least once he stepped into a 
t•·acling operetta mlc at the last moment. Also 
:. i:\\'orite a;; a church chorister, he soon gained 
uc nickname "il piccolo Caruso." But he con

,istently refused to consider taking vocal 
}L·"~l'll..:; . 

\\ hl'n Taglia,·ini was in his early twenties, 
liis iathcr, still certain that operatic fame 
:1\\:,itcd the youth, managed to lure him to Par
Ita, a f cw miles distant from Reggio Emilia, 
'" a time when open competitions were in prog
r,·" at the city',; conservatory. There the elder 
Tagli: vini dared his son to sing for the judges. 
Thou.'-(h untrained, his voice made such an im
pression that he \\·as immediately offered a 
scl1obrship. He rciuscd, holl'evcr, to give up 
his position as an electrical engineer and could 
<•nly Ill: persuaded to take lc:ssons in his spare 
time irom _\[aestro ftalo Brancucci. A {ter a 
-h"rt time these were: discontinued, and then 
.tn1· <lcci,..ion about his career was postponed by 
,,.,·eral years of compulsory military training. 
In 10.38 Tagliavini entered the local contest 
k-:tclin;.: to the important Florence ~\fay Festival 
C<nllpcri tiun and, singing "0 Paradiso" hom 
~fvycrl!l:er ' s 1.'.1/ricaille each time, he won the 
local. regional, and national events. This de
cickd him . and he began a seven-month period 
oi intensive study with the internationally 
known tenor Amacleo Bassi. On October 28, 

I OJ0. he made his ddntl, as Hodolfo in Puc
cini's La J!u/i,\11/e at the T'atro Communale in 
Florence. 

ln the following ,,·a~ons in Florenc~. Tag
lia,·ini sang the leading tenor wlcs in such 
operas as _\f a'cagni's L'A 111iro Frit:::, Dellini's 
Ln Sollnumuula, _\fasscm·t's J!wum and ll'crth
N, and Donizetti's L' F:lisir d'."l more. Jn 19-10, 
during his first per formancc in Palermo, Sicily 
- - in 1.'.-l;t~ico Frit:::-hc met and fell in love 
>1 tL Pia 'L tss n:•. ri, tilt· coprano singing oppo-
: t L 1 1 . S ~'.IZV (TJ ·y Wl'rc nt:trri•:d on 
1 , i . l. !CJ [I 1 f ·;u c,,, t~i li:a. ac.:cpting his 

' 1 < ~ 1 (,f l 1l < i'titd·l <I l/..~Ir!csiana as too 
I 11 : 1 o tc ··c<.lt, ;uldt I pages of music and 
It :--:1 ''·· the C•p<·ro.. In a tCI\. years Tag-liavini 
ln.· cat ·1c an artist o£ n:cog;nizcd stature at the 
San Carlo Theatre in ~aplcs, the Royal Opera 
in Rome:. La Scala of :\filan, and a favorite 
tl1rou.gl10ut Italy. T [l: abo Lecame a film star 
during these years, making, in all, five film~, 
including T'o.(Jiio f/iz•cre Cosi, No Tania Vog!za 
di Cu>llare, ilu! 1\.inq's lester, bas<;d on Verdi's 
J?i[!oletto, and t!tc !Jarbcr of Stz,illr. The last
mentioned, an uncut \·crsion of the opera as 
presented on the operatic stage except for the 
nsc oi deepe-r :,ettings and close-up shots, was 
n1ade. at 'ragliavini's own sng-gt.:stion, in orde1· 
to bring opera to the potential audiences in the 
t011 ns and ,-i!lagcs which rarely s, w a per
formance. 

\\'hen the Allies took over in Ttaly, Tag
liavini toured army camps, and American GI's 
];,·ought back to N L:W York cnt husiastic reports 
of their newest favorite. Interc't in h;n·ing 
the young tenor appear at the :.Vfc:tropolitan 
Opera was further stimulated by the first .ship
ment of Cetra recordings to the United States 
in September 1946. discs which sold rapidly 
even at tht·cc times the price of domestic rl:c
ords. Tagliavini himself, mean\\'hile. had lei! 
Ttaly for summer engagcmC'nts in Central and 
South America, twcntv appearances which in
cluded Tosm a t the Teatm Colon in Buenos 
Aires; lf/crthrr opposite his wife as Charlotte, 
Ln Rohc\111(' opposite Tliclt1 Sayao '·", and Tosca, 
at the Tcatro :.\funicipale in Rio de Janeiro; 
'-ucia and Riqolcllo opposite Lily Pons ·-••. and 
Tosra oppo~it<: Stella Roman, at the: Opera 
Nacional in :.\fcxico City. The tenor's Xorrh 
American clebnl occmrcd in Chicago on Octo
IJcr 2. 19-+6. as Rodolio in La Bolu';nl'. Bciore 
making his :.\fctmpolitan debut as Rodolfo on 
January 10, 10-+7, he also sang in !1/adwna 
Ruttrrjly and Tosca with the Chicago Civic 
Opera Company. 

Advance pnhlicity 1Jronght out a rcconl ar
ll'ndancc for Tag;liavini's first appea1·ance in 
X c\\' York. a nonsuhsuiption pcdonnance; 
many pc,·sons were tnrnc·d away. Critics re
ported the noisiest demonstrations they had 
heard in many years and aclclcd that £01· the 
most pan tlte applause was well merited . \Vrote 
1-l.obert A. Hague of P.\1: "ITc has a beautiful 
v(Iicc .. -a true lyric tenor, fresh and warm of 
tirnl;. r ~- drort kssly proclticed and always under 
c:>11t ·, •!. It is not a big voire, but it carries 
ptriedly without forcing; even his pianissimo 
(11hich he uses with ravishing effect) can be 
clearly heanl. His style of singing is florid 
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